


~* Gilbey$idea 
ofa Gin and Tonic: 

Taste the gin, too. Win 
Gilbey’s Gin is made with a unique idea in mind. > —< 

Re The taste of the gin is important and should not be hidden 
by the mixer. So when you drink a Gilbey’s Gin & Tonic, 

you'll taste the gin, too. Fs 
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“FDA HEAD URGES LESS 
SALT IN FOOD? 

NEW YORK TIMES, JUNE 19, 1981 

There is a growing body of evi- 
dence linking heavy salt con- 
sumption to hypertension / 
high blood pressure. 

FACT 
We Americans 
consume too much salt. 

The average American consumes 
20 to 50 times more salt than the 
body needs, an average of 15 
pounds per person per year. 

FACT 
Scientific evidence shows 
too much salt contributes 
to high blood pressure. 

Medical experts agree 
that excessive consump- 
tion of salt is the major 
cause of high blood pres- 
sure/hypertension in 
our society today. 
According to the 
FDA, 60 million 
Americans | suffer 
from high blood pres- 
sure which can lead to 
strokes or heart attacks. 

Fewoet UNSALTED 
Fleischmann 
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FACT 
Hypertension 
is the “silent killer.” 

Many Americans are hypertense 
and don’t even know it. One out 
of four Americans is prone to the 
blood pressure raising effects of 
salt. Among senior citizens 65 
and over, this figure jumps to an 
incredible one out of two. Unfor- 
tunately, high blood pressure of- 
ten remains undetected for years 
because it exhibits no outward 
symptoms. Yet, disabling and 
sometimes lethal heart attacks and 
strokes are most often brought on 
by high blood pressure. 

FACT 
Regular blood pressure 
checks are vital to every 
adult American. 

Because the disease is symptom- 
less, only a blood pressure check 
can uncover it. Semi-annual 
checkups by your doctor are most 
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NOdNOO SHOLS 
Redeem only 

On Any One-Pound Package Of 
Unsalted Fleischmann’s” Margarine 

TO RETAILER: Natesco Brands. inc. will pay the tace value plus 7¢ for handling 
Charges, provided you and your customer have Compbed ealh the terms of thes 

appication constitutes traud invorces showing your purchase 
of sutficent stock to cower all coupons redeemed must 
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trough our 
Brands “sf PO. Bax 1708. 

To perenne te This commen 2 QOOC only on 
the product indicated 
trawd cnt ONE COUPON F PER P PURCHASE 
EXPIRATION DATE DECEMBER 31, 1982 

Offer, any other 

important, especially so to older 
and overweight Americans. 

FACT 
Make Fleischmann’s® Unsalted 
Margarine part of your salt- 
reduction diet. Less salt and 
cholesterol make good eating 
sensible. 

It’s easier than you think to kick 
the high salt habit. Start by not 
adding salt at the table; put that 
salt shaker away! And use deli- 
cious Fleischmann's Unsalted 
Margarine for all your table spread 
and cooking needs. It’s perfect for 
frying, baking, topping vegeta- 
bles, or just spreading on home- 
made breads. Great tasting, made 
from 100% corn oil, yet contains 
no cholesterol and is salt-free. 

“STORE COUPON 

Save 15¢ 
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5 years 

Announcing Buyer Protection Plan 5... 
and a 5500 price reduction. 
: coverage on major components Plus, a $500 price reduction 

For 9 years/ 50,000 miles, for 5 years or 50,000 miles. on every Concord, Spirit and 
a virtual Free Ride (Owner pays first $25 for each Eagle... but only until June 12. 
over the repairs you repair visit.) At American Motors, wherever 
fear most. Plus, a 5-year No-Rust-Thru you go...Buyer Protection Plan 5 

——___—___—— Warranty”... made possible by goes with you...all the way into 
The best part of American the exclusive Ziebart” Factory 1987. 

Motors’ new Buyer Protection Rust Protection Program. See us for warranty and rust program details 

Plan 5 starts where Ford and GM Plus, loaner car assistance* Aluminized exhaust warranted for 12 months/12,000 

leave off...after 2 years. And trip interruption protection, t= 
Buyer Protection Plan 5, on which covers extra food and W desler has to beep your cer overnight for warranty 

every Concord, Spirit and Eagle, lodging expenses up to $150 if year. Aad tor Wve next 4 years, you'll get $15 a day 
includes: a full 12-month / you're 100 miles or more from toward loaner car expenses for up to 5 days. 

12,000-mile warranty. home and warranty repairs take 
Plus, extended service overnight. 

AMERICAN MOTORS. 
Only the Tough Americans give you more and charge you less. 

Spirit, 4-wheel drive Eagle and Concord 
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ALetter from the Publisher 
5 foes story ideas usually originate at editorial meetings in 

New York, or at weekly conferences in its bureaus around 
the world. These proposals, breaking news aside, tend to be sa- 
vored for weeks, even months, before 
coming anywhere close to appearing in 
print. But, by the very nature of its busi- 
ness, TIME must react as quickly to the 
unexpected eruption of genius as to the 
demands of hard news. This can mean 
that the normal weeks of planning may 
be telescoped into a few days, with the 
whole meticulous preparation process 
taking on the look and feel of a speeded- 
up movie. Such was the case for this 
week’s major story on Film Maker Ste- 
ven Spielberg. 

It was well known that two new 

-TIME——— THE WEEKLY NEWSMAGAZINE 
films be?” The answer: so important that Corliss delayed a long- 
scheduled trip to the Cannes Film Festival in order to get start- 
ed on the story. For two days he wrote, then flew to Cannes for 
three days, then caught the Concorde back to New York to fin- 
ish the project. Before Corliss returned to Cannes, he met Spiel- 
berg for the first time—after three screenings of E.7—at a lun- 

TED THA 

Spielberg movies—E.T. and Polter- Smilgis, Corliss flank Film Maker Spielberg 
geist—were due to be released, but on pa- 
per they did not at first look as if they were likely candidates for 
Hollywood immortality. Says Associate Editor Richard Corliss, 
who wrote the main story for this week’s effort—with contribu- 
tions from John Skow and Reporter-Researcher Melissa 
Ludtke Lincoln: “Here were two movies with no stars. Both 
were small budget. Together they cost much less than Annie. 
How important could low-budget, horror or science-fiction 

cheon organized by our editors in the 
Time-Life Building in Manhattan. 

Also attending that luncheon last 
week was West Coast Show Business 
Correspondent Martha Smilgis, who last 
year interviewed Spielberg for TIME’s 
story on Raiders of the Lost Ark. For this 
new project, Smilgis had a long afternoon 
of conversation with Spielberg at his 
beach house just north of Malibu. Says 
she: “Steven made me a great lunch. His 
mother sent over curried chicken, and he 
supplied salmon, tuna fish, fresh fruit sal- 
ad and his own specialty, freshly baked 
pumpkin bread. Food is his hobby.” 
Smilgis’ assignments are not always so 

appealing. As part of covering her beat in Los Angeles, she 
screens an average of two films a week and is not moved by 
many of them. But after viewing E.7:, she was moved to say: 
“This is a ten-handkerchief movie.” 
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24 
Cover: It's D-day in 
the Falklands as Brit- 
ish troops invade after 
talks with Argentina 
break down. The task 

force loses a frigate 
and suffers casualties, 
but the Union Jack 
flies once more over 
the disputed islands. 
See WORLD. 

14 
Nation: Brezhnev is 
cool to Reagan's arms 
offer but signals readi- 
ness to talk. » The 

Senate okays a budget, 
but it is still chaos in 
the House. » Will the 
G.O.P. lose its grip on 
Midwest statehouses? 
> New twists in the 
Donovan case 

American Scene 
A wizardly French 
chef lures the nation’s 
gourmets to Le Fran- 
¢ais, his temple of 
haute cuisine outside 
Chicago. 

70 
Computers 
With Sony’s introduc- 

tion of a desk-top 
model, U.S. domi- 

nance of the handy 
personal-computer 
field seems less 

40 
World 
Begin survives cliff- 
hanger. » Morocco’s 
King Hassan seeks 
US. aid for his desert 
war.» El Salvador 

slows land reform. 

72 
Sport 
At Indianapolis, there 
is more death than 
victory; yet fans re- 
main less upset by the 
crashes than by hock- 

ey fights. 

Economy & Business 
Americans are stag- 
gering under a moun- 
tain of personal debt. 
> A near panic 
shakes Wall Street af- 
ter sudden default 

75 
Sexes 
Study finds marriage 
helps men in their ca- 
reers but hinders 
women. » Now, a 

campus pinup calen- 

dar for females 

67 
Music 
A BBC trove of early 
Beatles performances 
is brought to the U.S. 
for broadcast on, ap- 
propriately enough, 
Memorial Day 

76 
Books 
Richard Reeves fol- 
lows Tocqueville's 

footsteps across the 
U.S. > Irving Howe's 

Shorts offers 38 brief, 
brilliant fictions 

Cover: Illustration by David Suter 
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54 
Blockbusters: Steven 
Spielberg Jaws, Raid- 
ers of the Lost Ark) 
offers double magic 
for summer screens: 
Poltergeist, a ghost 
thriller, and E.7., 
about a space alien 
who will find a home 
in viewers’ hearts 
See CINEMA. 

68 69 
Education Medicine 
Accused of plagiarism, New drugs for arthri- 
a student sues Prince- 
ton in a case that chal- 
lenges private univer- 
sities’ disciplinary 
prerogatives. 

82 
Essay 
The vast international 
travel machine cranks 
up for another season 
What is the point of 
all that touring and 
expensive motion? 
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may pose a risk to 
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So you wanna be in pictures? 

| LIUILIW a 

Meet Arnie Cole, a cocky Cockney con man and would-be movie 
mogul. Arnie has a bit of a problem: He needs an “angel” t 
bankroll the silent shorts called “flicks” he wants to make to bring 
him fame and fortune. 

Enter Maud, a genteel, extremely plain, intensely proper 
heiress. Her problem? She desperately needs a husband. They 
meet, marry—and live scrappily ever after. 

It all happens on Flickers, a delightful six-part Masterpiece 
Theatre series on the pioneering days of British cinema now 
showing on PBS (check local listings for program schedules). 
Flickers chronicles the time before World War | when films were 
short, fast, and cheap, and a producer was anyone who could 
corral a camera, someone to point it, and “stars” who were likely 
to be ex-vaudevillians. 

A British critic has called this tour de farce “the funniest, 
craziest, most lovable, self-mocking series on telly.” Little won- 
der, for its many zany films-within-a-film include an epic called 
The Highwayman and the Lady whose highwayman is, in the 
words of host Alistair Cooke, a “bonehead who can't post, trot or 
ride a horse in a straight line.” 

Then there's the aging stage star who's recruited to movies 
with predictably disastrous results; a precocious “child star” 
named Dotty Brewer; a failed actor with directing pretensions; 
and, of course, Arnie—the perpetually harried producer who 
pawns all his wife's jewels, and even her hair, in a frantic effort to 
keep his studio afloat. 

Will Arnie find cinema success? Will Maud retrieve her hair? 
Will Dotty grow up? Find out in Flickers. It'll leave you reeling— 
with laughter. 
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WHICH OF THESE HIGHLY 
INTELLIGENT MINOLTA SLRs 

IS RIGHT FOR YOU? 
NEW XG-A. Just becoming interested in 35mm 

SLR photography? Then this is your Minolta. Sets 
exposures automatically, so you just point, focus 

and shoot. Automatic film advance with optional 
winder. Gives you exceptional picture quality, very 

affordably. 

NEW XG-1. Beginning to get serious about the 
35mm format? The beautifully redesigned XG-1 
features aperture-priority automation, plus a fully 

manual mode that gives you the additional benefits 

of full creative control. With Auto Winder option, 

your eye never leaves the viewfinder 

XG-M. If you'd like to expand your talents with 
a complete photographic system, then the XG-M 

has been made to order for you. Lightweight 
and compact, yet rugged enough to fire 
off exposures at a blistering 3.5 
frames per second with optional 

Motor Drive. Automatic and 
Metered Manual modes 

Ergonomically designed, 
with a built-in hand grip 

= »S >> 

NEW X-700 PROGRAM SYSTEM. If you'd like 
the most advanced imaging system available, the 
Minolta Program System X-700 has to be your first 

choice. Multi-Mode operation gives you total creative 
freedom, or computerized, programed automation 

Astonishing options include the world’s most brilliant 

multi-function back. Program it to number your pic- 
tures or imprint the date or fire the X-700 when you're 

not there 

Each of these 35mm SLRs accepts a wide range of 

Minolta lenses and accessories. And each is an ex- 

ceptional value within its price category. Ask your 

authorized Minolta dealer to help you select the 

one that best fits your needs and your bud- 

_\ get. Whichever you choose, you'll find 
-* that it is backed by the longest 

combined lens/body warranty 
offered by any major camera 
manufacturer. 

MINOLUA 

ONLY FROM THE 
MIND OF MINOLTA 



Falklands Fight 
To the Editors 

Britain has missed a unique opportu- 
nity [May 10]. Even though th 

clearly in the right, the British could have 
as a solution to the interna- 

tional crisis. Instead they chose costly 

chauvinism 

Kenneth L. Crowell | 
Canton, N.Y 

Will we ever tire of seeing the faces of 
frightened young men behind a gun fight- 
ing some politician’s war? 

Arthur J. VanDerburgh 

Portland, Me. 

By imposing sanctions against Argen- 
tina, the U.S. has once again chosen a di- 
sastrous foreign policy. America should 
have followed a strictly neutral course 
Latin America is a big and powerful bloc 
with huge mineral and food resources 
Unfortunately, the U.S. underestimates 
Latin America and will come to regret its 
latest step 

Enrique J. Spitzer 
Buenos Aires 

Newsmen in Buenos Aires report that 
the Argentines will never forgive or forget 
America’s support of Britain in the Falk- 

lands crisis. Using the same logic, we 
Americans of World War II vintage 
should never forgive or forget the sympa- 
thy, comfort and support given by Argen- 
tina to the Axis 

Samuel Winslow Smith 
Summerville, S.C. 

Alien Roundup 

Your article “Dragnet for Illegal 
Workers” [May 10] presents a biased view 
of the U.S. immigration laws and their en- 
forcement. What should the INS investiga- 

“an 

tors and Border Patrol agents be doing if 

not upholding the laws? That is their job 

Paul L. Adams 

Arlington, Va 

It is hard to deny that Project Jobs has 
some legitimate and noble goals. Howev- 
er, it is chilling to see our Government 

Single out an ethnic minority and blame it 

for economic hard times 

Lewis Rubinstein 
Richardson, Texas 

Job Market 

Your article on the job opportunities 

for engineers [May 10] only encourages 
too many college students to enter the 
profession. Employment may be booming 
for new graduates, but for mature, experi- 
enced engineers the unemployment rate is 
high. Consider the Ma Chicago 
Tribune classified ads: engineering situa- 

tions wanted, well over 150; engineering 
help wanted, four 

Walter H. Merker Jr 
Downers Grove, Ill 

Case for Capitalism 

Walter Isaacson’s discussion of Mi- 
chael Novak’s book The Spirit of Demo- 
cratic Capitalism [May 10] revealed an es- 
sential truth. Neither patriotism, altruism 

Getting there may be half the fun 



nor caritas will inspire humans to pro- 

duce. Only capitalism, as Novak says 
tends to expand the wealth of all by pro 
viding incentives for productivity. And 

the greatest incentive that capitalism 

holds out is money 

Eugene T. Morgan 
Tampa, Fla 

The ideal of capitalism is to generate 
long-term wealth for the general welfare 
Unfortunately, in everyday practice capi- 

talists extract as much short-term profit 

as possible. As America concentrates 
more of its wealth in fewer but larger cor- 

porations, we will forsake our moral 
strength and ethical honesty. Novak may 

believe what he has written. However, his 

theory abandons all values save that of 

the dollar 
Mark Franceschini 

Westminster, Colo 

Muddy Bottom 
I sympathize with the Vermonters’ 

annual battle against the onslaught of 
mud [May 10]. Bemidji, 240 miles north 
of Minneapolis, sits in the middle of 
woods, bogs and lakes and is no newcom- 

er to dealing with mudology. A standing 
joke around here is let a Volkswagen go 

ahead of you. Then drive over its roof 

when it falls into a mudhole 
Brad Swenson 

Bemidji, Minn 
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but wait till you get a taste of b 

Vermont has, in addition to mud 

an environmental program designed to 
make children aware of nature. During a 
demonstration of why autumn leaves turn 
color, I asked the third-graders, “Most 
states have only four seasons. Do you 

know what our extra season is?” I expect- 

ed a response of puzzled faces. The chil- 
dren shouted “Mud!” 

Deborah L. Wilson 

Montpelier, Vi 

Ralph Waldo Who? 

Lance Morrow’s timely tribute to 

Ralph Waldo Emerson [May 10] may 

have salvaged singlehanded the man’s 

work from burial. Past generations of stu- 

dents were probably bored stiff with Em- 
erson, but today we would be hard- 

pressed to find a public school where 

Emerson hasn't long ago been replaced by 

tales of streetwise punks—all in the name 

of relevancy 
James C. Schaap 

Oostburg, Wis 

Your Essay will remind Americans 
that their philosophical heritage should 
be reconsidered. In 1837 Emerson wrote, 

“This time, like all times, is a very good 
one, if we but know what to do with it.” 
America could renew itself with some of 

Emerson’s idealism 
Tom Youngblood 

San Francisco 
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Taveatavane 

Sunsphere’s Architect 

“No Knocks for Knoxville” [May 3] 
was a well-written analysis of the 1982 
World’s Fair, except for one error. I was 

not asked to develop a “symbolic tower, 
nor have I had anything to do with the de 

sign of the structure. I have been associat 
ed with the job as the project architect in- 
volved in the drawing and construction 

phases only 

Bruce B. Thompson 

Knoxville, Tenn 

Puff Piece 

Editors Greenfield and Bradlee of the 

Washington Post [May 10] are guilty of 
hypocrisy. Editors decry publicists as 

flacks, yet scream when information isn’t 

available. Whether editors like it or not, 

the press and the public relations profes- 

sion are in a partnership. Only when 

newspapers build up their reporting staffs 

so that they can do the job alone will the 
need for the professional public relations 

person go away 
James P. Patterson, President 

Shoreline Communigraphics Inc 

Largo, Fla 

Public relations professionals are of- 
ten the press’s best friend. We keep a dia- 
logue going between business and the 
public. We are constantly battling top ex- 
ecutives who instinctively want to bar the 

MERSET IMPORTERS 

Johnnie Walker 
Black Label Scotch 

YEARS ¢*4.% OLD 
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FOR COMFORT. Letters 
FOR VALUE. press except On management's terms. We 

NO fe) | = |p @) > IT do not deserve the opprobrium he 
LIKE upon us by our “friends” in the med 

Paul S. Forbes, Presi 

JOCKEY BRAND. Paul S. Forbes & Associat 
Fairfa 

In the Chips 

While welcoming your new Comput- 
ers section [May 3], I am a bit worried 

about those microkids. Learning how to 

use those machines is O.K., but I hope 

youngsters have some encounters with 
animals, trees and nature too 

Varco Relevant 

Ancona, Italy 

At last an article on computer intelli- 

gence that does not waste time worrying 

about what to do when computers get 

smarter than we are. Roger Rosenblatt is 
right in saying that a machine can think 

Only in limited terms. But he understates 

the point of my book What Computers 
Cant Do and so sets the limits too high. | 
argue at computers will never be abl 

to understand even simple children’s sto- 

ries of the sort easily comprehended by 

any three-year-old. In light of such limita 

tions, people who worry about the advent 

of even mildly intelligent machines are 

like alchemists who have not turned 

gle pebble int id but are already con 

cerned about the risk of transmuting the 

whole planet 

Hubert L. Dreyfus 
Berkeley, Calif 

The thought of having those computer 
kids around makes parents shudder, both 

in America and Japan. But there is a dif. 

ference. American parents pay to get 
computers for their schools. Japanese par 

ents, on the other hand, do nothing. Even 

teachers think it is unnecessary to have 

computers in the classroom. Japan won't 

be an industrial giant for long. American 

businessmen can relax JIM PALMER 
WEARS LIFE® Hitoshi Noguchi 
UNDERWEAR. Fukuoka, Japan 

Designed to add . 
new color to your life. pe Profaned Name 
Color coordinated : ; , 
of shirts and briefs, Quality. 7 With regard to the article “Sinking a 

crafted to keep the Name” [May 10] please note that the 
wash after wash. Tail Corpus Christi (Body of Christ) telephone 
Yeli@eeluiiclariel(-Mitth ees se! directory lists: the Corpus C hristi Flea 

cotton. Many styles, colors Market, the Corpus Christi Mud Pit Ser- 
and patterns to choose from. vices, the Corpus Christi Amusement Co 

the Corpus Christi Speedway, and the - 
@& Corpus Christi Pistol and Rifle Club 

Wo KEY Where is the righteous indignation of 

$ Bishop Drury over these slurrings of the 
The first name in underwear. sacrament of the Eucharist? 

Patricia A. Tyler 

Corpus Christi, Texas 
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Impress Wevsnteeets special. 
Give Gold Reserve rum. 

Blended from especially 
smooth, mellow rums 

; held in reserve, Bacardi 
J Gold Reserve rum is 
J | an exceptionally rich, 

premium spirit. So lux- 
urious neat or on the 
rocks, it’s simply the 

— perfect gift 

BACARDI 
Gold Reserve 

\NEJO) 

BACARDI C¢ 

BACA RDI, Gold Reserve. Simply the world’s most precious rum. 

_ Made in Puerto Rico. 
BACARD! AND THE BAT DEVICE ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS. ANC ADEMARK ALL OF BACARDI& COMPANY LIMITED ©1982 BACARDI IMPORTS INC MIAMI FL RUM 80 PROOF 



“EITHER THIS IS 
THEIR BEST 

SPACE GAME EVER, 
OR MY 

LIVING ROOM IS 
GOING 165 MPH?” 

STAR STRIKE’ 
Presenting Star Strike’ The exciting new space game with brilliant colors, gripping 

tension, and special effects so realistic they appear three-dimensional. 
Just play it once.Then, when the battle’soverand = pygrpe, £LerTRONICS” 

the dust is clear, compare Intellivision Star Strike to other 
space games. We think you'll agree that color, excitement INCELLIVISION 
and special effects make Star Strike the cl fi r : Bats 
MMU Intelligent Television 



Eastern. 
Now were an airline 
for all the Americas. _ 

Eastern has spread its wings to take over 
most of the South American routes formerly 
flown by Braniff. 

Passengers now holding tickets or 
reservations for these Braniff South American 
flights may rest assured they will be honored by 
Eastern.* But because there will be some 
variation in schedules, and they are subject to 
local government approval, those holding 
Braniff South American tickets or reservations 
should call Eastern to confirm them. 

Eastern’s new service includes flights to 
Panama City, Panama; Bogota, Cali and 
Barranquilla, Colombia; Quito and 
Guayaquil, Ecuador; Lima, Peru; Santiago, 
Chile; Buenos Aires, Argentina; La Paz, 
Bolivia; Asuncion, Paraguay. Eleven 
destinations in eight countries. 

We're serving South America from three 
gateways: Miami, New York, New Orleans. 

We're offering through service to many 
» of our new South American destina- 

. tions from Washington, D.C., 
\ Houston and Los Angeles. And 

convenient Eastern connections are 
available from the rest of the U.S. 

For the past three years, more 
passengers have flown Eastern than any 
other airline in the free world. Now 

America’s favorite way to fly can take you to 
127 cities in 22 countries, including more of 
the Americas than ever before. 

Call your Travel Agent or Eastern 
Airlines for details. 

*Tickets must have been issued prior to May 13, 1982, 
and will be honored only on Eastern’s flights. Subject 
to availability. 

©1982 Eastern Air Lines, Inc. 

ASTERN 
America’s favorite way to fly- 

¢ 4 
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In Illinois: A Temple of Haute Cuisine 
ave-More Car Rental. The Hangar 
Charcoal Steaks. Cheetah Nude 

Dancing. The Vault Self-Storage Ware- 
house. Rich’s Place Package Goods and 
Cocktails. The signs flash by on this dreary 
four-lane strip. “Welcome to Wheeling— 

| the village with feeling.” Finally, painted 
| in neat black-and-white script, a tastebud 
| red alert: Le Frangais. The building looks 
| like a suburban developer's vision of a 
French country inn, and the visitor pauses 
for a moment to savor the incongruity. 
Wheeling, Ill. (pop. 23,089), is a beer-and- 
pretzels kind of town with a sizable blue- 

collar population. Yet here, 30 miles from 
downtown Chicago, is one of the best res- 
taurants in the U.S. 

Le Frangais has verve that Craig 
Claiborne calls “pyrotechnic.” Its sauces 
have been described as “psychedelic.” 
One hundred twenty gastronomes polled 
by Playboy magazine picked Le Frangais 
as the No. 2 restaurant in the country (af- 
ter Manhattan’s grand palais de cuisine 
Lutéce). Bon Appétit proclaimed Le Fran- 
gais “America’s greatest restaurant.” Al- 
most from the day it opened in 1973, the 
nation’s growing cadres of gourmets and 
gourmands have been journeying to Le 
Frangais, “like dedicated pilgrims,” ob- 
served one Chicago critic, “on their way 
to a shrine.” The cost of dinner for two 
with only a modest wine can run more 
than $150. But Le Frangais regularly at- 
tracts a crowd of 120 to 150 people a 
night, and there is often a six-week wait- 
ing list for a reservation. 

or 

American Scene 

Behind the restaurant’s success is its | sounds and a bouquet of smells. A peek 
inventive chef-owner, Jean Banchet, 41. | 
Stocky, with brown curly hair and square | 
beard, he looks like a scaled-down ver- 
sion of Luciano Pavarotti and has the ar- 
listic temperament to match. Banchet 
was trained in the great restaurants of 
France, including that of Paul Bocuse, the 
high priest of /a nouvelle cuisine. He com- 
mands his array of convection ovens, can- 
nibal-size stockpots and giant food pro- | 
cessors with the same authority that Sir 
Georg Solti displays when conducting the 
Chicago Symphony. “It’s like an orches- 

ws 

| Amaestro and his works: Jean Banchet displays an arrangement of seafood appetizers 

tra,” Banchet explains, “where every 
piece must play its part.” 

At Le Frangais Maestro Banchet puts 
on a gala performance for two seatings a 
night, six nights a week. From noon to 
midnight he prowls the stainless-steel cor- 
ridors of his ultramodern kitchen, setting a 
whirlwind pace for his 32-member staff. 
“Sacrebleu! Sacrebleu!” he shouts at a 
sous-chef when something goes wrong. 
One minute he is throwing whole fistfuls of 
truffles into a twelve-quart mixing bowl. 
Next he starts a pheasant paté, followed 
by a lobster and crayfish mousse. Tasting 
each creation in turn, he makes several 
mid-course corrections, adding a little salt 
here, a little cream there. Finally he is sat- 
isfied. Offering his visitor a taste of the glo- 
riously light mousse, he nods his head 
gravely. “Nobody,” he says, “can make a 
mousse like I can make a mousse.” 

As the afternoon progresses, the visi- 
tor is overwhelmed by a cacophony of 

i 
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into the larder is enough to tickle even the 
most jaded palate. Fresh foie gras de ca- 
nard and turbot flown in from France, 
mallard ducks and wild morel mushrooms 
newly arrived from Washington State, 
plump pheasant and succulent little grouse | 
shot in Scotland, live crayfish shipped up 
twice a week from New Orleans. 

Shortly before 6, the dining room at 
Le Frangais has reached a state of bur- 
nished perfection. Above, dark wood 
beams and bronze chandeliers. Below, 
fresh flowers, crisp linen, the gleam of sil- 
ver and crystal. Doris Banchet, the Ger- 
man-born wife of the chef, appears by the 
entrance in a chic black dress adorned 
with a golden rooster brooch, “the sign of 
good cuisine,” she explains. Now it is the 
waiters, formal in their tuxedos, who take 
over, announcing the program and pac- 
ing the elaborate performance. The first 
guests arrive: James and Judy Horn, a 
pair of young Chicago attorneys. They 
are celebrating their tenth wedding anni- 
versary. George, a jolly pink-cheeked 
waiter whose wife has stitched his name 
in yarn across his jacket, takes charge of 
what Banchet has labeled “Le Show,” 
wafting a silver platter laden with trea- 
sures under the noses of the astonished 
Horns. There is a colorful vegetable paté 
studded with bits of broccoli and tomato 
as bright as jewels. A paupiette of smoked 
salmon filled with fluffy crab mousse. A 
lobster sausage served with two sauces— 
one made with sea urchins, the other with 
lobster. “They've shown us eight things 
already,” giggles Judy Horn. “I shall nev- 
er be able to remember which I like best.” 
Says George: “We're going to come back 
for a test later—whoever scores the high- 
est gets the biggest dessert.” The Horns 
will return, though like most patrons, 
they reserve these caloric excursions for 
special occasions. Says Judy of tonight's 
feast: “I can feel my little arteries clog- 
ging already.” 

B= devised Le Show as a way of 
introducing his American clientele to 

the unfamiliar wonders of French haute 
cuisine. Through the inventiveness of the 
waiters, Le Show has evolved into a ritual 
of anticipation as each day’s off-the- 
menu specials—often more than 15 dish- 

es and as many sauces—are described 
and displayed in mouth-watering detail. 

Eating at Le Frangais is serious busi- 
ness, and tablemates frequently converse 
with the intensity of opera buffs at inter- 
mission. Detroit Businessman Ed Con- 
nelly is a Le Frangais fan. He and his wife 
Pat popped into their eight-seat Cessna 
421 a little over an hour ago and flew 
down to Wheeling just for dinner. They 
brought along Paul Mann, a wine import- 
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New freedoms. 
New ideas. 
New benefits for everyone. 

CM lela rdelat 
for America’s freight 
railroads. 

America’s freight railroads are being freed 
from overregulation and the real winner is 
the public—the consumers of rail-delivered 

goods. 
With less government interference since 

the passage of the 1980 Staggers Rail Act, 
railroads are better able to compete in the 
marketplace. Using options long available 
to other businesses, railroads are develop- 
ing innovative marketing programs that are 
making rail shipment much more efficient 
and cost-effective. 

For example, now that they can sign long- 
term contracts, railroads are offering price 
and service incentives in return for guaran- 
teed volume. And, with the deregulation of 
piggyback (the movement of truck trailers 
and containers on rail flatcars), railroads 
now are free to change rates when neces- 
sary to meet competition, putting more traffic 
on the rails—and less on the highways. 

Reduced regulation has given railroaders 
the opportunities and the freedom to man- 
age more efficiently. Railroads and those 
Wiared-jall oMics)(e)a) ae) Uicer- (em el=18-1il ara lale Le) 
do the final customers for goods shipped 
by rail—the public. 

For more information, write: “It's Work- 
ing,” Dept. 57, Association of American 
Railroads, 1920 L St., N.W., Washington, 
D.C. 20036. 

Freight Trains. 
America’s most vital 
areas Bielge—m 



Peabody Award is the 
broadcast industrys highest 
award for outstanding joum- 
alistic achievement. 

Only one television 
Station in Chicago received 
a Peabody Award this year 

Only one television 
Station inAmerica received 
a Peabody Award this year 
for investigative reporting. 

WLS-TV is proud 
to be that station. And 
proud to applaud Seven 
onYour Sides Roberta Baskin, 
Target Seven's Peter Kar! 
and everyone ele on the 
Channel Seven Eyewitness 
News Team whose skill 
and dedication made it all 
possible. 

WLS-TV Chicago 
Eyewitness News 

Up to the minute. 
Down to earth. Close to home. 



“I see you put as a reference that you watch The MacNeil/Lehrer Report.” 

People who watch The MacNeil/Lehrer Report are known 
to have uncommonly well-informed opinions. Are often respected 

by business associates, family and friends for 
a point of view based on an impartial, in-depth presentation 

of the story behind the news. 
No wonder people who watch The MacNeil/Lehrer Report once, 

can find themselves absolutely addicted. 

The MacNeils« 
Lehrer Report 

Weeknights on PBS with Charlayne Hunter-Gault 

<i 
Coproduced by WNET/New York and WE TA/Washington us li Wene pos 9 

AT&T and the Bell Systern Companies nember ae ” PPB BS 

$ from Ex 1 Corporation 



‘ . American Scene 
Introducing the Sheraton Plaza La Reina r a + 

er, and his wife Rosi. The first courses are 
with its own international airport. just arriving. Ed has ordered oysters: half 

a dozen embedded in their shells over 
spinach leaves and lobster mousse. Each 
is covered with julienne leeks and a 

beurre blanc sauce. Ed slips the first oys- 
ter into his mouth. His eyes close. There 
is a weighty pause as all at the table at- 
tend his reaction. His verdict: “It’s like 
I've died and gone to heaven.” 

Soon Ed is eyeing his wife’s saucisson 
chaud. They are both looking covetously 
at Rosi’s delicate puff pastry filled with 
snails and sweetbreads. Rosi, for her part, 
tosses a longing look in the direction of 
Ed's oysters. Everyone sneaks a glance at 
Paul’s pink-hued foie gras resting on a 
quivering bed of clear aspic. Soon Con- 
nellys and Manns are trading morsels. 
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Just off the runway at And when it’s time Andrestaurants that offer : 4 
LAX is a new board- to mix pleasure with gourmet feasts to chef's For several minutes conversation stops. 
room with magnificent — business, our new salads. Created by some Finally Pat has something to say: “I think | 
accommodations Sheraton offers the of the best chefs on Ed’s and mine were the best.” Paul heart- 
Meeting rooms for12to newest and most lux the West Coast. Coming ily objects. “Mine was best,” he declares, | 
1,200 people.Seminar — urious rooms at LAX to L.A. for business? Now the main courses. Paul rhapso- 

sce Sones « tatiangenonane | Gapesciontonts raat be oede hg Amer ber aeytieg ICES re ! a 2xQui C aie NeaGquariers , , ilates is fi 
and notary services sitely upholstered At the new Sheraton hyperventilates over his firm-fleshed uke 
Direct international dial- furnishings to beautiful © Plaza La Reina, business bot aswim in fragrant cream and saffron 
ing and multilingual staff. wall graphics never looked better At last the table is cleared and the dessert 

= carts arrive. “If we eat dessert,” Ed laugh- 
S ingly asks no one in particular, “will the 

= , ’ | plane get off the ground?” Included in the 
Sheraton Plaza La Reina dazzling array are three different choco- 

SHERATON HOTELS AND INNS. WORLDWIDE late cakes: one is a heavenly concoction 
6101 WEST CENTURY BLVD .LOS ANGELES. CA . “ 

213) 642-1111 OR TOLL-FREE (800) 325 the waiters call “chocolate mousse-choc- 
olate meringue cake.” Pat can’t make up 
her mind. “I have just the thing,” says the 
waiter, writing on his pad with a dramat- 
ic flourish. “One Chocolate Plus.” A few 
minutes later Pat gasps. Her dessert plate 
contains not one but three generous 
wedges of each chocolate gdfeau. In the 

center is a huge dollop of whipped cream 
“It’s lucky,” says Ed, “that you wore an 
expandable dress.” 

3 n the kitchen now there is a lull. Await- 
ing the orders for the 9 p.m. seating, 

Banchet decides to start on a veal mousse 
for the next day. “I like everything fresh,” 
he sighs. “It’s a lot of work.” Later Ban- 
chet roams through the dining room 
wearing his rumpled double-breasted 
chef's jacket and no hat. He looks ex- 
hausted. His French accent has grown 
stronger with fatigue. “Eet’s hard,” he 
puffs, before disappearing into the kitch- 
en again. “Some nights eet’s very hard.” 

Banchet has made no secret of the 
. fact that he finds his marathon work 

Some things never change... week tiring. Ten years from now, he says 

And we're spending $35 million to make sure they don't. From over and over, “I won't be doing this.” Al- 
| ready he has started to branch out. He is 

a consulting chef for the Adolphus Hotel 
in Dallas. In partnership with a longtime 

guests’ taste for luxury is quietly indulged. Like the Palmer friend, he has started a seafood restau- 

House, it's a tradition too good to change. Call 312-726-7500 rant, La Mer, in Chicago. But ten years 
or your Hilton Reservation Service from now is a long time. And for as long 

as Le Frangais continues to exist, 
Thank goodness...and the the Ed Connellys and Paul Manns of the 

oi) aS: 
: Vil mner : 

world will keep coming back for more. 

the Empire elegance of our historic lobby, to the world’s largest 
conference center (38 brand new rooms on our 7th floor), our 

After all, declares Paul Mann as he de- 
parts, “this is a little piece of heaven 
on earth.” — By Madeleine Nash 

TIME, MAY 31, 1982 



‘Act now, and get a fast 
from XELOX? ei. 

Buying a Xerox copier has always had its rewards. But never like this. 
Because for a limited time, Xerox is giving fast breaks. 

If you hurry, you can get a great break on a Xerox copier. 
For example, they’ re reducing the price of their 

— | feature-rich 3300 copier by an incredible $600. 
€ a Or, if you buy a remanufactured 3109, 

Xerox will give you a free supply of paper, 

toner, and paper trays, along with free 
delivery, w orth $700. 

s ave $600.00 Substantial fast " 
breaks are also 

available on the other remanufactured 

3100 family of copiers. 
Of course they back these 

<=. ——. machines with 
ne eat 

—_— the same war- 
— A ranty that comes 
Free,up to with their newly 

$700 worth of manufactured 
options. copiers. 

If you're a credit qualified pa 
customer, here’s another thing } @ 
to remember. Xerox can finance / 

up to 80% of the 
cost of their 
3100 copiers at T 
just 15.9%. 

So send in 
the coupon right = 4 
away. Or call 800- 
648-5888, operator , 
263* ; 

Again, these 
offers end 

June 30, 1982. 
So don’t wait 

too long. 

800-648-5888 
ee 

; The Xerox Fast Break. : 
i I'd like a C) sales representative to contact me 

Cla demonstration C] more information. 

Send to: Xerox Corporation, 
After all, the last time I i Box 24, Rochester, N.Y. 14601. 

saw this many fast breaks my 4 tens _ Title. 

nia professional Company Address 

‘ City State__ 

e 

| 

hes Te ee ee. 
XEROX im. ie — Prone 

*In Nevada call 80772-5711, operator 2¢ XERON®, 30, Sil V0) are tradermarks of NEROX CORPORATION 
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Limited Nuclear Response 
Brezhnev's answer to Reagan's arms plan may be a start for START 

ith golden medals glimmering 

on the breast of his dark suit 

Soviet President Leonid Brezh- 
nev slowly made his way 

though the lilacs and carnations to the po- 
dium. “Glory! Glory!” chanted 6,000 exul- 
tant members of the Young Communist 

League as their ailing leader, in his deep 
and slurred growl, began to speak. But a 
dramatic hush descended over the Krem- 
lin’s Palace of Congresses when Brezhnev 
reached the heart of his 35-minute address 
The Komsomo! delegates knew, 
as did Washington and the rest of 

the world, that the Soviet leader 
was planning to answer Ronald 
Reagan's proposal, made earlier 

this month at Eureka College in 

Illinois, for Strategic Arms Re 
duction Talks (START) 

Predictably, Brezhnev com- 
plained that the U.S. proposal 

was “absolutely one-sided.” Yet 
amid his anti-American rheto- 
ric, there was a cautious but 
clear sign that the two super- 
powers might resume discus- 
sions of ways to lessen the global 
peril wrought by their growing 
Strategic arsenals. For Brezhnev 

also said of the US. offer, “In 
our opinion, this is a step in the 
right direction.” 

The Administration was sat- 
isfied by this response. The 
White House issued a statement 

declaring, “We welcome Presi- 
dent Brezhnev’s willingness to 

begin negotiations.” Reagan was 
less guarded. “Do you have any 
reply to Brezhnev?” a reporter 
asked. “Not that you'd want to 

print.” the President shot back 

But then he added: “I’m kidding 
I think we'll be meeting.” Rea- 

gan’s flippant remark, while in- 

appropriate, reflected optimism 
within the White House that the 

President's arms-control speech, 

will de- 

fuse domestic antinuclear senti- 

ment and help smooth the way 
for his forthcoming trip to West- 
ern Europe 

The exchange of oratory in- 
that the two 

agree on the need for negotia- 

tions but on little else. In order 

lo preserve what the Soviets see 

as parity, Brezhnev proposed 
that the two sides agree to freeze 

and Moscow's answer 

dicated leaders 

14 

nuclear weapons at the current level as 

soon as talks get under way. Replied the 

White House: “A freeze would codify ex- 

Soviet military advantages and re- 
move Soviet incentives 

stantial reductions 

The Administration also opposes a 

1st 

to agree to sub- 

freeze because it feels that the number of 

missiles on each side may be negotiable 
but the modernization of the U.S. arsenal 

is not. A National Security Decision Di- 
rective, outlining the Administration’s 

Closing the window of vulnerability: prototype of the MX missile 

military and diplomatic stance against 

the Soviet Union 

National Security Council and signed last 
week by the President. It states that build- 

ing modern missiles is a first priority. The 
right to produce the MX advanced sys- 

tems will therefore not be bargained 

away. Said NSC Director William Clark 
last week, discussing the directive: “The 
President views the production of a mod- 
ern intercontinental ballistic missile 

[ICBM] as absolutely essential 
. rt Brezhnev charged that the 

American plan is designed to 

achieve U.S. military 

ity. since it would exclude from 

negotiations “the strategic arms 
it is nOW most intensively devel- 
oping.” By limiting the number 

of land-based warheads to 2,500 
apiece, Reagan's START propos- 
al would weaken the backbone 

of the Soviet Union's strategic 

arsenal, the 5,500 warheads it 

deploys on ICBMs. In return, the 
U.S., which has only 2.152 war 

heads on ICBMs, would have to 

give up half of its 4.928 subma- 
rine-based warheads but could 
proceed with production of the 

planned MX ballistic 

the low-flying cruise missile and 

the B-1 bomber. Nonetheless 

the Administration has said that 

when negotiations begin. all sys 

will be on the bargaining 

was prepared by the 

superior- 

missile 

tems 

table 

The Administration is deter- 
mined to avoid repeating what it 
regards as a major error made 

by Jimmy Carter. In 1977, Car- 

ter abandoned his proposals for 

deep cuts” in strategic weapons 
almost as soon as the Soviets had 

denounced his plan as unaccept 

able. The Reaganauts believe 
that 1) arms-control proposals 

should be designed to meet U.S 

interests rather than wh the 

Soviets might accept and 2) 
American negotiators should 

advance their proposals with the 

kind of 
that 

have traditionally shown 

Administration officials be 

lieve that the Soviets 

now completing a major strate 

will have 

same iron-pants stub- 

bornness Moscow's men 

who are 

Pic-weapons program 

lo agree to reduce some of their 
existing systems in order to pre 



vent the U.S. from deploying 
some of the weapons planned in 

the Reagan defense buildup 
Says one senior official: “What 

do the Soviets see? They see us 

opening production lines for 
MX missiles. cruise missiles 
B-1 bombers. and soon Stealth 

bombers and Trident II missiles 
We could go on building them in- 

definitely.” Soviet officials object 
to that kind of argument as in- 

umidation. Said Radomir Bog- 

danov, an arms-control expert at 
Moscow's USA Institute: “It's 
the usual American tactic of 

threatening your bargaining 

partner. 

Reagan's START plan has also been 

subjected to criticism from U.S. defense 
experts on both the left and right. The 
main complaint: the President's plan 
would reduce rather than increase strate- 
gic stability because it would make land- 
based missiles more vulnerable to enemy 

warheads. Argues Herbert Scoville Jr., 

president of the left-of-center 
Arms Control Association in 

Washington: “The START pro- 
posal will not achieve the Presi- 
dent's goal of improved stability 

but will instead increase the 
likelihood of a first strike.” A re- 
port by the Carnegie Endow- 

ment for International Peace 
contends that limited reductions 

in nuclear missiles would “have 

no significant impact on strate- 
gic vulnerability.” 

In order to shield U.S. land- 

based missiles from a Soviet first 
strike, Reagan last week told the 
Pentagon that he favors what is 
knownas the “dense pack” meth- 
od for basing the new MX. Up to 

100 MX missiles would be clus- 

tered in deep, hardened silos 

within a 12-sq.-mi. area. Enemy 

warheads coming into such a 

small area would cause the first of 

them toexplode the others. Theo- 

retically, some ofthe MX missiles 
in the dense pack would survive 

and be able to launch through the 
rubble after the attack 

nder Reagan’s START 
proposal, the U.S. could 

replace its smaller Min- 

ulemen and aging Titans 
with up to 250 MX missiles 
each of which can carry ten war 
heads (to one for the Titans and 
three for the Minuteman III) 
But unlike the mobile race-track 
system proposed by President 

Carter, the dense-pack MX de 
ployment appears to be a viola- 

tion of SALT Il, which was never 

ralified by the Senate but is be- 

ing informally honored by both 
countries. That treaty forbids 

the construction of any 

fixed missile silos 

new 

If the dense 

pack were protected by antibal- Opening the way for talks: Brezhnev addresses Young Communists 
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Recent cruise test 

= listic missiles, as some top Pen- 
etagon Officials suggest, it would 
zalso violate provisions of the 
1972 ABM treaty 

The Kremlin is considerably 

more reluctant than the White 
House to abandon these past 
arms accords. Said Brezhnev last 

week: “It is necessary to pre- 
serve everything positive that 
was achieved earlier. A good 
deal of useful work has already 
been done.” During his 1980 

campaign, Reagan vehemently 

denounced the SALT process as 
‘fatally flawed.” Consequently, 
there are political reasons why 
he cannot easily accept the ad- 

vice of former Secretaries of State Ed- 
mund Muskie, Cyrus Vance and Henry 
Kissinger to adopt the SALT II provisions 

as a first step in the new START process 

For the Soviets, Reagan’s refusal poses a 
dilemma. As one Central Committee 
member told TIME last week: “We don't 
want to make the face-saving problems 

more difficult for Reagan, but you cannot 
simply put SALT I aside. How can we start 

on another blood-spilling operation to 

reach definitions and frames of reference 
when we already spent twelve years at it 

and when the next American President 
may throw these out as well? 

Much of the public maneuvering by 
both sides is designed to gain propaganda 

points, particularly in Western Europe. A 
growing antinuclear movement, tinged 
with anti-Americanism, has arisen in op- 
position to the U.S.-backed plan to mod- 
ernize NATO's intermediate-range nuclear 

forces. Part of Brezhnev’s speech last 
week was aimed at the Western European 

audience. He pledged that a Soviet freeze 
on its own medium-range missiles would 

be extended to preclude the deployment 
of SS-20 missiles, which have a 3,000-mile 
range, any place in the Soviet Union from 
which they could strike West Germany 

Reagan did some appealing to Euro- 
peans too. In his Eureka speech, he aban- 
doned an approach that Western allies 
have long opposed: the linking of fu- 

rss ture arms talks to Soviet good 
conduct around the world. In 

discussing the new National Se- 

curity Decision Directive, Ad- 

ministration officials suggested 
that linkage has been displaced 

by the idea of “shrinkage” 
pressuring the Soviets to turn 
their attention inward to the 
needs of their own people rather 
than pursuing expansionist aims 
NATO foreign ministers, meeting 
in Luxembourg last week, de- 
clared their support for Reagan's 

‘far-reaching but realistic offer 
to begin START talks. It remains 
to be seen how much the pros- 

pect of a summit meeting and 
START negotiations will blunt the 
force of the European disarma- 
ment movement, which threat- 

ened to disrupt the President's 

scheduled trip to Britain, France 
Italy and West Germany 

A landmark event in rela 

tions between the superpowers 

took place ten years ago this 

week: Richard Nixon's visit to 

the Soviet Union to sign the first 
Strategic Arms Limitation Trea- 

ty. Reducing strategic weapons 
promises to be more of a chal- 
lenge than limiting them. “We 
want to talk, but the basis must 

be acceptable,” warns Georgi 

Arbatov. a member of the Cen 
tral Committee who is the top 

authority on American affairs 

The Administration’s arms-con 

trol planners feel much the 
same. Yet the very fact that the 
powerful antagonists of East and 
West are edging uncertainly to- 
ward the conference table may 

do much to tame the fears about 

nuclear war on both sides of the 

Atlantic By Walter Isaacson. 

Reported by Erik Amfitheatrof/Mos- 

cow and Bruce W. Nelan/Washington 
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Unveiling of the Bold New Alternative to Reaganomics 

Does Anyone Have a Budget? 

‘Nation 

alc competing budgets. Flocks of 
nuisance amendments proposed for 

the sole reason of forcing opponents to 
cast embarrassing “no” votes. In this spir- 
it of politics as usual and collective irre- 
sponsibility, Congress last week confront- 
ed one of its gravest duties: crafting a 
budget resolution that would provide a set 
of spending, revenue and deficit targets 

| for the next year. 
The Senate did, finally, produce a 

budget, approved Friday by a vote of 49 
to 43. It estimates federal spending in fis- 
cal 1983 at $784 billion; revenues at 

Politics as usual and legislative anarchy in Congress 

raising taxes $21.2 billion (never mind 
which taxes, that is to be decided later); | 
and a deficit of $115.8 billion. The key 
move was a decision by the Republican 
majority to abandon an earlier proposal 
that called for unspecified “saving” of $40 
billion in Social Security over the next 
three years. Instead, the Republicans sub- 
stituted a vague directive to Congress to 
do whatever may be necessary to prevent 
the Social Security system from running 
out of money and keep pension checks 
going out on time, but not to take any ac- 

| tion until after the November elections. 
$668.2 billion, a figure to be reached by | Indiana's Dan Quayle protested that the 

i 

resolution was “a cop-out,” which indeed 
it is. But Minnesota’s David Durenberger 
effectively ended the argument by telling 
his G.O.P. colleagues that “we are in the 
process of losing [the votes of] the aged of 
America,” who fear that their benefit 
checks might be cut 

To mollify their less conservative 

members, the Senate Republicans agreed 
to a long string of changes providing a bit 
more spending for Medicare, for housing, 
for veterans’ benefits, for student loans 
After those changes, and the decision to | 
do nothing at the moment about Social 
Security, spending would be cut by $9 bil- 
lion less than the leadership had original- 
ly envisioned. Then the G.O.P. closed 
ranks in a series of floor votes to beat off | 
Democratic amendments, offered with no 
hope that they could pass. 

The scene in the House. which begins 
voting on the budget this week, was fairly 
close to legislative anarchy, Seven budgets 
had been drafted by the end of last week: 

| three major ones by Democratic leaders 
headed by Speaker Tip O'Neill, Republi- 
can leaders and a bipartisan coalition of 
moderates; one by staunch conservatives, 
two competing ones by liberals and one by 
the 18-member Black Caucus. In addition, 
floor rules will permit votes on 68 separate | 
amendments. House Republican leaders 
produced a budget that looks very much 
like the Senate document but, somehow, 
projects $15 billion less spending. How did 
they accomplish that feat? An aide to Sen- 
ate Republican chiefs had a simple an- 
swer: “They lie.” Retorted an aide to the 
House G.O.P. leaders: “Our numbers are 
no phonier than anyone else's.” At this 
point, not one of the budget resolutions 
seems able to win the 218 House votes 
needed for passage 

House-Raising on the Hill 
pre the American dream of owning a home is a 

laudable idea, but not the way Congress has decided to go 
about it. True, the Commerce Department announced last 
week that construction on new homes in April dropped to an 
annual adjusted rate of 881,000, a slump of 6.4% from 
March. True, housing starts during the first three months of 
1982 were the lowest for any first quarter since World War 
II. And true, a poll conducted this year by Market Opinion 
Research showed that many Americans would once again be 
able to afford homes if mortgage rates, now hovering at a 
prohibitive 17%, fell below 12%. But in an attempt to salvage 
the housing industry, both the House and the Senate are vot- 
ing to spend money the Government does not have for a pro- 
gram whose impact is questionable. Said Republican Repre- 
sentative Dick Cheney of Wyoming: “The bill is a turkey.” 

Two weeks ago, the Democratic-controlled House voted 
349 to 55 for a $1 billion bill that would pay home buyers up 
to six percentage points of mortgage interest rates on new 
houses. The bill would cover mortgages of up to $90,000; the 
maximum yearly income of eligible buyers would range from 
$19,000 to $55,000, depending on the region. The Senate Ap- 
propriations Committee last week approved its own bill au- 

thorizing $1 billion a year in subsidies for five years. This 
version would pay as much as 4% of mortgages up to $77,600 
for eligible buyers earning a maximum of $35,000. Someone 
signing a 25-year mortgage for $65,000 at 15!4% interest, for 
example, could receive as much as $12,754 in federal aid 
over five years; the buyer would be required to pay back the 
money only if the house were sold at a profit. The full Senate 
is virtually certain to pass its bill this week, with the differ- 
ences expected to be hammered out in conference within the 
next month. 

Republican Richard Lugar of Indiana, sponsor of the 
Senate bill, insists that it will produce 400,000 new housing 
starts and provide 700,000 jobs. Most experts, however, pre- 
dict that the measure will create, at best, a few thousand 
more homes. Even the National Association of Realtors, 
which would benefit from the bill, doubts that the program 
would work. Said Jack Carlson, chief economist for the trade 
group: “Getting down the deficit is the only solution.” 

White House advisers are concerned that the housing 
subsidy could lead to a flood of relief bills for other ailing in- 
dustries, such as autos and steel. Though President Reagan 
would like to veto the measure, he may sign it anyway. He 
has rejected only three bills so far, and he may not be anxious 
to mortgage his own reputation if it appears his veto might 
be overturned. 
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The White House has contributed to 
the chaos by staying aloof. President Rea- 
gan has confined himself to generalities 
social spending should be reduced, mili- 
tary expenditures should not be cut deep- 
ly or taxes raised sharply. To the dismay 
of some Congressmen who want guidance 
as to what the White House might accept, 
Reagan has carefully avoided talking 
numbers. 

Administration aides leave no doubt 
that this is a deliberate political game. 
The President is preparing to denounce 
Congress if it produces a budget resolu- 
tion with gargantuan deficits. and to 
take the credit if it somehow passes a 
plan to stem the red ink. Reagan has 
been explicit on only one point: there 
must be no tampering with the third 
stage of his cherished income tax cuts. a 
10% reduction that will take effect in 
July 1983 

he outcome just might be no budget 
resolution at all. Says California Dem- 

ocrat Leon Panetta, chief drafter of the bi- 
partisan moderates’ budget: “There is a 
fifty-fifly chance that nothing will pass.” 
In that case, Congress would have to fi- 
nance the Government by a series of con- 
tinuing resolutions, a prescription for ad- 
ministrative chaos since no department 
would be sure how much money would be 
available to it, or pass spending bills 
piecemeal, with no overall guidelines 

There is an uncomfortably strong 
chance too that even if Congress were to 
pass a budget resolution directing itself to 
increase taxes substantially, it would later 
fail to agree on a bill that would actually 
raise any new revenues. Since income tax 
boosts have been ruled out at Reagan's in- 
sistence, new or higher taxes would have 
to be levied on business. and legions of 
lobbyists would mount well-financed 
campaigns against any that might be pro- 
posed. Any of these outcomes would prob- 
ably cause deficits to swell. Senators and 
Congressmen of both parties fear that vot- 
ers infuriated by the inability of the Legis- 
lature to bring any order to Government 
finances would cast ballots indiscrimi- 
nately against all incumbents running for 
re-election. 

A more urgent worry is the impact of 
continued budget waffling on financial 
markets. Wall Street has been anxiously 
waiting for Congress to pass a budget res- 
olution that offers some credible hope of 
holding deficits to about $100 billion a 
year. Already, uncertainty about how 
high future deficits will reach, and how 
much the Government will have to bor- 
row to cover them, is preventing interest 
rates from falling—which they must if 

| there is to be any strong recovery from the 
| recession. If there is no budget, or if Con- 
gress passes one with deficit estimates 

| that the financial community finds unac- 
ceptable, interest rates will surely stay 
high. That would delay, weaken or even 
prevent economic recovery—and provoke 
exactly the voter outrage that Congress 
fears —By George J. Church. Reported by 
John F. Stacks and Evan Thomas/Washington 
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Death Threats 
Donovan probe has enemies 

rank Silbey. chief investigator for the 
Senate Labor and Human Resources 

Committee, picked up his telephone. Said 
an unidentified male caller: “If you don’t 
lay off the Donovan investigation. you 
and your wife and your children will end 
up in a pine box.” 

With that death threat. the federal in- 
vestigation into possible ties between La- 
bor Secretary Raymond Donovan and 
various Mafia-related labor racketeers 
took on a more sinister tone. Silbey said it 
was the second such warning he has re- 
ceived in the past month Republican Or- 
rin Hatch of Utah. chairman of the Senate 
committee, said that he had also received 
“some minor threats in this matter,” but 
did not consider them “significant.” How- 
ever, the warnings to Silbey, Hatch said, 

Republican Senator Orrin Hatch of Utah 

A pine box isa “serious” subject. 

“were serious,” although there was no way 

to determine who had made the telephone 
calls. Declared Hatch: “They're not going 

to intimidate me.” 
Another bizarre twist to the unsavory 

case was the announcement by officers 
of New Jersey’s Schiavone Construction 
Co., of which Donovan served as an exec- 
ulive vice president in charge of labor re- 
lations, that it had hired private detec- 
tives to do its own investigation of people 
who have raised allegations against Don- 
ovan. These, presumably, would include 
FBI informers, the members and staff of 
the Hatch committee, and perhaps even 
Special Prosecutor Leon Silverman, who 
was appointed in December to look into 
the charges raised against Donovan 
Theodore Geiser, a Schiavone attorney, 
said that the company’s gumshoes were 
also told to find out “who is deliberately 
leaking information to the media to prej- 

vone’s concern, he explained, was that 
“the allegations affect a great many 
people other than the Secretary. and 
the company feels an obligation to these 
people.” 

The threats and counterprobes have 
not slowed the investigation by the Spe- 
cial Prosecutor and the FBI. Nonetheless, 
senior FBI officials fear that some material 
involving Donovan may stil! be buried in 
the bureau's files. The FBI has already 
been embarrassed by disclosures that it 
failed to give the Hatch committee, which 
held Donovan's confirmation hearings. 
some details of the allegations against the 

| Secretary made by FRI informers. 

udice an ongoing investigation.” Schia- 

TIME has also learned that Special 
Prosecutor Silverman and his staff are 
looking into a meeting between Donovan 
and Douglas LaChance, a convicted labor 
racketeer. It took place in a bar at New 
York City’s Hotel Algonquin on the eve- 
ning of Jan. 10, 1978. LaChance was then 
head of a newspaper drivers’ union that 
had interfered with the delivery of the 
New York Trib, a troubled morning tab- 
loid that failed after publishing for a mere 
three months. Donovan’s company had 
invested $370,000 in the newspaper. ac- 
cording to Leonard Saffir, its founder and 

| publisher. William Casey, now director of 
the Central Intelligence Agency, was 
briefly on the 7rib's board. Donovan was 
a stockholder and became a director after 
Casey left the board. 

| Beg union had held up delivery 
of 135,000 copies of the 7rib and | 

threatened to shut it down with a full- 
scale strike. A court ordered the deliver- 
ers back to work, but according to Saffir it 
was the meeting between Donovan and 
LaChance at the Algonquin and the sub- 
sequent phone calls thé two men ex- 

| changed that caused the drivers to resume 

| deliveries. LaChance is now serving a 
| twelve-year prison term for extorting 
$300,000 from various employers. 

Donovan has said that the warning 
“saddens and angers” him. “I deplore any 
threat or public intimidation on any pub- 
lic official or, for that matter, on any citi- 

| zen.” Through a spokesman, Donovan 
| said that he had nothing to do with Schia- 
vone’s hiring detectives. Although he has 
done little to help the Reagan Adminis- | 
tration gain labor support, the Secretary 
appears secure in his job, at least until Sil- 
verman completes his investigation. Don- 
ovan still has his defenders in the Admin- 
istration, including Helene von Damm, 
President Reagan's influential personal 
secretary, who next week is being promot- 
ed to White House personnel director 
Donovan helped her raise campaign 
funds for Reagan in New Jersey in 1980: 
she subsequently urged that he be ap- 
pointed to the Cabinet. But a White 
House aide conceded that “the level of 
embarrassment is growing.” Indeed, both 
Indiana Republican Senator Dan Quayle 
and Glenn Watts, head of the 650,000- 
member Communications Workers of 
America, last week called upon the Secre- 
tary to resign. 
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Hard Times in a “Soft Underbelly” 
G.O.P. Governors in the Midwest are giving up or losing ground 

hen times are good, the Midwest is 
an area where the Republican Par- 

ty can take for granted elephant-size con- 
gressional delegations and more than its 
share of statehouses. Devastated as it is by 
deepening recession, the region has now 
become what one presidential adviser 
calls “the soft underbelly of the G.O.P.” 
To the shock and dismay of party leaders, 
five Republican Governors have an- 
nounced that they will not be candidates 
for office in November. To make matters 
worse, two other Republican incumbents, 
Governors James Thompson of Illinois 
and Charles Thone of Nebraska, are fac- 
ing unexpectedly tough re-election bat- 

tles. Result: of the eight Republican-held 
Midwest governorships on this year’s bal- 
lots, only one, in South Dakota, seems safe 
from a possible Democratic takeover. 

In Illinois, “Big Jim” Thompson's bid 
for a third term has been hobbled less by 
his Democratic opponent, former Senator 
Adlai Stevenson III, 51, than by what 
G.O.P. political analysts call the Gover- 
nor’s tendency “to shoot himself in the 
foot.” The once popular Thompson, 46, 
has been hurt by charges that he used 
campaign funds for personal expenses, 
accepted gifts from people who do busi- 
ness with the state government and at- 
tempted to get his wife Jayne a federal 
judgeship. A Chicago Tribune poll last 
month showed him trailing Stevenson for 
the first time, 35% to 37%; a previous sur- 
vey, in January, had Thompson leading 
by 39% to 30% 

When Ronald Reagan visited Illinois 
two weeks ago, he appeared to damn 
Thompson with slightly faint praise. 
“I've always been confident of the in- 
tegrity of your Governor,” said the 
President. “I would be very surprised if 
he did anything that could be called 
malfeasance.” But one Thompson aide 
conceded that although the Governor 
“has not done anything illegal,” the ac- 
cusations of impropriety were damag- 
ing “especially when tied to a rotten 
economy.” So Stevenson continues to 

gain despite his languid campaigning 
style. The Democrat's coffers, which a Robert Ray 

| month's primaries and who claims this 
| race is his last. Thone, apparently un- 

few months ago held less than $5,000, are 
now brimming with $650,000—still less 
than half the amount the incumbent has 
raised. White House political operatives 
acknowledge that Thompson now 
needs all the help he can get, and they 
will be aiding him this fall. 

They may also have to help 
out Nebraska's first-term Governor 
Charles Thone, 58, a colorless conser- 
vative who barely campaigned for this 

derestimating the backlash among the 
state’s financially strapped farmers, 
drew only 62% of the G.O.P. vote 

against two challengers. Farmer 
Stan DeBoer, a founder of the 
American Agriculture Movement, 
captured 31% of the Republican votes, 
criticizing Thone for his support of 
Reagan’s farm and economic policies. 
On the Democratic side, a political 
novice, Robert Kerrey, 38, swept 71% 
of the ballots in his party’s primary. A 
Viet Nam veteran who won a Congres- 
sional Medal of Honor, Kerrey is an 
imposing speaker, but some of his 
causes—a gay rights ordinance, for in- 
stance—may be too permissive for his 
generally conservative state. Kerrey, 

whose campaign ads stress his success as a 
builder and manager of restaurants and 
fitness centers, says he is confident of 
beating Thone “because he is a Republi- 
can in tough economic times.” 

The other G.O.P. problems in the 
Midwest: 

IOWA. Democrats were almost as stunned 
as Republicans when coolly competent 
Robert Ray, 53, the nation’s senior Gov- 
ernor in years of continuous service (14), 
announced in February that he would 
skip a solid shot at a sixth term. “Iamata 
time in my life,” said Ray, “when I might 
like to try new things.” Conceded Timo- 
thy Hyde, executive director of Iowa’s 
Republican Party: “Now there is a race, 
and there wasn’t before.” State Attorney 
General Tom Miller, a Democrat, agrees: 
“There is no Republican now who could 
win the kind of victory that would sweep 

18 

| Register and Tribune showed that among 

James Rhodes 

_. Milliken’s job. No clear leader has 

other people in with him.” The leading 
Republican candidate to succeed Ray is 
Lieutenant Governor Terry Branstad. 35, 
a well-financed conservative. His proba- 
ble opponent: former U.S. Attorney Rox- 
anne Conlin, 37, who apparently holds a 
commanding lead over her two opponents 
in next month’s Democratic primary. A 
poll released last week by the Des Moines 

Iowans who are most likely to vote in 
November, Conlin leads Branstad 45% 
to 38%. 

MICHIGAN. Friends said that he was 
simply exhausted after nearly 14 years of 
trying to arrest the disintegration of his 
State’s automobile-oriented economy. 
William Milliken, 60, admitted that 
Michigan's dismal fiscal condition influ- 
enced his decision to “run for cover” in- 
stead of for office this year, despite pleas 
from G.O.P. leaders to stay on. Said he: 
“Michigan’s economic problems in these 
extraordinary times are too serious to 
have a Governor preoccupied with 
months of campaigning.” Perhaps the 
worst of those problems is the state’s un- 
employment rate, at 15% the nation’s 
highest. During the remainder of his term, 
Milliken has promised to devote himself 
full time to reducing the state’s mounting 
deficit ($300 million currently). To do so, 
he has already cut $628 million from the 
$4.6 billion fiscal 1982 budget. Two weeks 
ago, he won reluctant approval from state 
legislators for a temporary income tax in- 
crease, from 4.6% to 5.6%. The next day, 
Michigan’s economy was dealt a new 

blow when Moody’s Investors Service 
dropped the state’s bond rating from A to 
Baa-1, the lowest of any state. That will 
make it difficult for Michigan to borrow 
needed funds when the new fiscal year be- 

gins in October. So far, ten Democrats 
and seven Republicans have an- 
» nounced themselves as candidates for 

emerged. 

OHIO. The state constitution bars 
James Rhodes, 72, who has been Gov- 
ernor for 16 of the past 20 years, from 
seeking a third consecutive term. But 
Republican leaders were hoping that 
Rhodes, the G.O.P.’s resident political 
heavyweight, would challenge Demo- 
crat Howard Metzenbaum for the Sen- 
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ate this fall. With Ohio’s budget deficit 
approaching $1.5 billion and its 12.4% 
jobless rate running eighth highest in 
the nation, Rhodes decided to step aside 
altogether. The Democrats are favored 
to win the race to succeed him. The front 
runner: onetime Lieutenant Governor 
and former Peace Corps Director 
Richard Celeste, 44. 

MINNESOTA. The only retiring Midwest- 
ern Republican who faced a clear possi- 
bility of defeat this year, Albert Quie, 58, a 
staunch but low-key Reagan backer, has 
seen Minnesota's budget drop from a $292 
million surplus in 1979 to a deficit that is 
expected to reach $800 million by sum- 
mer. This happened even though Quie, 
who campaigned on a promise to cut tax- 
es in a state many thought was recession- 
proof, was eventually forced to reverse 
himself and raise them as the economy 
faltered. Quie’s popularity plunged. As his 
campaign manager quaintly put it, the 
Governor decided to step down after “en- 
couragement from a number of quarters 
conveyed in a number of ways.”” Now that 
Minnesota’s farmers are disenchanted 
with Reaganomics, there are signs of life 
in the long-divided opposition Democrat- 
ic-Farmer Labor Party. Attorney Gener- 
al Warren Spannaus, the D.F.L. candi- 
date for Governor, is leading the pack of 
Quie’s would-be successors. 

WISCONSIN. A witty, flamboyant former 
college professor who 
won Office in an upset 
four years ago, Lee 
Dreyfus, 55, decided 
not to run again even 
though he was the odds- 
on favorite for reelec- 
tion. Dreyfus, whose 
trademark is a red vest, 
cited “personal rea- 
sons” and constant 
battles with the Demo- 
cratic-controlled legis- 
lature for his departure 
from politics. Mean- 

while, he promised to devote the final six 
months to “managing the state in tough 
economic times.” Without Dreyfus in the 
race, Wisconsin seems ripe for a Demo- 
cratic victory this year. Contending for the 
Democratic nomination are former State 
Legislator Anthony Earl and James 
Wood, director of the Center for Public 
Policy in Madison. More significant: so 
far, no Republicans have stepped forward 
for the job. That single fact seems to sum 
up the sense of dismay being felt among 
Midwestern Republicans, caught between 

| stubborn economic problems and growing 
worries about Democratic victories at the 
polls come November. Jimmy Carter's 
pollster, Pat Caddell, is not exactly a disin- 
terested observer. But privately, many Re- 
publican politicians agree with Caddell’'s 
tough assessment that the G.O.P. could get 
slaughtered politically: “Their strongest 
candidates simply are not there any 
longer.” By Janice Castro. 

| Reported by Christopher Ogden/Chicago 
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Wayne Cryts leaving his jail cell 
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Big Bean Raid 
Hearings for a farmer hero 

he witness had admittedly taken the 
law into his own hands and led a dar- 

ing raid on court-protected property. 
Nonetheless, when he was sprung from 
jail on a temporary pass last week to tes- 
tify in Washington on ways that farmers 
can be hurt by bankruptcy laws, Senators 
and Congressmen crowded around to 
shake his hand. To farmers in the dusty 
“bootheel” area of southeastern Missouri, 
and indeed to farmers all over the coun- 
try, he is a hero, fighting a battle for the 
oppressed against unjust law. And what 
for? Soybeans. 

Back in 1979, Farmer Wayne Cryts, 
35, of Puxico, Mo. (pop. 833), deposited 

| his 31,000-bu. crop of soybeans, then 
| worth $190,000, in the Ristine elevator, 60 
miles away. In exchange he received 
warehouse receipts, which he used to geta 
price-support loan of $140,000 from the 
federal Commodity Credit Corp. Cryts in- 
tended to store the beans until the price 

| rose enough to make it profitable to sell 
them. But in August 1980, the owners of 
the elevator went bankrupt. Cryts feared 
that his beans would be sold and the mon- 
ey thrown into a pool on which he would 
have only one of dozens of competing 

| Claims. That has happened in many other 
cases of elevator bankruptcies. The litiga- 
tion of those claims might take years, and 
if he ever got any money, it would be too 

| late: he would be unable to pay his debts 
and might lose his farm. That, Cryts 
thought, “just wasn’t right.” Whatever the 
law might say, those beans were his. 

As a leader of the militant American 

TI9NYOS DIAG 

go get them. Some 3,000 farmers from 
Pennsylvania to California poured into 
Missouri's bootheel to help. On Feb. 18, 
Cryts led a caravan of 78 trucks, ranging 
from pickups to 18-wheelers, along High- 
way 60 to the padlocked elevator, where 
the group confronted a line of federal 
marshals and FBI agents. 

It was not much of a confrontation. A 
marshal asked Cryts if he intended to re- 
move the beans by force. As TV cameras | 
whirred, Cryts replied, “I intend to re- 
move my private property.” Then the 
marshals and FBI agents, who made no se- 
cret of their sympathy for Cryts, obliging- 
ly stood aside while a tinworker from 
Kansas City jimmied a hole in the eleva- 
tor’s sheet-metal wall. With the mar- 
shals watching, the farmers spent two 
days hauling out Cryts’ beans. When the 
farmers were finished, they repaired the 
sheet metal, repainted the elevator wall 
and neatly swept the grounds. Farmers 
around the country have since sold the | 
beans on the open market, sending Cryts 
the proceeds. It seems unlikely that 
he will earn a profit: all the cash is 
going to pay his legal expenses, which 
by now are huge. 

he trustee of the bankrupt warehouse 
brought Cryts before a federal grand 

jury in Missouri on a charge of theft of 
property under the protection of a bank- | 
ruptcy court. The grand jury refused to in- 
dict Cryts, but the trustee then haled him 
into bankruptcy court. Federal Judge | 
Charles W. Baker, who is hearing the | 
bankruptcy case against the elevator, | 
granted Cryts immunity against any fur- 
ther proceedings if he would divulge the 
names of farmers who had helped him 
stage the raid. Cryts refused, pleading the 
Fifth Amendment. Judge Baker then or- 
dered Cryts and his family to pay 
$300,000 in damages to the trustee and 
sent the farmer to jail until he would dis- 
close the names. 

Cryts had served 17 days in the Pope 
County detention center in Russellville, | 
Ark., when Kansas Senator Robert Dole, 
chairman of a Senate judiciary subcom- 
mittee on the courts, got him released last 
week on a three-day pass, later extended 
to five days. The handsome, deceptively 
mild-mannered bean farmer testified be- 
fore a congressional committee on behalf 
of bills that would give farmers a priority 
claim on goods stored in bankrupt ware- 
houses. The fate of those bills is uncertain, 
and so is that of Cryts: he went back to jail 
on Friday. Meanwhile, he has become a 
farm-land paladin. His home town of 
Puxico has sprouted yellow ribbons, like 
those displayed for the Lran hostages, and 
the crowbar used to break open the eleva- 
tor wall has been auctioned off for $5,000 
as a memento of the Great Soybean Raid 
Cryts is totally unrepentant. Said he, testi- 
fying last week: “We believe there’s more 

Agriculture Movement and a scion of the | justice in this country than there is any 
television age. Cryts knew what to do. He | place [else] in the world. But. you know, 
held a press conference in January 1981 to 
announce that if the beans were not 
turned over to him by Feb. 16, he would | stand up and reach for it.” 

justice is not always brought and set in 
your lap. Sometimes you just have to 

a 
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First, Grab a Crowbar... 
Some fanciful notions about avoiding the nuclear nightmare 

WANTED: Young, fit, so- 
cially useful men and women 

| to survive nuclear war. Must be 
ready to evacuate at a mo- 
ment’s notice. Elderly or inept _ 
need not apply. 3 

he ad is imaginary, but the 
idea is real. Or at least 

Robert L. Kingsbury thinks so. 
As director of the department 

in Los Angeles, he has es- 
poused a novel civil defense plan: select- 
ing “priority evacuees” now according to 
“their value to the society that would sur- 
vive a nuclear strike.’ Kingsbury’s high- 
priority evacuees would include “the 
young and physically fit, skilled special- 
ists of all sciences, and a well-balanced la- 
bor force.” In case of an attack, the 
healthy and talented would hit the road, 
while the aging and slow-witted would 
presumably stay behind, making sure all 
the windows were closed. 

High-priority and low-priority Cali- 
fornians alike blasted this modern-day 
version of Noah's Ark. Proclaimed Los 
Angeles County Supervisor Ed Edelman: 
“Preselecting people to be saved is inimi- 
cal to the American way.” But Kingsbury, 
who was one of the first American sol- 

| terred. “I know it sounds hateful, but 

of military and veterans affairs Robert Kingsbury 

diers to enter Hiroshima in 1945, is unde- | 

after the blast, don’t we need 
all the possible skills and re- 
sources available for survival?” 
he asks. Kingsbury claims that 
at least his mother agrees with 

' him. “She told me that she is 
far too old to be evacuated and 
wander around the desert. 
She'd rather take what comes.” 

The Kingsbury approach 
is only the latest unusual pro- 
posal for evacuating Ameri- 
cans in case of nuclear attack. 

Some ideas have come from the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency, which 
has made ambitious plans for remov- 
ing citizens from 380 high-risk areas, 
including cities with more than 50,000 
people and areas near military bases. In 
Plattsburgh, N.Y., a booklet prepared 
with FEMA's help advises residents to have 
on hand, packed and ready to go, like a gi- 
ant doomsday picnic basket, some 55 
items, including large supplies of tinned 
foods, blankets, axes, flashlights and a 
portable toilet. As one local skeptic noted: 
“We'll all need U-Hauls to take that junk 

along with our families.” 
In Baltimore, members of the city 

council listened last week as Civil Defense 
Chief William Codd outlined a proposal 
to move more than a million residents to 
West Virginia, if given 72 hours’ notice of 
a nuclear attack. People would theoreti- 

r 

oa “| 

flee in sequence according to their 
zip codes; the estimated 330,000 Balti- 
moreans without cars would board MTA 
buses, already notorious for being late 
even on the most placid of days. Inexpli- 
cably, the proposal envisions at least 
33,000 leaving the city armed with crow- 
bars. Complained Councilman Dominic 
DiPietro as he stormed out of the meeting: 
“What a bunch of garbage.” 

n some cases, tiny details render grandi- 
ose plans suspect. In California, the re- 

gional headquarters of FEMA is located just 
a jiggle away from the San Andreas Fault 
In western Missouri, the strategy currently 
calls for people to pass missile sites that 
make the area a prime target for nuclear 
attack. In Arizona, FEMA's program offers 
elaborate details for moving 70,000 resi- 
dents of Phoenix 78 miles north to Pres- 
cott, a town of 20,000. Officials have not 
figured out how Prescott, which barely 
survives the annual deluge of tourists at its 
July 4 Frontier Days festival, will house 
and feed its unexpected visitors. 

Perhaps the most surrealistic vision of 
how to cope with a nuclear war is offered 
by Mark Hacker, a graduate student in ar- 
chitecture at Princeton University. He has 
designed the ultimate fallout shelter: an 
underground city, complete with apart- 
ments and trolley cars, for 30,000 people. 
The metropolis would be 300 ft. to 500 ft. 
underground and be able to survive any 
nuclear blast, save for, possibly, a direct 
hit. Once residents entered the city, how- 
ever, the exits would be sealed, and they 
would never again return to the earth’s 
surface. Robert Kingsbury take note. 

Viewing with Alarm 
yee TV commercial opens with a bespectacled attorney 

reading a last will and testament. Incongruously present 
are the not so dear departed, hugely enjoying themselves as 
the lawyer tells the grieving heirs: “To Ronald Reagan we 
leave a recession, inflation at 12.4% and rising, gas prices sky 
high. ” Chortling merrily at the dubious pes nag are—could 
it be?—Democrats Jimmy | 
Carter and Tip O'Neill. 

Well, not exactly. The 
30-second spot, which was 
shown on 59 stations last 
week, features Actors Ed 
Beheler and Edwin Steffe, 
who bear uncanny resem- | 
blances to the former Pres- 
ident and the House 
Speaker. The commercial 
is part of a $10 million ad- 
vertising campaign, spon- 
sored by the Republican 
Party, in which the G.O.P. 
points with pride to its ac- | 
complishments and views 
with alarm the legacy of its 
Democratic opponents as Siapadia LOMUASD Guar SiuiicIa isch alban tal €artar aad Oeil 

20 

congressional elections approach. A companion ad shows a 
couple dusting off their camper and taking a vacation with 
friends now that inflation has eased. The ad’s tag line: “Re- 
publicans are beginning to make things better.” 

Democrats, including Edwin Steffe’s real-life counter- 
part, complain that the Republicans and their New York 
agency (Korey, Kay & Partners) have stretched the bounds of 
truth too far even for a political advertisement. Harrumphs 
O'Neill: “Better for whom? It’s only better for the wealthy.” 

Congressman Tony Coelho 
of California, chairman 
of the House Democrat- 
ic Congressional Cam- 
paign Committee, correct- 
ly points out that the cur- 
rent recession began six 
months after Reagan took 
office. The Democrats, who 
do not have the money for a 
similar campaign of their 
own, threatened that they 
may demand free time fora 
rebuttal. Of course, even if 
the Democrats get on the 
air, they may find it diffi- 
cult to top the G.O.P. in 
finding a convincing actor 
to play the President. | 
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Victoria 
features 
sump- 
tuous 
carpeting 
and reclin- 
able split 
bench 
seats avail- 

able in rich crushed velour 
upholstery. 

Unmistakable styling. 

Uncompromised 
comfort. 

Ford LTD. A car with uncom- 
promised comfort, it remains a 
clear statement about how 
great cars should be built; full 
of room, comfort and quiet. 

LTD’s interior leaves a 
singular impression: 
here is a 
place 
Craft- 
ed A single look 
for the tells the story. 
comfort y §=Thisis ahand- 
of six some American 
passen- sedan. LTD is also a 
gers. The functional American 
Interior Lux- sedan, built on a steel frame; 
ury Group and our Automatic Overdrive 
available on the transmission is standard. So 
LTD Crown it’s clear that LTD contains a 

fine balance of what you 

FORD LTD 

YOU CAN STILL OWN 
THIS MUCH CAR. 

want and 

need. 

Uncommon options. 
LTD offers an impressive list 

of options for comfort and con- 
venience. Pivoting vent win- 
dows, unheard of on some cars, 
are available. The Tripminder® 
Computer option supplies total 
driving data including time, 
elapsed time, fuel economy, trip 
fuel economy and more, at the 
touch of a finger. 

In a world filled with com- 
promise, you can still own this 
much car. Whether you buy or 
lease, see Ford LTD at your Ford 
Dealer now. 

FORD DIVISION 

FORD LTD 

Seat belts save lives 
—buckle up. 



I have a son in Baltimore, a daughter 
in Los Angeles, and a sister in Ypsilanti. 
And before I got Sprint, I had long dis- 
tance bills well over $25.00 every month. 

‘7 want 

inane wes 
specialist.’ 

And start saving up to 50% 

If you’re like me and you're kind of 
loooong on long distance, here’s some very 
good advice. You ought to have Sprint, 
the long distance specialist. 

You see, now that I have Sprint, I’m 
saving up to 50% on my long distance calls 
using my ordinary pushbutton phone. 
Which means I can keep calling and keep 
talking, and keep saving. 

And it’s really simple to do. Just call 
Sprint and they'll send you your own con- 
fidential code by mail. Believe it or not, 
that’s all there is to it. 

So take some advice from somebody 
who loves to give it. Before you call long 
distance, call Sprint. 

SPRINT 
The Long Distance Specialist. 

ee ee ee 
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Communications Company. 



see 

I’ve put you on Sabena” 
They’re inviting you to a free stop-over 

in Brussels. 

Sabena's Brussels Connection - an op- 
portunity to spend a day or night in the 
heart of Europe, free of charge to its 
transatlantic First Class and full-fare 
Economy Class passengers connecting 
with other Sabena flights in Brussels. 
Enjoy old-world hospitality and continue 
your journey relaxed and refreshed. 

Sabena flies to some 76 destinations on 
4 continents. 

Your nearest 

Sabena office 
has all the details. 



Regular, 1 mg. “tar”, 0 .2 mg. nicotine 
av. per cigarette, FIC Report Dec. ‘81 

1982 B&W T Co e/ 

BARCLAY 
The pleasure is back. 

| BARCLAY 
99 % far fi A ee. Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 

1 MGTAR That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 



Nation 

Guilty Father 
Moon did not pay his taxes 

oon after Sun Myung Moon opened 
an account at Chase Manhattan 

Bank in 1973, the Korean evangelist 
came by to make a deposit accompanied 
by two women carrying large purses 
stuffed with an assortment of bills. It | 
took clerks an hour to count the currency, 
which totaled $100,000. A Chase banker 
recalled the women’s saying that the 
money came from street sales of flow- 
ers by members of Moon’s Unification 
Church. The Moonies, who refer to their 
leader as “Father,” and who regard him 
as a manifestation of God, were zealous 
collectors of funds, and deposits to his 
Chase accounts were frequent—perhaps 
too frequent. In a New York City federal 
court last week, a jury of ten women and 
two men decided, after four days of delib- 
eration, that Moon was guilty of conspir- 
ing to avoid taxes on $162,000 in personal 
income for the years 1973 through 1975. 
He faces up to 14 years in prison, $25,000 
in fines and a possible deportation hear- 
ing by the U.S. Immigration and Natural- 
ization Service. 

Moon, 62, was convicted of failing 
to report as personal income $112,000 
of interest on $1.6 million in his Chase 
accounts, as well as $50,000 worth of 
stock in Tong I] Enterprises, a profit- 
making import company that Moon con- 
trolled. Convicted with him was his 
top financial aide, Takeru Kamiyama, 
40, who was charged with helping the 
evangelist prepare false tax returns to 
conceal the income, attempting to block 
the subsequent Government investigation 
by submitting phony backdated docu- 

ments, and lying to a 
grand jury. 

Throughout the trial, 
which lasted more than 

© six weeks, the evange- 
list’s attorney, Charles 
Stillman, insisted that 
the cash and stocks, al- 
though held by Moon, 

© Unification Church and 
‘ a were therefore not sub- 
Sun Myung Moon ject to taxation. One key 

witness for the prosecu- 
tion was Michael Warder, 35, a former 

actually belonged to his | 

church executive who now works for | 
the conservative Heritage Foundation 
in Washington, D.C. He testified that 
on several occasions Kamiyama had 
turned down his requests to use funds 
from the Chase accounts for church pur- | 
poses with the explanation that the bank 
deposits were “Father's money not 
accessible.” 

Moon accepted the verdict impassive- 
ly, but officials of his church denounced 
the judgment as “unjustified persecution.” 
The evangelist’s attorneys plan to appeal 
the conviction. a 

The Presidency/ Hugh Sidey 
2S SS eee 

Worries of a Prosperous People 
ut on a small patch of prairie last 
week, Greenfield, Iowa, graduat- 

ed its 100th high school class. From a 
fragile start, the procession has gone 
through 99 years of corn crops, Presi- 
dents, wars, droughts, babies and bliz- 
zards. Six girls formed the senior class 
of 1883, They stood up for their diplo- 
mas in the Greenfield opera house on 
a June night. Greenfield was still ten- 
tative then, with wooden buildings, 

| dirt streets and the scuffed look of any 
| human. habitation that dares stand 
| before the scouring west wind. “A 
land without echoes or shadow,” 
wrote John Madson in his evocative 

| new book, Where the Sky Began. 
Surely those six girls were lovely; 

certainly they were daring. Lula Eas- 
ton gave an oration called “Sculptors 

| of Government.” One wonders if she 
dwelt on Chester A. Arthur, the first 
voluptuary to hold the presidency. 
Even then he was planning to deco- 

rate the White House to resemble a gambling parlor. (Harry Truman claimed 
that the self-indulgent Arthur harbored a woman of sin on the premises.) Back 
then, Greenfield High School's Nellie Garlock may have had all this in mind 
when she recited “Virtue’s Laurels.” 

Nellie Haddock seemed to pick up the theme in her 1883 oration, “The Perils 
of Luxury.” A niece of Nellie’s was at the 100th commencement last week. Ruth 
Haddock, 90, drove her 1963 Dodge from her home on the south side of town 
near the depot up to the new school auditorium on the north side of Greenfield. 
She took in all the proceedings, declared them worthy of her Aunt Nellie, pointed 
out that there was still peril in luxury and drove back home again beneath scowl- 
ing thunderheads that were bridged by a double rainbow. 

The Greenfield auditorium was full, a tribute to the century that had been 
and to all those families that have lived on the land and want to stay. There were 
memories of Theodore Roosevelt, whose muscular idealism enraptured the town 
at the turn of the century, as well as stories of men who had fought at Belleau 
Wood in World War I and the Bulge in World War II. And always there was talk 
of the weather, of drought and flood and tornado and sun. Many on this gradua- 
tion day had left their tractors and corn planters bogged down in fields too wet to 
work—one more worry in the struggle to survive under God's laws. 

There were 44 seniors in the Greenfield class, quite a drop from the high of 72 
who graduated in 1979. The baby boom has run out. Only about half of the 100th 
class will go to college, estimated Superintendent William Sandholm. That is an 
admission of retreat before the economic realities of these times and the Reagan 
Administration’s budget cuts. (“Dutch” Reagan's sportscasts of Big Ten football 
and major league baseball from Des Moines entertained many of these Green- 
fielders a half-century ago.) 

The strains of Elgar's Pomp and Circumstance, played by a 42-piece band, 
echoed over the prairie as they had for decades. The dress and demeanor of the 
audience were those of prosperous people, but even in this celebration of achieve- 
ment there was deep worry, masked by the natural good manners of country folk. 
They do not like to burden others with personal stress. Yet, when they had the 
opportunity, they asked a visitor over and over: “Does Washington know how 
bad it is out here?” 

On the day that the 100th class went out into the real world, there was a genu- 
ine fear that something was slipping away. The people’s hold on the future, which 
had never been doubted in a century except during the grim days of the Depres- 
sion, seemed to be loosening. 

Still, there were smiles, hugs and tears. There was, for the moment, a rekin- 
dling of strength by being together. And there was a weather report of clearing in 
a couple of days. That could mean sun and drying earth and time to get the crops 
planted and to think ahead to the 101st high school graduating class. 

Nellie Haddock: “The Perils of Luxury” 
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World 

D-Day in the Falklands 
The British land, the Argentines strike back, and sparring turns into war 

From the beginning. there * 

as had been a surreal feeling 

4 “ that the conflict was both 

eX. fe, inevitable and preposter 
a sense that the se- 

quence of events may 

have been totally unlikely. but that it 

would surely and reasonably safely run its 

course. Suddenly last week, in a crescendo 
unfire, the moment of blood and ago- 

ny arrived, and it was all too real. In a 
matter of hours, the confrontation be- 

ous 

tween Britain and Argentina was trans- 
formed from a tentative sparring match 

into a fierce land, air and sea struggle for 
possession of the islands that the Argen- 
tines had invaded and seized on April 2 

With blackened faces and heavy cam- 

ouflage. British commandos sped silently 

toward the moonlit beaches in amphibi- 

ous landing craft, evoking images of Al- 
lied assaults on countless beaches during 
World War II. Waves of Scorpion 7.8-ton 
tanks and heavily armed soldiers hit the 

Praying for his men: Argentine President Galtieri at a memorial service in Buenos Aires last week 

a 
: 

lightly defended shore and fanned out 
Run- 

ning, sometimes crouching for protection 
that they rarely needed, the troops made 
their way through flocks of frightened 
sheep, While offering little resistance on 

the ground, the Argentines counterat- 

tacked with a furious air assault that drew 
heavy antiaircraft fire from the support 
ships. British and Argentine warplanes, 

some cartwheeling in orange flames 

across the sky after receiving direct hits 

from missiles, crisscrossed the battle zone 

all afternoon 

Though the claims from London and 

Buenos Aires conflicted dramatically, one 
fact was obvious: the first day's fighting 
had taken a heavy toll in both men and 
machines. British Defense Secretary John 

Nott reported that British forces had shot 
down 16 Argentine planes and four heli- 

copters, while losing one Harrier jet and 

two helicopters. In addition, Nott an- 

nounced that four British ships had been 

damaged—one with an unexploded bomb 
in its engine room—and that the frigate 

H.M.S. Ardent was sunk. His estimate of 
casualties on the Ardent: 20 dead or miss- 

ing. 30 injured. Argentina did not imme- 

diately release its casualty figures 

Despite the damage to the fleet, Nott 
pronounced the landing a “complete suc- 

Defense sources said that the Brit- 

ish had put ashore approximately 5,000 

troops and established a major bridge- 

head of 10 sq. mi. near Port San Carlos, on 

across the windswept moorlands 

cess 

Silhouetted against the Falkland Islands, British 



west corner of East Falkland 

Port Stanley. the 

the north 

about 50 

capital. “From ti secure said 

Nott, “our forces will advance to p 

occupying Argentine troops under in 

creasing harassment. while the Royal 

Navy maintains and tightens its blockade 

around the islands.” By week's end tt 

Union Jack 

over the Falkla 

once again fluttering 

ids, and 

inc 

were reported to be mov 
{ $ Interior, searching 

oops who might be regrouping 

In London, the first reports of the ac- 

tion touched off a we 

ith concern over th il 

1 oodshed. THE BRITISH ARE BACK 

the conservative Daily Ma 

a Page One banner hea 

three Royal Marines raising the Union 

tinged 

announced In 

1¢. Photos of 

Jack, transmitted directly to London via 

satellite from the task force, appeared in 

newspapers throughout the country. Brit 

nd ons were glued to their television sets 

ibod radios, listening to the strangely diser 

ied voices Of newsmen giving eyewitness 

accounts of the invasion, punctuated by 

ic and the crackle of gunfire. Summing 

up the national mood, Prime Minister 

Marg That 

anxious irs, and, of course, they will be 

s.”” With unc 

praised the British troopsas “the most mar 

sta 

1er declared These are 

anxious lised pride, she 

vel US fighting forces iI the world They 

are courageous, dedicated, and they are 

fighting fora just cause.” But while Thatch- 

ers countrymen shared her confidence 

whatcould not be escaped was the disquiet- 

ng cost in human lives 

In Buenos Aires 

command inital 

where the Argentine 

ted the invaders 

without ar “re dvi were Gayl 

medical assistance 

huddled around newsst reading re 

rts of the “victory most with disbe 

lief. Proclaimed the headline of Cronica, a 

FIERCE FIGHT 

BURNING AND SINKING OF BRITISH FRIG 

ATE A BRITISH HELICOPTER CRASHES 

major afternoon da 

troops invade at dawn 

AND TWENTY DEAD. In bustling cafés and Britain’s 

ill over the capital, people talked of | affects all ot 

and the re- After joining 

the enthu- | Cardinals ina 

high-rank- | ter’s Basilica 

rly | rized Rom 
to 

e death | this week unless tf 

British and Argent 

ri for peace in St. Pe- 

pe John Paul II autho- 

officials in Britair 

he would visit Britair 

the figh 

the British 

siasm was restrained. Said ont 

ne official, in a 

vith tears: “Each dea ounce 

considered it me as much as 

one. This is all madness.| | propriate.” Since that was unlikely. it 

someone steps in and | seemed almost certain that Britain’s inv: 

Occasionally, in the | sion of the Falklands would not stop 

streets of young men chanted | Pope from going ahead with his long- 

proudly Las Malvinas son nuestras planned visit 

( ands are ours Since some 10,000 Argentine troops 

landed on the Falklands, the tension of the 

t United Nations headquarters in | drama had 

New York, meanwhile. more | matsplaye 

n, act by act, as the diplo 

ut their handsand thear ned 

1 dozen Latin American na- | forces of e belligerents traded blows 

tions asked to address the Securi- During lengthy rounds of attempted 

ty Council in order to denounce Britain’s | peace-keeping efforts, led first by U.S. Sec 

invasion. Panama and Venezuela were | retary of State Alexander Haig and ther 

said to rying to orchestrate some form | by U.N. Secretary-General Javier Pérez 

of joint action, possibly a break in diplo de Cuéllar, the realization gradually grew 
tions with Britain by all South | that the dispute would be settled only after 

American nations. Said Venezuelan For further spasms of violence, like the shock- 

eign Minister José Zambrano Velasco ing sinking three weeks ago of the Argen 

matic relé 

British Prime Minister Thatcher: “These are anxious hours, and they will be anxious days” 



tine battle cruiser General Belgrano and 
the British destroyer Sheffield. Last 
Thursday a weary Pérez de Cuéllar for- 

| mally announced that the peace talks had 
ended (see following story). Just ten hours 
later, the British invaded the Falklands. 

he heightened clash of arms in the 
South Atlantic posed grave risks, 
not only for the two combatants 
but for the U.S. and Western Eu- 

rope. By backing Britain, the Reagan Ad- 
ministration seriously risked estranging 
Argentina, a nation that it is counting on 
to help in the fight against Communism in 
the Western Hemisphere. What was more, 
by siding against Argentina, the U.S 

| stirred old resentments in Latin 
America about the reliability of the 
U.S. as a hemispheric partner. There 
were also signs of strain in the Euro- 
pean Community last week as mem- 

| bers reluctantly extended for a single 
| week their month-old trade and eco- 
| nomic sanctions against Argentina. 
The renewed fighting also gave the 
Soviet Union, which has become in- 
creasingly pro-Argentine, a chance to 

| try to win more friends in South 
America. 

| The detonator for the Falklands 
powder keg was not the territory in- 
volved—a scattering of rocky, wind- 
swept outcroppings in mid-ocean- 
but the principles that the dispute 
evoked for each nation. For the mili- 
tary regime of Argentine President 
Leopoldo Fortunato Galtieri, the is- 
sue was sovereignty over the Falk- 
lands, which Argentina claims were 
stolen by the British nearly 150 years 

| ago. Said Galtieri last week: “I have 
on my back the spilled blood of more 
than 400 Argentines [killed in Falk- 
lands fighting]. The Argentine peo- 

26 

ple are ready to have not only 400, but 
4,000, 40,000 or more.” 

For the Conservative government of 
British Prime Minister Thatcher, which 
had all the moral force of international 
law on its side, the even more fundamen- 
tal question was one of defense against ag- 
gression. In addition, Thatcher was intent 
on protecting the democratic right of self- 
determination for the 1,800 English- 
speaking island residents who are virtual- 
ly unanimous in wishing to retain their 
ties to Britain. Summed up Thatcher last 
week: “It’s Britain who stands up for the 
international rule of law, and it’s Britain 
that says, ‘Enough is enough. This must 
stop.” ” 

Raising the Union Jack once again on the Falklands 

Preparing for the invasion, the British 
battle fleet of 40 ships standing off the 
Falklands coast pounded the shores with 
4.5-in. naval guns early last week. Their 
fire was probably guided by commandos 
who had infiltrated the islands on spying 
missions; as many as 300 troops were be- 
lieved to have slipped ashore in small 
groups at widely diverse points before the 
British invasion began. Meanwhile, ma- 
rauding Harrier jets from the aircraft car- 
riers Hermes and Invincible screamed 
over the islands, dropping 1,000-lb. 
bombs on Argentine troop concentrations 
at Port Stanley, Darwin and Fox Bay (see 
map). The aim of the British attacks was 
to demoralize the occupying Argen- 

tines—“Wake them up and shake 
_ them up,” as an officer aboard the /n- 
2 vincible put it—in advance of a major 
= landing 

s the soflening-up process 
continued, elements of the 
British armada began mov- 
ing into assault positions. In 

recent days, the fleet had been bol- 
stered by the arrival of the converted 
luxury liner Canberra, bringing 2,500 
troops to join the 1,500 marines and 
paratroopers who had originally left 
Portsmouth Harbor on April 5. Also 
nearing the fleet last week were the 
converted ferry Nedland, with 1,000 
members of the 2nd Parachute Regi- 
ment, and the Queen Elizabeth 2, 
bearing 3,500 Scots and Welsh 
Guards and a Gurkha regiment. The 
fleet's dangerously thin air support 
had also been strengthened by the 
addition of 18 to 20 Harrier vertical 
takeoff jets, which raised the British 
total to at least 35. Guarded by mis- 
sile-bearing frigates, the amphibious 
assault ships Fearless and Intrepid, 
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their holds crammed with light tanks, ar- 
mored vehicles and some 1,500 Royal 
Marines, closed in on the Falklands. 

As the invading force began to move, 
the British infiltrators on the islands, in- 
cluding members of the ultrasecret Special 
Air Service and Special Boat Squadron, 
were gathering information on the best 
and safest landing sites, the location of Ar- 
gentine forces and other hazards, particu- 
larly minefields. The infiltrators might 
have received help from the beleaguered 
Falkland Islanders, despite Argentine 
threats of severe military penalties for col- 
laborating. British spying missions may 
also have been at work in other parts of the 
South Atlantic. Later in the week London 
revealed that a Sea King helicopter and 
crew had been lost in appalling weather 
conditions 450 miles southwest of the 
Falklands, on Chilean territory. The sus- 
picion was that the helicopter’s mission 
was to spy on the important Argentine na- 
val base at nearby Ushuaia. 

Back in London, Prime Minister 
Thatcher's five-member War Cabinet 
had reshaped its Falklands invasion strat- 
egy. Earlier, the Cabinet had settled on a 
cautious step-by-step approach. Then, 
suddenly, the emphasis was on speed. Se- 
nior British government officials gave 
four reasons for the new approach: 1) the 
need to accomplish the invasion before 
the U.N. Security Council could consider 
a cease-fire resolution of the conflict; 
2) continued deterioration of the hazard- 
ous South Atlantic weather; 3) informa- 
tion that Argentina was receiving addi- 
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Principal military actions during the week of the British invasion: 1) 
British ships shell Argentine positions near the settlements of Darwin 

and Goose Green. 2) British Harrier jets attack the 1,500-man Argen- 
tine garrison at Fox Bay on sparsely populated West Falkland. 3) Brit- 
ish ships and aircraft soften up the Port Stanley area with bombard- 
ment. 4) A British Sea King helicopter ferrying troops between 
task-force vessels goes down at sea. Nine men are rescued, one is 
found dead, 20 are missing. S) British naval forces move into Falkland 

tional military equipment, notably 
surveillance aircraft with submarine-de- 
tection gear and air-to-surface missiles 
from Brazil, and possibly, from other 
sources, more of the deadly Exocet mis- 
siles that devastated the Sheffield; and 
4) strong advice in private from both the 
U.S. and France to act quickly and deci- 
sively in the combat. In addition, the Brit- 
ish had been considerably cheered by the 
success of the lightning May 15 raid by 50 
commandos on nearby Pebble Island; 
London claimed the destruction of eleven 
Argentine aircraft at the cost of only two 
minor British casualties. 

name of the game,” said one senior 
Whitehall official He meant that 
Britain planned to launch a series of 

quick attacks that were aimed at eroding 
Argentine strength without challenging 
major troop concentrations. “We will be 
going not for the Argentine armor but for 
the chinks in it,” said another official. 

The British believed that they had the 
main Argentine positions spotted: a force 
of 4,500 men near the Falklands capital 
of Port Stanley; another 1,500 or so near 
the settlement of Goose Green; and be- 
tween 1,000 and 1,500 at Fox Bay on 

[: the revised plan, “attrition is the 

| West Falkland. About one-third of the 
Argentine forces were thought to be 
draftees, the remainder a mixture of spe- 
cial-forces units, marines and regulars 
equipped with armored vehicles mount- 
ing 90-mm cannons and self-propelled 
guns, including 105-mm Kuerassiers. 

d 

| best trained in the world. The attackers 

Sound, and troops stage an unopposed dawn landing in the Bay of San 

Carlos. At week's end some 5,000 troops are believed to be ashore. 
6) Argentine warplanes launch a fierce counterattack against the in- 
vasion fleet. The British claim they shot down nine Mirage jets, five 
Skyhawk bombers, two Pucara aircraft and four helicopters. London 

admits that one frigate, H.M.S. Ardent, is sunk, with an estimated 20 
men lost and 30 injured, while four other naval vessels are damaged. 
Argentina claims two sinkings. 

The British knew that their attacking 
units would be outnumbered, thus violat- 
ing the standard theory that an invading 
force must be much stronger than the de- 
fender. But the troops who would make 
the landing were some of the finest and 

would also use their maneuverability, said 
one defense official, “like a boxer wearing 
down his opponent for the knockout 
blow.” 

The eventual aim of the landing was 
to split up the occupying Argentine forces, 
encircle the main garrison at Port Stanley, 
and then, by the use of air, sea and land 
blockade, force the Argentines to surren- 
der. Said one British defense expert: “An 
all-out battle may never be necessary. My 
guess is that the Argentines have got some 
people who will give up very easily and 
some who will be tiresome.” The exact de- 
tails of where and how to strike within the 
limits of the plan were left to the British 
task force commander in the South Atlan- 
tic, Rear Admiral John (“Sandy”) Wood- 
ward. He was asked to complete the mis- 
sion within two weeks. 

By Thursday night, Woodward had 
his orders from Prime Minister Thatcher 
via the Royal Navy’s senior operational 
commander, Sir John Fieldhouse, to at- 
tack when ready. Woodward began to 
make his moves, but as he did, trouble 
struck. A Sea King helicopter ferrying 
troops between vessels of the armada 
went down. Nine men were rescued, one 
was found dead, and 20 more were listed 
as missing and presumed dead. The num- 
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Potent weapons against the British fleet: A-4 Skyhawk attack bombers on runway last week at Rio Gallegos 

Falklands fight, the destruction of the 
S'effield, which cost 20 lives 

That same night. the British steamed 
to the attack. Harrier jump jets rose from 
the decks of the Hermes and Invincible 
and hit the garrison at Fox Bay on West 
Falkland. Frigates sped close to Port 
Stanley, their guns hammering shells in 
rapid succession into fortifications on- 
shore. Later, at least six groups, involving 
more than 1,000 men, mostly Royal Ma- 
rine commandos and the Parachute Regi- 
ment units, mounted quick-strike assaults 
aimed, said a Defense Ministry official, at 
“keeping the Argentines off-balance.” 

he main attack was launched from 
an armada of some 20 ships that 
sailed boldly into narrow Falk- 
land Sound. Commandos sipped 

cups of hot tea as they waited, then 
climbed down netting into landing craft. 
The goal was Port San Carlos, an isolated 
settlement on the northwest corner of 
East Falkland. The main attraction of the 
area for the British was its protected har- 
bor, which can handle small vessels, and a 
grass landing strip that could be used by 
the Harriers. Landing craft (with such 
names as Sir Bedevere, Sir Gala- 
had and Sir Geraint, after knights 
of the Arthurian Round Table) 
churned ashore carrying Scorpion 
tanks, Rapier antiaircraft missiles 
and shoulder-fired Blowpipe mis- 
siles that could also be used 
against Argentine planes. 

At 9 a.m. Friday the Argen- 
tines fiercely counterattacked 
with turboprop-driven Pucara air- 
craft that may have come from 
strips on the Falklands, as well as 
Mirage fighter-bombers and Sky- 
hawk A-4 bombers from the 
mainland, 400 miles to the west 
The Harriers fought off successive 
waves of the attackers, firing can- 
nons and Sidewinder missiles. 
Antiaircraft missiles whooshed 
off the decks of British ships and 
streaked after the Argentine 
planes. Describing the encounters 
from aboard one of the ships, 
Television Journalist Michael 
Nicholson said: “We could see the 
[ships"] missiles chasing the air- 
craft.” Then he concluded: “The 

. » ~~ - - = 

ber of casualties was greater than that of | than a mile from us.” At the end of the 
Britain’s largest previous disaster in the | battle, the British claimed to have 

downed nine Mirages, five A-4s and two 
Pucaras, as well as destroying four Argen- 
tine helicopters on the ground. Defense 
Secretary Nott said nothing about British 

| losses on the ground, declaring only that 
“Argentine forces have suffered casual- 
ties, and some prisoners have been tak- 
en.” The British beachhead, he said, was 
“firm” and “is being consolidated.” 

In Buenos Aires, Argentine military 
sources told a different story. They 
claimed to have hit eight British frigates, 
causing “damage of great magnitude” to 
four of them. They said they had sunk two 
British ships, a type 42 destroyer similiar 
to the Sheffield and one “unidentified” 
vessel—presumably the Ardent. The Ar- 
gentines estimated that the British losses 
of dead and wounded aboard the ships 
had been heavy. They claimed that the re- 
mainder of the British invasion fleet had 
retreated back onto the high seas. The Ar- 
gentines acknowledged the loss of only six 
of their combat aircraft and said that 
three of their helicopters had been de- 
stroyed. The Argentines were even more 
optimistic about how they were doing on 
the ground. Said a military aide to Argen- | 
tina’s ruling three-man junta: “British 
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Argentine pilot who claims to have sunk the frigate H.M.S. Brilliant 

takeover is still impossible. They can take 
a beach here and there, but we will be able 
to control the situation for as long as we 
wish.” 

Any hope of winning a long battle in 
the Falklands depends in part on Argenti- 
na’s ability to maintain stocks of spare 
parts and sophisticated weaponry, partic- 
ularly for its air force. There were uncon- 
firmed reports that the country was 
scrambling in the international arms 
market for additions to its arsenal. By 
those accounts, Argentina was most eager 
to obtain more French-built Exocets, the 
kind of highly accurate missile that had 
devastated the Sheffield. One country that 
showed signs of giving Argentina some 
arms help was Israel. Jerusalem’s Foreign 
Ministry told British diplomats that Israel 
would honor existing contracts with the 
Argentines. Diplomats are of the opinion 
that Israeli arms were also reaching Ar- 
gentina through unofficial channels. Be- 
lieved to be on order are Gabriel surface- 

Israeli-modified Mirage jet, the Nesher, 
| called the Dagger in Argentina. Some of 
Argentina’s Latin American neighbors, 

| notably Peru and Venezuela, have also 
promised military aid to Buenos Aires if 

| the Argentines request it. Less tangible 

suspected of providing to the jun- 
ta. It was thought that the Soviets 
could be giving the Argentines in- 
formation concerning British fleet 
movements by means of a nucle- 
ar-powered satellite launched 
May 15. 

The US. learned of Britain's 
decision to invade only after the 
San Carlos attack had begun. 
British Ambassador to Washing- 
ton Sir Nicholas Henderson ap- 
peared at the State Department to 
brief Secretary of State Haig. U.S. 
military experts, however, had 
suspected that something was 
afoot since 4 p.m. the previous 
day, when Britain cut off the nor- 

the US. about the location of their 
own and Argentine ships in the 
South Auantic. For most of the 
critical day of fighting, the U.S. 
Government says it was forced to 

ports for the bulk of its informa- 
tion. Only many hours later, ap- 

Union Jack is fiying [ashore] less 
L - 

Wildly conflicting claims from London and Buenos Aires. parently, were U.S. intelligence 

to-surface missiles and spare parts for the | 

was the help that Moscow was | 

mal flow of intelligence data to | 

rely on ordinary news service re- | 
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experts able to confirm the site of the Brit- 
ish landing. U.S. defense experts now 
think that Britain’s next major action 
might be to land another force on East 
Falkland, this time on the south side of 
the island. A second beachhead would not 
only increase pressure on the Argentine 

| troops but also create more potential 
ground-based launching areas for the 
Harriers to help the assault and guard the 
fleet. 

The Argentine air force remains the 
single most daunting threat to the British 
ships. Even if London’s estimates of Ar- 
gentine losses are correct, the Argentines 
still have 33 Mirage and Dagger jets and 
59 Skyhawk bombers. There are also 
doubts about the defensive abilities of 
Britain’s Harriers. The main reason: al- 
though highly maneuverable, the Harri- 
ers are comparatively slow. 

he second hazard to the task 
force is Argentina’s submarine 
fleet. Two of the country’s three 
submarines are modern, West 

German-built vessels that are described 
by one European expert as “small, quiet 
and virtually undetectable in the ther- 

| mal layers of the South Atlantic in win- 
| ter.” The subs are equipped with 
“smart” torpedoes, electronically guided 
to their targets, which are at least as 
deadly as the ones that the British used 
with devastating effect on the cruiser 
General Belgrano. According to the Brit- 
ish, the Argentines now have one sub- 
marine at sea. If the Argentines were 
able to sink one of the British carriers, 
the effects could be disastrous. To help 
defend against that possibility, London 
now has five Nimrod long-range recon- 
naissance aircraft operating around the 
Falklands. The Nimrods, which seek 
their underwater prey by means of so- 
nar devices and an on-board computer, 
are armed with a special sub-killing tor- 
pedo called the Stingray. 

Supplying those and other needs of 
the task force across 7,800 miles of the 
Atlantic has become for the British mili- 
tary a major burden, which the US. is at- 
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tempting to alleviate to some extent. 
Apart from the intelligence data that 
Washington has been routinely providing 
London for several weeks, the U.S. has 
agreed to assign several KC-135 aerial 
tankers to British NATO duty, thereby 
freeing Her Majesty’s tankers for war ser- 
vice. The U.S. is quietly stockpiling fuel 
and other supplies for Britain at the U.S. 
airbase on Ascension Island, some 3,800 
miles from the Falklands, which the Brit- 
ish are also using as their nearest safe port 
in the struggle. Under current policy, the 
US. has made clear that it will provide 
the British with just about anything they 
ask for, including fuel, ammunition, de- 
fense missiles, communications gear and 
radar, but under no circumstances would 
the US. send in its troops. That still 
leaves open the important question of 
whether the U.S. attitude would change if 
the British task force encounters far more 
trouble than anyone currently expects, 
including total defeat. 

If the British succeed in driving the 
Argentines off the Falklands, they face 
another problem: keeping them off. The 
3,500 troops now heading toward the 
Falklands aboard the QE2 are intended 
to serve as a permanent garrison as soon 
as the current fighting is over. In addi- 
tion, a permanent naval force would have 
to be on call, probably at Ascension Is- 
land. By one estimate, such a force might 
need to include one aircraft carrier, six 
destroyers, frigates, a submarine and a 
Harrier squadron, along with a brigade of 
troops equipped with defensive missiles 
and heavy artillery. The expense would 
be a serious drain on the British economy 
and armed forces. 

One result of the Falklands struggle 
may be a thorough reevaluation of British 
naval policy, which under Thatcher has 
been based on shrinking the conventional 
fleet and spending heavily instead on a 
submarine-based strategic nuclear deter- 
rent. Last week U.S. Chief of Naval Op- 
erations Admiral Thomas Hayward de- 
clared that Britain had made a 
“significant error in judgment” in its deci- 
sion to reduce its fleet. 

None of those many problems has yet 
affected British public support for the 
Falklands expedition, or for Prime Minis- 
ter Thatcher. Support for the government 
appeared to remain buoyant: a poll con- | 
ducted before the invasion showed that 
approval of Thatcher's Conservatives had | 
risen ten points, to 48%, since a sampling | 
less than two weeks earlier. 

Last Thursday, in Parliament’s sixth 
emergency debate on the Falklands, 
Thatcher once again faced minimal op- 
position, except from the far left. Radical 
Labor Party M.P. Tony Benn declared 
that “a tragedy is unfolding, the magni- 
tude of which no speeches have reflected 
so far.” He accused Thatcher of promot- 
ing “war hysteria.” Labor Party leader 
Michael Foot continued to call for addi- 
tional diplomatic negotiations in the dis- 
pute, but he asked his party to abstain in 
a Commons vote, pushed by the left, 
which was designed to reflect approval or 
disapproval for the government's policy. 
The final tally: 296 for Thatcher, 33 
against her, the remainder abstaining or 
absent. 

or the Argentines, the war has an 
important psychological dimen- 
sion. One reason for the Argentine 
military's confidence is the feeling 

in Buenos Aires that the British do not 
take the country seriously as a military 
power. For the nationalistic Argentines, 
nothing could be more insulting. Defense 
Minister Amadeo Frugoli said—and he 
was only partly joking—that the British 
task force came to the Falklands expect- 
ing to find “half-naked Indians as ene- 
mies, armed with arrows.” Says an Ar- 
gentine officer: “We are amazed that 
many countries have doubts about our 
technological prowess. We have nuclear 
technology. We build turbine engines, ar- 
maments, fire-control gear, and we buy 
the best from whoever has it.” Last week 
those boasts of national military strength 
were an Ominous counterpart to the gun- 
fire on the Falklands. —BSy George Russell. 
Reported by Frank Melville/London and James 

Wilde /Buenos Aires 
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‘Death of a Peace Mission 
Disputes over key principles torpedoed the negotiations 

have been engaged do not 
offer the present prospect 
of bringing about an end to 
the crisis nor, indeed, of 
preventing the intensifica- 

tion of the conflict.” So saying, United Na- 
tions Secretary-General Javier Pérez de 
Cuéllar last week conceded the failure of 
his three-week effort to mediate a peaceful 
settlement in the Anglo-Argentine conflict 
over the disputed Falkland Islands. His fi- 
nal attempts to close the bargain- 
ing gap between the two sides, 
which included personal tele- 
phone calls to British Prime Minis- 
ter Margaret Thatcherand Argen- 
tine President Leopoldo Galtieri, 
had been to no avail. 

Earlier in the day, the calm, 
soft-spoken Secretary-General 
had still held out some hope, say- 
ing of the faltering negotiations 
that “the patient is in intensive 
care, but still alive.” By evening, 
however, he seemed ready to ac- 
cept the grim diagnosis of Brit- 
ain’s U.N. Ambassador Sir An- 
thony Parsons that “the patient” 
had already died. The stage was 
then set for death, literally, in the 
frigid South Atlantic. 

Thus a colonial dispute that 
began under the reign of King 
William IV, when the British took 
possession of the islands in 1833, 
and has smoldered in Argentine 
hearts ever since, had thrown two 
nations headlong into the horrors 
of modern warfare. In hindsight, 
the tragedy—and the failure of di- 
plomacy—seemed to have been 

inescapable: ancient wounds left 
unhealed, basic differences over 
policy, each side too often mis- 
judging the motives and determi- 
nation of the other. 

When it was over, Pérez de 
Cuéllar remarked philosophically: 
“That I have ended my efforts 
does not mean the end of the world.” In- 
deed, his ill-fated exercise was only the lat- 
est ofa series of diplomatic efforts, stretch- 
ing back 17 years, that have proved unable 
to resolve the knotty Falklands dispute. 
US. Secretary of State Alexander Haig, 
who undertook three weeks of frantic 
shuttle diplomacy in the wake of Argenti- 
na’s April 2 invasion, had fared no better. 

Even as British troops were beginning 
their assault on the Falklands, there was 
talk of new diplomatic moves. “Negotia- 
tions are not broken,” insisted Argenti- 
na’s Foreign Minister Nicanor Costa 
Méndez at a hasty Buenos Aires press 
conference. “Argentina will accept what- 
ever forum or road leads to peace.” At 

“The efforts in which I | week’s end Costa Méndez flew to New 
York to attend an emergency U.N. Secu- 
rity Council meeting addressed by Pérez 
de Cuéllar, who said that, far from seek- 
ing an agreement at the end, both sides 
had hardened their positions. 

Meanwhile, Peru’s President Fernan- 
do Belaunde Terry offered what he called 
a “brief and simple” peace plan that was 
also endorsed by Colombia and Venezue- 
la. Though its contents remained secret, 
US. diplomats held out little hope for the 

with Parsons and Argentine Deputy For- 
eign Minister Enrique Ros in his 38th- 
floor U.N. suite. As time went on, the 
Peruvian-born diplomat played an in- 
creasingly active part, sometimes suggest- 
ing directly ideas of his own. He re- 
mained pleasant and courteous, but the 
strain began to show: his color was gray, 
his eyes were hollow behind his glasses, | 
and he stooped as he walked. 

Pérez de Cuéllar picked up where the 
US. had left off, with an agreement in 
principle from both sides to accept the idea 
of a cease-fire and a phased withdrawal 
Like Haig, however, the Secretary-Gener- 
al ran into a major obstacle: the Argen- | 
tines’ insistence that any agreement must 
“inexorably” lead to their sovereignty over 

Ho us sy eran aceent—xeysrone the islands. When Britain contin- 

U.N. Secretary-General Pérez de Cuéllar at a press conference 

A tragedy of errors, miscalculation aid inflexibility. 

Peruvian initiative. Said one high State 
Department official: “There is no viable 
peace plan on the table now, anywhere.” 

Until last week, Pérez de Cueéllar’s ef- 
fort had seemed to offer the best chance 

General had first volunteered his services 
as a mediator on April 30, the day Haig 
announced the end of his own talks. Pérez 
de Cuellar presented each side with a set- 
tlement plan based on a cease-fire, mutu- 
al troop withdrawals and an interim U.N. 
administration of the islands while the 
two nations held direct negotiations over 
the crucial issue of sovereignty. 

Once talks began in earnest, the Sec- 
retary-General met separately each day 
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ued to balk at this, Argentina 
appeared to back off by calling 
sovereignty an ultimate “objec- 
tive” rather than a precondition to 
talks. At the same time, however, 
the Argentines hardened their 
position on mutual withdrawal. 
Meanwhile, the Thatcher govern- 
ment, stung by increasing “sell- 
out” charges from Conservative 
Party backbenchers, stiffened its 
stance on the role of the islanders 
in the U.N.-sponsored transitional 
administration. 

he negotiations reached a cru- 
cial turning point on May 14, 

when Parsons was summoned 
back to London for urgent consul- 
tations with Thatcher's War Cabi- 
net. The ambassador returned to 
New York early last week bearing 
Britain’s “final” bargaining posi- 
tion, which Pérez de Cuéllar 
passed on directly to Argentine 
Deputy Foreign Minister Ros 
Late the following evening the Ar- 
gentines came to the U.N. tower 
with Galtieri’s response to the 
British ultimatum. Near mid- 
night, Sir Anthony made his now 
familiar trek to the 38th-floor 
suite, where Pérez de Cueéllar 
translated the Argentines’ Span- 
ish-language text for him. The text 
and an official U.N. translation 
were sent to the British mission the 

next day. The biggest problem at that deli- 
cate stage of negotiations, observed Pérez | 
de Cuéllar, was not so much the wording of 
the two proposals but the “intensity” of the 

| difference between the parties. 
for peace. The newly elected Secretary- | Nowhere was that intensity more evi- 

dent than in the House of Commons, 
where angry Conservative demands to 
“get on with” a counterinvasion vied with 
pleas from the opposition Labor Party to 
avoid precipitate action. Bolstered by a 
poll that showed the public in favor of a 
full-scale invasion, Thatcher made it 
clear that she would take strong military 
action if the response to Britain’s latest 
proposals was unsatisfactory. 

The day after that response was deliv- 
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ered, Thatcher told an unusually solemn 
session of the Commons that Argentina 
had effectively rejected the British condi- 
tions. The junta had reacted, she said, 
“with obduracy and delay, deception and 
bad faith.” Under the circumstances, 
talks were useless. Said she: “We can’t go 
on and on. Someone has to make a deci- 
sion.” Alluding to the military clash that 
would follow, the Prime Minister told the 
Commons and the nation: “Difficult days 
lie ahead, but Britain will face them in 
the conviction that our cause is just and in 

| everything reasonable to secure a negoti- 
ated settlement.” 

After the talks broke off, Britain pub- 
lished the full text of its final bargaining 

| position, along with a summary of the Ar- 
gentine counterproposals. These docu- 
ments revealed fundamental disagree- 
ments between the two sides: 

| » Argentina insisted that any agreement 
apply equally to the Falkland dependen- 
cies of South Georgia, which Britain re- 
captured on April 25, and-the South 
Sandwich Islands. Britain said a pact 
must apply only to the Falkland Islands. 
> Argentina wanted all forces to return 
to their home bases over a 30-day with- 
drawal period. The British argued that 
this would put them 8,000 miles from 
the islands, an enormous disadvantage 
should the Argentines stage a new inva- 
sion from their own bases, only 500 miles 
away. Britain called instead for a two- 
Stage, 14-day mutual withdrawal to a dis- 
tance of 150 nautical miles. 
> Argentina required that the interim ad- 
ministration should be the exclusive re- 
sponsibility of the U.N., which should 
take over all functions of government, re- 
jecting Britain's insistence on retaining 
some role for the pro-British islanders 
> Argentina demanded free access to the 
islands for her nationals during the inter- 
im period, which the British claimed 
would “swamp” the island and “pre- 
judge” any future settlement by changing 
“the nature of the Falklands society and 
its demographic makeup.” 

Another key sticking point, which 
was not addressed directly in the British 
document, is that of self-determination 
for the islanders. The Argentines object to 
this principle, since the residents of the is- 
lands rejected the notion of Argentine 
rule in the past and would undoubtedly do 
so again. But Britain, which demands that 
nothing be allowed to “prejudge” the out- 
come of sovereignty talks, also insists on 
respecting the will of the islanders. 
Thatcher, who has never resolved that ap- 
parent conflict of principles, told a British 
radio interviewer last week: “I won't doa 
deal with the Argentinians without con- 
sulting with the people. And I would be 
false to everything that Britain stands for 
if | were to contemplate such a deal.” 

But it was not merely a disagreement 
On principles that pushed the adversaries 
Into a head-on military clash last week; a 

combination of errors, miscalculations 

and inflexibility on both sides seemed to 
block the road to peaceful settlement 

t 

the knowledge that we have been doing | 

Britain's U.N. Ambassador Parsons 

from the beginning. On the Argentine 
side, the military junta’s own secretive, 
authoritarian-leadership style blinded it 
to international realities and locked it into 
a position from which retreat was almost 
impossible. The junta disregarded the 
blunt warning from Secretary of State 
Haig that “U.S. friendship would be at 
risk” if the Argentines attacked. Accord- 
ing to Washington analysts, the original 
decision to invade was made by a handful 
of top-ranking officers without even con- 
sulting the corps commanders who would 
have to carry on the fighting. Suddenly 
saddled with a high-risk war, many of 
these battlefield commanders became bit- 
ter against the junta that pushed them 
into the fight and so have insisted that Ar- 
gentina hold out for sovereignty over the 

Argentina's Deputy Foreign Minister Ros 

Intensive care could not save the patient 
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islands. Says one State Department ana- 
lyst: “The top generals were the ones to 
make the Malvinas the top national ob- 
jective. So they must take responsibility if 
they fail.” 

At the same time, the junta underesti- 
mated British and world reaction. “They 
lived.in their own dreamworld,” said one 
US. official. “What seemed to be irref- 
utable realities of the world did not even 
strike them as probable.” According to 
this official, the Argentine leaders never 
expected the British to send a task force 
so far or to fight for such principles as 
self-determination and nonuse of force. 
Once the reality of British determination 
dawned on them, Galtieri and the other 
ranking officers apparently decided that a 
fight to the finish—even a surrender— 
would be more honorable and politically 
safer for the junta than a humiliating 
compromise 

or was there much will to compro- 
mise on the part of the Thatcher gov- 

ernment. During his many visits to 10 
Downing Street, Haig watched time and 
again as Thatcher pounded the table with 
the palm of her hand, railing against bow- 
ing down to aggression and arguing ada- 
mantly for a return to the status quo ante. 

| “You must never forget,” she would tell 
her stunned American guests, evoking the 
specter of pre-World War II appease- 
ment, “that Neville Chamberlain sat at 
this very table.” 

Indeed, some critics have argued that 
Thatcher's strong initial reaction and 
abrasive tone may have made it impossi- 
ble from the beginning for the macho- 
minded Argentine leaders to make con- 
cessions. But Thatcher's supporters—and 
on the Falklands issue, that includes the 
vast majority of Britons—would counter 
that her government's belligerent stance 
was the only possible response to the orig- 
inal outrage of seizing the islands by force 
Possibly Britain’s greatest error was al- 
lowing the Falklands dispute to come to 
such a pass in the first place. Snaps one 
senior U.S. diplomat: “The British cannot 
escape some responsibility for not dealing 
with the situation before it blew up.” 

In the end, Pérez de Cuéllar’s peace- 
making efforts foundered on the same 
fundamental problem as Haig’s earlier at- 
tempt: the seemingly unbridgeable gap 
between Argentina’s demand for sover- 
eignty and Britain’s refusal to grant it un- 
der the force of arms. Most observers, in- 
cluding the Secretary-General, expect a 
new round of peace talks to begin once the 
belligerents have tested their mettle on 
the battlefield. Barring an unconditional 
surrender by either side, the diplomats 

may still have the final say. “At the end of 
the day, there will have to be a negotiated 
settlement of some kind,” says Francis 
Pym, Britain’s Foreign Secretary. In the 

sobering aftermath of combat and casual- 

ties, the diplomats may find the essential 
element that has been missing so far: the 

will to agree By Thomas A. Sancton. 

Reported by Bonnie Angelo/London and Louis 

Halasz/United Nations 
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“It was terrible timing,” 
groaned one of Margaret 
Thatcher’s advisers. Just 
as the beleaguered Prime 
Minister was considering 
when to launch a counter- 

invasion of the Falklands, her partners in 
the European Community last week gave 
Britain first a diplomatic slap and then 
subjected it to a humiliation that shook 
the ten-nation Community to its institu- 
tional roots. The crux of the problem, as 
French President Frangois Mitterrand 
put it, was not just “what role Great Brit- 
ain intends to play” in the Community, 
but “the question of the presence or the 
nature of the presence of Great Britain in 
the Community.” 

The crisis arose, ironically, only one 
month after Britain’s European partners 
had, in a dramatic show of solidarity, 
voted unanimously to impose sanctions 
against Argentina for one month. Last 
week’s first rebuff came when foreign 
ministers meeting in Luxembourg reluc- 
tantly agreed to extend those sanctions 
for only seven more days instead of the 
additional month the British had sought. 
Italy and Ireland did not go along with 
even that limited measure. But a crueler 
blow fell the next day in Brussels, where 
Community agriculture ministers voted 
7 to 1 (with Denmark and Greece ab- 
staining) to override a British veto 
and push through a Community-wide 
farm price increase of 10.7%. In doing so, 
the member nations broke a 16-year tra- 
dition, known as the Luxembourg com- 
promise, under which each nation has a 
veto over issues affecting its vital inter- 
ests. Said a Thatcher aide in London: 
“They will rue the day they did this be- 
cause they too will find the need some- 
time in the future to protect their national 

interests.” 
There were, however, few signs of any 

regrets in other capitals. “The British 
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Setbacks on a Second Front 
A double whammy from Britain's European partners 

pushed too hard and had it coming to 
them,” said a West German official in 
Bonn. A French diplomat in Paris 
grumped, “Crisis? It would be fair to say 
that the European Community has been 
in a crisis ever since the British joined it.” 

Ostensibly, the extension of economic 
sanctions against Argentina and the vex- 
ing issue of British budget contributions 
were not connected. But no one doubted 
that they would be linked when the bar- 
gaining began. As West German Agricul- 
tural Minister Josef Ertl said pointedly, 
“Solidarity is a two-way street.” 

European wavering, though, was not 
just a matter of a cash trade-off. Now that 
Thatcher was moving militarily against 
the Argentines, her partners were becom- 
ing skittish. The Irish had already an- 
nounced they could not'support Britain in 
what Dublin saw as a colonial war by its 
former colonial masters. An important 
consideration for Italians was that nearly 
half of Argentina’s population is of Italian 
origin, and 1.3 million Argentines still 
carry Italian passports. 

The British were not in a conciliatory 
mood when the ministers turned next 
to the budget. For three years Thatcher 
had been negotiating for cash rebates to 
reduce Britain’s contributions to the 
Community budget. One of the poorer 
members, Britain could end up putting 
about $1.5 billion more into the common 
coffer this year than it will get back. The 
Community had offered to compromise 
by granting Britain a rebate of at least 
$800 million. But British Foreign Minis- 
ter Francis Pym brusquely told his col- 
leagues he found “great difficulty” with 
that proposal. 

The drama then switched to Brussels, 
where the agriculture ministers were to 
take up the matter of increasing farm 
prices. Resorting to a time-tested tactic, 
Britain’s Peter Walker began by claiming 
the right of veto under the Luxembourg 

ILLUSTRATION FOR TIME BY VICTOR JUHASE 

compromise on the ground that farm 
prices directly affect the size of Britain’s 
budget. Belgian Agriculture Minister Paul 
de Keersmaecker, who was in the chair, 
ruled that Walker’s declaration of nation- 
al interest was invalid on the ground that 
farm prices, not Britain’s budget contribu- 
tion, were at issue. De Keersmaecker was 
supported by France and Italy. French 
Farm Minister Edith Cresson said that 
the Luxembourg compromise “does not 
permit a member nation to paralyze the 
normal functioning of the Community.” 
She, along with the West Germans and 
others, insisted that the right of veto re- 
main intact. 

ith that, Walker lunged forward in 
his chair. “That is a subterfuge that 

only serves to demonstrate to what extent 
you are stupid, hypocritical, insolent and 
ridiculous!” he yelled. Retorted West Ger- 
many’s Ertl angrily: “I don’t take lessons 
from anybody and, if I may say so, least of 
all from someone like you!” 

Whatever the merits of the British 
case on the budget, there was little doubt 
that Thatcher and Pym had made a major 
diplomatic miscalculation. “Britain was 
rigid on all fronts,” said a senior Commu- 
nity official. “It was rigid on sanctions. It 
was rigid on budgetary contributions, and 
it was rigid on farm prices. That simply is 
not the way the Community operates. In a 
compromise, everyone gives something 
and receives something.” 

Though Thatcher made it clear that 
she did not intend to pull Britain out of the 
Community, she is reserving her other op- 
tions. She could, as urged by some angry 
members of her own Conservative Party, 
withhold part of Britain’s future contribu- 
tions to the budget, an act of defiance that 
ultimately would lead to Britain’s political 
isolation from Europe. Assuming cooler 
heads prevail in London, Britain is likely 
to return to the bargaining table this week 
to assess the damage to its interests and 
those of its European partners. A show- 
down in the Falklands was enough for 
the moment. —By Frederick Painton. 
Reported by Lawrence Malkin/Brussels and 

James Shepherd/London, with other bureaus 
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Gary Lilley carefully fit weather 
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Surviving Another Cliffhanger 
Domestic intrigue and economic trouble haunt Begin 

sraeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin 
had rarely seemed so cocky, though 

prudence might have suggested a differ- 
ent attitude. He was, after all, facing his 
27th no-confidence motion since he came 
to office in 1977, and the seventh since he 
won re-election last June. But this time 
his chances of survival were far from cer- 
tain: two members of his own Likud co- 
alition had just defected to the Labor 
alignment. Still, as he wound up his 20- 
minute speech in the Knesset, Begin con- 
fidently asserted: “The government will 
not fall today.” Then, bracing himself 

| against the cane that he has been using 
since he broke his hip last November, Be- 
gin stepped down from the rostrum to 

117%. There were other grim economic 
indicators as well. Unemployment now 
stands at 5.4%, a troublesome figure for 
socialist-minded Israel, and labor rela- 
tions are in an unhappy state. Late last 
week employees of El Al, the national air- 
line, went on a 24-hour strike to show 

| their opposition to a government plan 
that would force the airline to shut down 
its operations on the Jewish Sabbath. 

It was not the first time that the Begin 
government had been accused of misman- 
agement of the economy. Confronted 
with widespread discontent over Israel’s 
triple-digit inflation during his re-election 
campaign last year, Begin appointed 
Yoram Aridor as Finance Minister and | 

an 

| Thumbs up: Prime Minister Begin looks forward to victory in the Knesset 

await the roll call. He turned out to be 
right: by a vote of 58 to 57, the Prime 

| Minister had once again snatched parlia- 
mentary survival from what had ap- 
peared to be almost certain defeat. 

The two members who quit the Likud, 
Yitzhak Peretz and Amnon Linn, wanted 
to express their discontent with the gov- 
ernment’s policies, notably its handling of 
the economy and of recent disturbances 
on the occupied West Bank. To Labor 
Party Leader Shimon Peres, it seemed the 
right moment to deliver what he hoped 
would be a political coup de grace to Be- 
gin. Only two months ago, Begin had 
barely survived a 58-to-58 tie vote on a 
no-confidence motion. Peres found a new 
weapon in the government's latest statis- 

tics on inflation, which showed that in 
April alone the consumer price index had 
climbed by 10.7%. Over the past year in- 
| flation has been running at a rate of 
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| | Growing discontent, a venomous debate and cunning maneuvers. 

gave him a mandate to lower taxes on 
such luxury items as color TVs and house- 
hold appliances, a short-term ploy that 
helped the Likud win the election—but 
only at the cost of rekindled inflation a 
few months later. 

In introducing the no-confidence mo- 
tion, Opposition Leader Peres was also 
trying to capitalize on growing discontent 
with Defense Minister Ariel Sharon's bru- 
tal repression of Palestinians on the occu- 
pied West Bank. As he told a Labor Party 

meeting in Tel Aviv last week: “When I 
was Minister of Defense [1974-77], I 
made sure that Israeli soldiers in the West 
Bank kept the safety catches of their 
weapons on.” To woo Peretz and Linn, 
Peres offered them safe Labor seats in the 
next election. He also hoped to benefit 
from the fact that the three-member ul- 
tranationalist Tehiya Party was wavering 
in its support for the Likud. 

But just as Peres began to think that 
he had Begin’s defeat ensured, the Prime 
Minister pulled off a few cunning maneu- 
vers of his own. While his supporters at- 
tacked Peres in the Knesset debate, Begin 
unabashedly opened negotiations with 
the two members of the late Moshe Da- 
yan’s Telem Party to join his coalition, 
and offered similar talks with the three 
Tehiya deputies once the vote was con- 
cluded. Three of the five decided to ab- 
stain, thus robbing Peres of his victory 

Even by the rowdy standards of Knes- 
set debates, last week’s performance was 
noteworthy for its invective. As soon as 
Peres took the stand to deliver his 45-min- 
ute critique of the government, Likud 
deputies began charging that he had 
“bought” Peretz and Linn. Retorted 
Peres: “I bought no one. You, the Likud, 
weren't true to your own platform. Linn 
and Peretz acted with integrity.” When 
Peres tried to resume, Likud Deputy Pin- 
has Goldstein shouted: “Will someone tell 
me where I can get some pills for nau- 
sea?” To that, Labor’s Dov Ben-Meir shot 
back: “In the coalition agreement, there 
you'll find all the nausea, all the buying 
and all the bribery.” 

Bo: who had remained outside the 
chamber throughout most of Peres’ 

speech, brought the audience one of its 
few moments of laughter with a panto- 

| mime suggesting how Peres and Peretz 
had conducted their deal above, and be- 
low, the table. To Peretz and Linn, how- 

ever, it was no laughing matter. Later, 
both men received telephone threats, and 
Linn was assigned a police guard. 

After the cliffhanger vote, Begin was 
confident that his government could 
survive for some time. But his aides said 
he was irritated over the constant byz- 
antine negotiating to which he has to 
resort every time a no-confidence vote is 
called. The Prime Minister still hopes to 
bring the two Telem Party deputies and 
the three Tehiya Party members into 
the coalition. Failing that, Begin may 
have to call new elections, perhaps later 
this year. But for the next month, he 
hopes to avoid any actions that might 
jeopardize his government. He is sched- 
uled to meet with President Reagan in 
Washington in mid-June, and thus is 
anxious to keep his political authority 
intact. 

U.S. Special Negotiator Richard Fair- 
banks, meanwhile, was still trying to find 

| a solution to the latest hitch preventing re- 
sumption of the Palestinian autonomy | 
talks. Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak 
has refused to participate in any negotia- 
tions held in Jerusalem, on the premise 

| that his presence there would be interpret- 
ed in the Arab world as tacit recognition | 
of Israel’s annexation of Arab East Jeru- | 
salem. Fairbanks has proposed that Begin 
and Mubarak both travel to Washington 
for talks. Israeli officials indicated last 
week that they would have no objection to 
that—as long as the talks were also rotat- 
ed to Jerusalem. —Sy Marguerite Johnson. 

| Reported by Robert Slater/Jerusalem 
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MOROCCO 

An Exercise in Amity | 
Landing rights and help with an unwinnable war 

hey swapped cavalry sto- 
ries in the Oval Office and 

reviewed the international 

scene while riding Lipizzan- 
ers along the banks of Virgin- 
ia’s Rappahannock River 
But casual as it may have 
seemed, Moroccan King Has- 
san II's visit with President 
Ronald Reagan last week was 
productive for both sides 

Washington’s aim was 
to complete an agreement, 
reached in principle by Secre- 
tary of State Alexander Haig 
during a trip to Marrakesh 
last February, that would al- 
low the U.S. to use Moroccan 
military facilities if troops 
ever have to be ferried to the 
Persian Gulf in an emergen- 
cy. The plan was part of 
Haig’s continuing attempt to 
forge a “strategic consensus” 

ence in the Middle East. Has- 
san was amenable to the idea on the basis 
of an unwritten agreement, though the 
US. was still hoping to talk him into sign- 
ing a formal statement to that effect. 

From the King’s point of view, the best 
news was a reaffirmation of the Reagan 

| Administration's pledge to press for a big 
increase in U.S. arms aid to Morocco. The 

| President had already asked Congress for 
$100 million in military sales credits for 
Morocco for next year, compared with this 
year’s $30 million 

The additional aid, if approved by 
Congress, would enable the King to buy 
armaments he needs to pursue a six-year- 
old desert war that neither the Moroccans 
nor their enemies appear to be capable of 
winning. The war, centered in the former 

| Spanish Sahara to the south of Morocco, 
pits Hassan’s armed forces against the 
guerrillas of the Polisario Front. The reb- 
els, who are supported by Algeria and Lib- 
ya, hope to create an independent state in 
the barren, 103,000-sq.-mi. territory 

The Moroccans have claimed the dis- 
puted region since precolonial times. In 

UINNIN INOW CIAVG AG BNIL BOs SHAVHDOLOHS 

1975, when Spanish Dictator Francisco 
Franco lay on his deathbed, Hassan led 
300,000 of his unarmed subjects on a 
March across the border into the Spanish 
Sahara. The ploy worked. Spain withdrew 

_from the colony immediately, 
sleaving the northern two- 
hirds to Morocco and the 
outhern third to Mauritania 

“Nobody asked the inhabit- 
ants, believed to number 
about 100,000, what they 
wanted for their country. As it 
turned out, many of them 
wanted independence and, 
toward that end, banded to- 

gether in a guerrilla fighting 
force 

By 1979, as warfare 
continued, Mauritania _re- 

of the former Spanish colony 
Hassan held on, but under- 
stood that he was in a bind: he 
could not defeat the Polisario, 
even though he was spending 
about $1 million a day in try- 

ing; and he could not with- 
} draw because his countrymen 

See of every political persuasion, 
to contain Communist influ- President iiauen and King Hassan Il of awa on horseback in Virginia whatever they might think of 

his other policies, were wildly 
enthusiastic about the war in the Sahara 

Then Hassan conceived a brilliant 

scheme for changing the very nature of the 
war. He had long since realized that he did 
not really want most of the Western Saha- 
ra, a moonscape that only a nomad could 
love. What he wanted was the northwest- 
ern 20% of the territory, which contained 
the main towns of El Aaiun and Smara as 
well as the phosphate mines at Bu Craa 

Hassan decided to protect his claim to this 
area, which he began to refer to as the 
“useful Sahara,” by literally building a 
wall around it 

Hassan’s wall of earth and sand does 
not amount to much compared with 
France’s Maginot Line or Germany’s 
Siegfried Line of World War IT. It is rough- 
ly 7 ft. tall, 10 ft. thick, and extends for 
some 350 miles along an irregular arc from 
east to west. The wall is dotted, at intervals 
of every mile or so, by bunkers protected 

by land mines and equipped with French- 
built radar sensors capable of detecting en- 
emy movements up to 40 miles away. Be- 
hind the wall, at greater intervals, are 

Hassan’s wall, above, divides the coposing armies: the Polisario soldiers, shown in Western Sahara, and Moroccan troops, on duty at the barricade 

nounced its claim to any part | 



small forts or strongpoints that provide 5 
back-up support. Fully half of Morocco's 
140,000-man army is on duty at the wall. 

In the beginning, the whole effort was 
dismissed by critics as “Hassan’s folly.” In 
fact, it has proved remarkably successful 
al protecting the enclosed area to the north 
and freeing the Moroccans from the con- 
stant threat of encirclement and sniper at- 
tack. It has also restricted the movement 
of the estimated 10,000 guerrillas. 

The wall has not brought an end to the 
war, however. Nor has it convinced either 
the Moroccans or the Polisario that they 
are losing. On the Moroccan side, ata site 
alongside the wall where the Polisario had 
staged an unsuccessful raid the previous 
night, a Moroccan colonel explains: “By 
building the wall and manning it with 
troops and radar, we have forced the Poli- 
sario to adapt to classical battle tech- 
niques, for which they are unprepared and 
unequipped.” But in Tindouf, in south- 
western Algeria, a Polisario leader in a 
sprawling refugee camp of 8,000 people 
counters: “We already control 95% of our 
land, and we will fight until we control all 
of it. We are waging a struggle for national 
liberation, so how can we lose?” 

Much of Morocco’s support has come 
from the U.S., which remains uncommit- 
ted on the question of Hassan’s desert war 
but nonetheless regards the King as one of 
Washington’s best friends in the Arab 
world. Hassan has been helpful to the 
West ona number of occasions, as when he 
helped make the arrangements for Egyp- 
tian President Anwar Sadat’s 1977 trip to 
Jerusalem and when he twice provided 
peace-keeping troops during crises in oth- 
er African countries. 

n the meantime, Morocco and the Poli- 
sario are also jousting with each other on 

the diplomatic front. Ata summit meeting 
of the Organization of African Unity last 
June, Libya and several other states pro- 
posed O.A.U. membership for the political 
arm of the Polisario Front. Hassan fore- 
stalled the move by calling for a cease-fire 
and a referendum in the Western Saha- 
ra—steps that the O.A.U. had been advo- 
cating for years. The issue has continued to 

| dominate and even disrupt subsequent 
| O.A.U. meetings, and is certain to be 
raised again at the next summit confer- 
ence, to be held in Libya in early August. 

In many ways, Hassan is in a stronger 
position today than he was three years 
ago, when some Western diplomats were 
saying that his country’s 300-year-old 
monarchy was all but finished. He has sur- 
vived a drought and a decline in the price 
of phosphate, his country’s biggest export. 
But he is on a firmer footing in the West- 
ern Sahara, partly because of the existence 
of the wall. Now he must somehow find a 
political compromise to end the dispute. 
One practical possibility: limiting Moroc- 
co’s claim to the “useful Sahara” enclosed 

| 

President-elect Jorge Blanco 

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 

Sweet Victory | 
A new leader emerges 

eventeen years after U.S. troops were 
sent to the Dominican Republic to 

prevent what Washington feared might 
be “another Cuba,” the politically volatile 
Caribbean nation (pop. 5.7 million) last 
week demonstrated the resilience of its 
fledgling democracy. Moderate Social 
Democrat Salvador Jorge Blanco of the 
Dominican Revolutionary Party (P.R.D.) 
became the country’s fourth freely elected 
President since the assassination of Dicta- 
tor Rafael Trujillo in 1961. 

The 90-day election campaign was 
the most hotly contested in the Domini- 
can Republic’s turbulent 138-year history. 
Despite persistent rumors of a right-wing 
military coup, some 77% of the country’s 
2.6 million eligible voters waited through 
intermittent showers for as long as eight 
hours to cast their ballots. 

In the first campaign dominated by 
television, the infirmities of Jorge Blanco’s 
two principal rivals, Right-Winger Joa- 
quin Balaguer, 75, and Socialist Writer- 
Politician Juan Bosch, 73, both former 
Presidents, were all too apparent. Even so, 
the two combative oldsters won a total of 
48.7% of the vote to Jorge Blanco’s 46.7%. 

A trim, well-dressed lawyer from San- 
tiago, Jorge Blanco, 55, advocates a mix of 
social liberalism and fiscal conservatism 
to steady the Dominican Republic’s badly 
faltering economy. Like his predecessor, 
Antonio Guzman Fernandez, he faces an 
economy burdened with sharply higher oil 
costs (from $60 million in 1977 to an esti- 
mated $600 million this year) and de- 
pressed prices for such export commod- 
ities as sugar, gold, coffee and ferronickel. 
Almost half of the Dominican work force 
is either unemployed or underemployed. 

The new President is certain to push 
for increased U.S. aid and investment, as 
well as for greater access to U.S. markets 
under the aegis of the Reagan Adminis- 
tration’s Caribbean Basin development 

by the wall. —By William E. Smith. | plan. But even with such help, he faces an 
Reported by William Blaylock/Rabat and | uphill battle to improve economic pros- 
Johanna McGeary /Washington pects in the Dominican Republic. 
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EL SALVADOR 

Reform Setback 
Rightists anger U.S. Congress 

y a vote of 35 to 18 last week, El Sal- 
vador's newly elected constituent as- 

sembly suspended a key element of the 
country’s land reform, thereby raising 
grave doubts about the future of the pro- 
gram that was initiated only two years ago 
with U.S. backing. The vote was a victory 
for the right-wing coalition led by Major 
Roberto d’Aubuisson. Declared former 
President José Napoleén Duarte, whose 
Christian Democrats opposed the mea- 
sure: “It was strictly a political move to at- 

| tack the poor people of El Salvador.” 
What outraged Duarte was the sweep- 

ing nature of the resolution. President Al- 
varo Alfredo Magafia’s original proposal 
was to continue the exemption, first en- 
acted last year, of cotton and sugar cane 
acreage from the so-called land-to-the- 
tiller reform decree, which enables tenant 
farmers and sharecroppers to acquire 
plots of up to 17 acres from their land- 
lords, The suspension, for one growing 
season (a year for cotton, three to four 
years for sugar cane), was aimed at ensur- 
ing high production of two of the coun- 
try’s leading exports at a time of economic 
strain. But in a surprise move, D’Aubuis- 
son’s coalition broadened the exemption 
to include grain and cattle land as well. 

The assembly’s action reinforced 
many campesinos’ fears that the rightists 
are out to halt the land-reform program al- 
together. One deputy who voted for the 
winning motion acknowledged as much 
afterward when he said that the next step 
could be to break up the large cooperatives 
formed under Phase I of the agrarian re- 
forms. Labor organizations joined with the 
campesinos last week in a call for a general 
strike to protest the assembly's decisions. 

The vote was received with dismay in 
Washington. Under a measure passed by 
Congress late last year, aid dollars cannot 
flow to El Salvador unless the Administra- 
tion certifies every six months that the eco- 
nomic and political reforms are being car- 
ried out. The State Department is still 
giving D’Aubuisson the benefit of the 
doubt, but some members of Congress are 
not. Senator Paul Tsongas, a leading critic 
of U.S. policy in El Salvador, called the 
suspension of part of the land reforms a 
“breaking of faith.” Said Democratic Con- | 
gressman Michael Barnes, chairman of 
the House Inter-American Affairs Sub- 
committee: “These actions seem to con- 
firm that the wrong guys won.” 

D'Aubuisson professes not to be con- 
cerned by the U.S. reaction. “I do not an- 
swer to the [U.S.] Congress, only to the 
Salvadoran people,” he said last week. 
Perhaps, but he still needs Congress’s sup- 
port if his country is to receive any of the 
$128 million in economic aid and $60 mil- 
lion in military assistance requested by 
the Reagan Administration. a 
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KODAK O 
INTRODUCES GISC 
PHOTOGRAPHY. 

A WHOLE NEW WAY TO MAKE PICTURES. 

It's the brand-new system 
that really simplifies 
picture-taking. 

And it took a brand-new 
kind of film to make disc 
photography possible. 
A totally different film. 

The heart of Kodak's new 
. disc camera. 

Imagine. A disc of high- 
quality Kodak color film so 
thin-Kodak could build all 
the disc camera's advanced 
electronics around it. Yet the 

P «-camera is small enough to fit 
gain the palm of your hand. 
Saamee A Camera that looks 

4 Now. Just slip the 
ie. handy film disc into 

F the camera. Press 
¢ asingle button. And 

#, start picturing a 
§ brand-new world of 

photography, in 
full-size pictures. 

Zip.Zip.Zip. 
The disc camera 
automatically 

as unique as it really is. 

advances the film disc so 
quickly-you can take picture 
after picture. With that 

Not a roll of film but a film disc—so thin 
there's room in the camera for a cluster 

of electronics. 

kind of speed, this camera 
can catch more of the action 
shots you may have been 
missing. 

Flash.Flash.Flash. 
Test the disc camera 

indoors or out. Any place or 

All backed by a full S-year warranty. 
Ask your dealer for full details about 
the Kodak 5-year warranty: if this 
camera doesn't work with normal 
care, return it through a photo 
dealer for repair without charge. 

any time, where other built- 
in flash cameras could leave 
you in the dark. 

Its computer reads the 
light. Automatically flashes 
whenever you need more 
light. Then it can flash again- 
in one and a third seconds! 
Even turns itself off. 

Combine all that with the 
disc camera's lens and fast 
disc film—and you'll Know 
why it captures so many of 
the moments you may have 
been missing. 

It all adds up to a brand- 
new world of i<} 

picture-taking 
ease. 

PHOTOGRAPHY FROM KODAK. 
PICTURE A BRAND-NEW WORLD. 
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The American Way of Debt 
Easy livi ving on easy credit is: is getting millions into trouble 

teve Brinkley isa sandy-hairedlaw- | American Dream. They are also broke. | Steve. “We kept thinking, ‘We're success- 
yer with the amiably innocent look | They are not only broke, but $18,000 in | ful people, we makea lot of money, and we 
of a Teddy bear; his wife Jane is a | debt. “The question is,” says Jane, a pug- | aren’t being lavish. Why are we in 

teacher's aide ata nearby school. Together | nosed brunette in preppy red wrap-around | trouble?’ ” 
they earn $40,000 a year They live with | skirt, “shall we eat this week or shall we For all the best reasons: optimism, 
their eight-year-old son Peter in a hand- | pay the electric bill?” ambition, idealism. The Brinkleys decid- somely renovated Victorian house in a Steve is 36 and Jane 34, and their | ed, after Peter was born, that it was time 
wealthy suburb of Chicago. They have a | names have been changed because they | to buy a house. They wanted to live in a 
new car and a new kitchen, and their lawn | are trying to keep up appearances while | good neighborhood, and the house they has no crab grass. Peter has just learned | they fight the disastrous consequences of | picked costa mortgage payment of $582 a 
to do handstands. They look like the | the American addiction to buy-now-pay- | month, twice what their apartment rent 
All-American Family living the All- later. “Nothing seemed extravagant,” says | had been. “We thought we could handle 

the increase,” says Steve, “but that was 
| wishful thinking.” 

Because they had boughtan 
old house, they had to doa lot of 
renovating, and the money 
Started flowing out. “Just for 
screws and bolts and paint and 
electric drills,” Steve recalls 
“AIl on the Sears credit card.” 

The kitchen seemed “unusable,” so they 
ran up more than $1,000 in restaurant bills 
during the first two months, then borrowed 
$2,000 to build a new kitchen. In the old 
apartment kitchen, in what Jane remem- 
bers as “the golden age,” she had always 
stuck to a budget and kept separate enve- 
lopes for different kinds of expenses on a 

shelf near the sink, but now “there was no 
budget envelope for a brand-new kitchen.” 

Or for a lot of other things. Peter had 
trouble learning to write and was diag- 
nosed as “learning disabled.” The private 
school where the Brinkleys sent him cost 

$2,000 a year. Steve’s aging Ford col- 

lapsed, and even though he replaced it 
with a $5,100 compact, the $200 monthly 
payments on the new car were not in the 
budget either. Two winters ago, the price 
of heating oil increased by more than 25%, 
and the utility bill jumped to $175. “Every 
time things seemed under control,” says 
Jane, “some emergency would blow every- 
thing sky high.” 

The Brinkleys had 14 credit cards— 
American Express, Visa, Master Charge, 

| department store and oil company ac- 
counts—and soon they were getting new 
loans just to meet the minimum monthly 
payments due on one account or another 
And the debt kept growing at interest rates 
of up to 26%. Collection agencies phoned 
Steve both at work and at home. He and 
Jane quarreled bitterly about who was to 
blame, but as debts pushed them toward 
separation, debts also held them together 
“I didn’t even have the freedom to leave,” 
says Jane. “We couldn't afford the one 
house we had, let alone pay for another 
apartment. We were isolated, trapped and | 
desperate.” 

BACKBREAKING 
Personal debt 
in billions of dollars 
at year’s end 

$1,548.2 

TIME Charts by Nigel Holmes 
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Steve and Jane eventually got coun- 
seling, cut their costs, canceled all credit 
cards and began climbing out of the 
swamp. Proof of their success is that cred- 
it companies keep soliciting them. “Stores 
where we haven't charged anything for 
ages send us cute little notes saying things 
like “We miss you,’ ” says Jane. “It’s sim- 
ply immoral.” And now they wonder 
about how the Joneses are keeping up. 
“We know doctors, lawyers, accountants, 
FBI agents,”’ says Steve, “and they're all 
kiting credit—getting $2,000 from Amer- 
ican Express to pay off Visa. We used to 
think that was what all young couples 
do. They still think that way, and we 
can't help wondering—aren’t some 
of our friends in the same mess we 
were in?” 

es, they are. Nobody advocates a 
strictly cash economy, of course, 
but in a country that once admired 

Ben Franklin’s rule that it was better to 
“go to bed supperless than run in debt for 
breakfast,” the accumulation of personal 
debt is staggering. Installment credit 
grew last year by a total of $20 billion, to 
$333 billion, and the Federal Reserve 
Board announced on May 10 that it had 
grown by another $990 million during 
March, the highest increase since last Oc- 
tober. Adding home mortgages, the total 
is more than $1.5 trillion, nearly half 
again as much as the Government’s much 
ballyhooed national debt. Personal debt 
averages out to $6,737 for every Ameri- 
can. And more and more often people 
cannot pay: personal bankruptcies, 
179,194 in 1978, reached 456,914 last 
year. 

Consumers in a recession traditional- 
ly become worried about the security of 
their jobs and begin cutting back on the 
amount of debt they are carrying. The 
current economic downturn is no excep- 
tion. As a percentage of disposable in- 
come, which keeps increasing, the 
amount that consumers need to pay their 
installment debts has actually been 
shrinking, from more than 18% in early 
1979 to less than 15% this year. 

The basic fact, though, is that mil- 
lions of Americans are in trouble. They 
went into debt because cheap credit made 
living easy and because inflation seemed 
to guarantee big annual salary increases 
and the prospect of repaying debts with 
cheaper dollars. But now many consum- 
ers face very unpleasant consequences. 
And not just the poor, who have always 
lived on the brink, but the prospering and 
hopeful middle class. The recession and 
high interest rates threaten all its illu- 
sions. “When people reach a certain stan- 
dard of living,” says Stan Benson, director 
of Consumer Credit Counselors in Los 
Angeles, “they don’t want to step down.” 

husband earned $150,000 a year. 
When she divorced him five years ago 

and then married a professor named Jeff, 
she maintained what she calls “a life-style 
that my first husband could afford.” 

Jee problem was that her first 
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| Clothes, for instance. “It’s easy for me to 
justify spending on clothes,” says Jeanne, 

| who isa slim 29 and works as a sales man- 
ager near Los Angeles. “To maintain a 
style appropriate for a woman in business, 
you can’t shop at J.C. Penney.” 

So Jeanne spent $15,000 on depart- 
ment store clothes last year, she says, 
“without batting an eye.” After all, she 
earns $38,000; Jeff makes $26,000. That 
was not enough, though, to buy the 
$125, 000 house they wanted in the pleas- 
ant suburb of Agoura, Calif. Jeanne used 
her $25,000 divorce settlement as the 
down payment, the bank granted a mort- 
gage for $50,000, the previous owner 
granted another for $25,000, and Jeanne’s 
parents loaned the final $25,000. The 
mortgages cost a total of $1,088 a month, 

1980 
411,043 1981 

456,914 

and the second and third Fe 
loon payments”* within fivé years. 

“As soon as we bought the house, cred- 
it was easy as pie to get,” says Jeanne. By 
then she and Jeff had more than 25 charge 
accounts, and they used them all. “I would 
just walk into a place, and people would 
bend over backward to give me credit— 
and they still do,” says Jeanne. “I can’t re- 
member the last time anyone asked me for 
identification.” When she and Jeff needed 
more money, they went back to the bank 
and got a new mortgage for $39,000. “The 
bank didn’t flinch,” says Jeanne. That was 
partly because Jeanne did not report the 
$25,000 mortgage held by her parents, 
but she adds her own explanation that 
“the young man who was the loan officer 

*For those who have not been involved in “creative 
home financing” lately, a balloon mortgage in- 
cludes a relatively low schedule of monthly pay- 
ments, but then requires a large lump sum after 
a few years. 

= 

was getting a commission, so he was happy 
to make the paperwork look as good as 
possible.” 

Once Jeanne had acquired the new 
$39,000 mortgage, she used a lot of that 
money as down payments on antiques. 
When she could not pay the property taxes 
that were due last year (the credit-card 
debts by then totaled $22,000), she went to 
a loan company, Transamerica Financial, 
and borrowed $2,500 at 20% interest. “I | 
didn’t want to tell them I didn’t have the 
money to pay my property taxes,” says 
Jeanne, “so I told them I was building a 
sauna in my backyard.” The real reason 

| that she did not have the tax money was 
| that Jeff had already taken the money al- 
lotted for taxes and built that sauna. 

AA power, love won or love denied. It 
can take the form of expensive homes, ex- 
pensive clothes, expensive presents for the 
children. What once were luxuries come to 
be necessities. Going into debt can com- 

| pensate for all shortcomings. “For people 
| to admit they can’t afford the things they 

have to say no to themselves, and nobody 
likes to do that. It all boils down to the in- 
ability to accept limits.” 

That inability leads to “magical think- 
ing,” says Daniel J. Levinson, professor of 
psychology at Yale. “The more anxious we 
are, the less rational we are, so we don't 

professor of psychiatry at the University of 
Southern California, sees many forms of 
magical thinking at the psychiatric center 
that he heads in Beverly Hills. “Nobody 
feels very secure about money today,” says 
Oziel. “Lots of people in the middle class 
have given up the idea of budgeting, be- 

People learn to be angry at the system. 
They are mad, and they're cheating and 
trying to manipulate the system.” 

“Tt was a reaction to depression,” says 
Rebecca Marsh Lewis of the buying spree 
that started after her divorce in 1975. “I 
wasn’t dating anybody steady. Ifa woman 

editor and art coordinator at the Vought 
Corp. near Dallas, moved into a new 
apartment and filled it with new furni- 
ture—bought on credit. “It’s really easy for 
a single woman to get credit now,” she 
says. She sold her old car and boughta new 

47 

“But we never considered bankrupt- 
cy,” says Jeanne. “We would have sold our 
home first. We haven't said to anyone, ‘We 

oney is obviously more than just 

want means they are placing themselves in 
a position of weakness,” says Edward J. 
Khantzian, associate professor of psychia- 

protect ourselves in realistic ways. We're 
always thinking, ‘Lady Luck will be with 
me, so I'll get myself out of this.’ ” 

cause it doesn’t seem to work. They're 
earning amounts of money that they 
thought would give them freedom, but in- 

wants to go out and doesn’t have the op- 
portunity to goon a date, she can always go 
shopping. That’s what I did.” 

will not pay you.’ ” 

money. It can symbolize work, 

try at the Harvard Medical School. “They 

L. Jerome Oziel, an associate clinical 

stead of feeling free, they feel trapped. 

Lewis, who is now 32 and works as an 



Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme—on credit. 
She bought a diamond necklace, new ste- 
reo, a new washer and dryer, two fur coats, 
anda lot of designer clothes—all on credit 
She also bought expensive Christmas pres- 
ents for her family—on credit. The season 
of cheer ended with January’s bills. 

“I was making about $1,300 a month, 
which means that I was bringing home 
about $900, and the monthly bills came to 
more than $750. I had about $5,000 in bills, 
not including my car payments. And I was 
raised in a family that even paid cash for 
cars. I knew I was getting in over my 
head.” 

To pay off some debts, Lewis took a 
second job as a part-time restaurant host- 
ess. She moved into a two-bedroom apart- 
ment that cost $125 more a month but was 
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prison his debtor, nor can he garnishee his 
salary without a court order. The creditor 
cannot even pursue and harass him with 
the traditional rudenesses of the bill col- 
lector. According to the Fair Debt Collec- 
tion Practices Act, which took effect in 
1978, a bill collector cannot: 
> Tell the debtor’s boss, family or neigh- 
bors about the debt 
> Telephone the debtor at home between 
9 p.m. and 8 a.m. 

> Falsely identify himself as a lawyer or 
any kind of official 
> Use obscene, 
language. 

While creditors can still sue their debt- 
ors for nonpayment, the law also permits 
debtors who feel harassed to file suits and 
win up to $1,000 in penalties. The statute 

profane or abusive 

“Know something? We re in debt beyond our wildest dreams!” 

shared with a roommate. She sold her car 
and some of the furniture. But that was de- 
pressing, so she bought a new car, which 
cost her another $170 a month, and more 

new clothes. Then her roommate moved 
out and left her with a higher rent bill to 
pay. Then she got mononucleosis and lost 
her second job. Then she began looking in 
the yellow pages for help 

eople who could not pay were once 
sent to debtors’ prison, where, since 
they could not work while locked 

up, they sometimes spent years. Charles 
Dickens’ father was once in such a place, 
and the nightmare recurs in the novelist’s 
works. Thomas Jefferson, Ulysses S 
Grant and many other leading figures of 
American history were tormented by ruin- 
ous debts. A few debtors’ prisons lingered 

on in the US. until the 1870s. 
Today, a creditor generally cannot im- 

further empowers the Federal Trade 
Commission to impose fines of up to 
$10,000 a day per violation against overly 
aggressive bill collectors 

That leaves creditors with only the 
honeyed tongue of someone like Gary Gol- 
ditch, 31, manager of the Financial Collec- 
tion Agencies in Malden, Mass., who calls 
himself “a diplomat.” The key thing, says 
Golditch, is not to let the debtor hang up. 

| Start by being polite: “I’m sorry to incon- 
venience you but . . .”” Impress on the debt- 
or his moral responsibility: “You received 
the merchandise you wanted, but my cli- 
ent has not been paid .. .” Golditch calls 
these opening gambits a means of “capti- 
vating” the debtor. “After that, I’m sure 
you'd talk with me,” he says, leaning back 
in his chair with a satisfied smile. “I can 
convince anyone I want to help them.” 

Financial Collection Agencies has 85 
branches around the world, and Gol- 
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| in the business is Long Island’s Sharinn & 

ditch’s Malden office reaches out over 
much of New England. It takes on about 
45,000 cases a year, involving $20 million, 
and recovers about 20% to 30%, of which it 
may keep as much as 50%. Once Golditch 
has “captivated” his quarry, he proposes 
various forms of payment to his client— 

like a new credit-card loan, or a co-signed 
bank note. “I will never advise anyone to 
incur debt they can’t handle,” he says, “but 
I have a moral commitment to work out an 
equitable agreement.” 

“If someone shouts at me, ‘You're all 
bums!’ I don’t let that bother me,” says 
Golditch. “In this business, you take noth- 
ing personally, you know what I mean? I 
don’t know that person and he doesn’t 
know me. I think most people want to pay 
their debts, really. It’s just that most 
Americans don’t know how to budget their 
money. They just need to be told how to fix 
the problem, and that’s where I come in. I 
go home rewarded because I’m able to 
help people.” 

There are about 5,000 collection agen- 
cies in the U.S., all with varying methods 
and successes. One of the largest law firms 

Lipshie. At any given moment, it is trying 
to get about 20,000 debtors to repay about 
$10 million to such clients as Citibank and 
General Electric Credit Corp. It starts 
with a series of three warning letters that 
cost the creditor $5.50. Eventually, it 
claims collections of 30% to 50%. 

oxie Betts remembers the bill col- 
lectors as “the rudest, most arro- 
gant people.” Says she: “For six 

months, it was a living hell. What got me 
most was the harassing of the kids.” 

Roxie, who has flaming red hair, gives 
her age as “29 and holding.” She has been 
married for 32 years to William Betts, 57 
The two of them were earning more than 
$35,000 at three full-time jobs in Miami. 
Bill's early retirement forced them to face | 
the $11,925.55 they owed to 22 creditors. 

Bill once had hopes of becoming a 
broadcaster, but he found security as a 
switchman with Southern Bell. In 1960, 
when the Bettses moved from their first 
$5,500 house toa larger $19,000 house, Bill 
got a second job as an auditor for the state 
racing commission. The Bettses had four 
daughters, but Roxie worked as a night 
desk manager ata bowling alley, and cred- 
it cards smoothed the financial bumps 
Weekend fishing trips to Key West could 
always be charged, and when the mini- 
mum payments got to be a problem, Betts 
refinanced the house in the mid-1960s 
with a new $35,000 mortgage. 

“We sent Master Charge a check for | 
$948.64, and the guy almost didn’t want 
my check,” says Roxie. “He was worried | 
that I was closing the account. We only 
had one card of everything, and now they 
threw two cards on us.” “We started mov- 
ing up in cars,” adds Bill. From “a junker, 
tied together with a sheet,” they pro- 
gressed to a newer used car and then their 
first new Ford Galaxie in 1965. “Ofcourse, 
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all this was on time,” says Bill. 
The Bettses wanted to move out of Mi- 

ami, and since two of the four daughters 
had been put through college, Bill decided 
in 1978 to take early retirement. The 
Bettses bought a new $39,000 home near 
Orlando, with no down payment on a Vet- 
erans Administration mortgage, and they 
used their $8,000 net on the Miami house 
to buy some luxuries. “I guess we could 
have paid off everybody,” says Bill, “but I 
said, ‘Let’s get a fireplace. We've never 
had a fireplace.’ * They also ordered more 
than $1,000 worth of furniture, on easy 
terms. 

Bill thought he could find some kind of 
work in the Orlando area, but jobs were 
tight in the tourist belt, and as he soon 
found, “salaries are stinko in central Flori- 
da.” When he did get a job as a shop fore- 
man for an engineering firm, he 
earned only $7,800. Roxie took to 
selling Tupperware and cut back ex- 
penses, but she could send the credit 
companies only token monthly pay- 
ments of $10 to $30. 

“When you get a month or two be- 
hind,” Bill recalls with a grimace, 
“some of the charge people begin to 
say, ‘We don’t want any partial pay- 
ments. We want the whole thing— 
now!’ Naturally, I could never meet 
that commitment.” 

told the Bettses to go to the Con- 
sumer Credit Counseling Service, 

which put them on the road to recov- 
ery. The C.C.C.S. was also what Re- 
becca Marsh Lewis found in the Dal- 
las yellow pages and what has rescued 
many others like her. 

C.C.CS. is a nonprofit organiza- 
tion sponsored by banks, loan compa- 
nies, retailers and other businesses 
that grant credit. It has some 200 of- 
fices all over the U.S. and deals with 
about 110,000 cases a year. Its method 
is very simple: it makes the insolvent 
debtor give up all his credit cards and 
promise not to do any more borrow- 
ing without permission. Then it works 
out a survival budget that will enable 
the client to pay back part of his debt every 
month. It persuades the creditors to wait 
for their money and then assumes respon- 
sibility for dividing and distributing the re- 
payment it gets from the debtor. 

Perhaps the most striking fact about 
almost every debtor in real trouble is that 
he has no idea how much he owes—much 
less what exorbitant interest he is usually 
paying. “The first thing we have to do is sit 
down and figure out what actually gets 
spent in the home,” says Mel Stiller, head 
of the four advisers who process 1,700 
cases a year at the C.C.C:S. in Boston. “Peo- 
ple will figure the major items like rent and 
food, but they don’t stop to consider the 
dinners out or the haircuts or the newspa- 
pers. Those add up. It’s not unusual, even 
with people you think would know better, 
to find $1,000 coming in every month and 
$1,300 going out. They all want the Ameri- 
can dream, but you know—that’s just what 

t was one of the bill collectors who 

it has turned out to be, a dream.” 
Linda Patscot, 27, a director of Calla- 

han Research Associates in Manhattan, 
who earns about $30,000 and owes 
$10,000, argues that younger people do not 
share their parents’ belief in delayed grati- 
fication. Says she: “The ‘me’ generation 
doesn’t save for the future; it borrows to 
spend today. People are more hedonistic, 
and hedonism and debt are like brother 
and sister. 

“At the same time, some basic expec- 
tations are declining from one generation 
to the next. Children expect to have less 
than their parents, but they have different 
priorities: a foreign car rather than a 
Chevrolet. People spend more on trendy 
items but delay in buying a home. 

“My parents had more stability in 
their life-style, more independence. By the 
mn scrruaxwarcnive Vides for the debtor to pay all or part 
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Money Worries, a Currier and Ives view of the debtor 

Among the notables in trouble: Jefferson and Grant. 

time they were 40, they had children, a 
home, a bank account, and were beginning 
to plan for retirement. At that age, I will 
have five times their nominal income, but 
I will be able to afford less for it. Perhaps I 
will own a Manhattan co-op, but I will be 
tremendously in debt. But the things that 
satiated them will not satiate me.” 

or those who have truly gone bank- 
rupt—roughly 10% of those with se- 
rious debt problems—about the 

only solution is to go to court and file a 
bankruptcy petition. This was once con- 
sidered scandalous—like, say, getting a di- 
vorce—but now it is almost respectable, 
even a shrewd move. Moreover, the Bank- 
ruptcy Reform Act of 1978 makes it easy: 
the standard filing fee is $60, and creditors 
must hold their fire while the details are 
worked out. The ease of filing personal 
bankruptcies is considered a key factor be- 
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hind the great increase of them since 1979. 
There are two kinds of personal bank- 

ruptcy. Under chapter seven of the bank- 
ruptcy law, the court sells the debtor's as- 
sets, pays creditors as much as possible 
from the proceeds and cancels most re- 
maining debts. However, federal law per- 
mits the debtor to keep certain assets for 
his own survival: up to a $7,500 equity in 
his house, for example, and up to a $1,200 
interest in a car. The list of exemptions 
even includes up to $500 worth of jewelry. 
Some states are still more lenient; Califor- 
nia allows the head of a household to keep 
up to $45,000 in his home. On the other 
hand, the debtor cannot again declare in- 
solvency for six years. 

The other form of bankruptcy under 
the law, chapter thirteen, is even easier. It 
resembles the C.C.C.S. method and pro- 

of his debts over a period of three 
years under a plan approved by the 
court. 

Banks and other creditors claim 
they could recover at least one-quar- 
ter of their $6 billion annual losses to 
bankrupt debtors if the rules were 
tightened up again, and they have 
been lobbying hard for just that. They 
ask, among other things, that chapter 
seven bankruptcies be restricted to 
those who can prove their inability to 
make future repayments, and that the 
exemption of assets be reduced. The 
Senate is expected to pass such a bill 
this summer, though the House may 
well delay action. 

The vast majority of America’s 
debtors never declare bankruptcy, 
however. They just go on borrowing, 
scrimping, stalling off payments and 
trying to survive until, somehow or 
other, their prospects improve. 
Sometimes, of course, the prospects 
do improve. Sometimes, on the other 
hand, something cracks—health, 
sanity, marriage. For those who 
struggle along somewhere in be- 
tween, the seeming necessities of the 
good life can prove not to be necessi- 
ties, and the limitations that once 
seemed impossible come to seem 

bearable after all. 
Steve and Jane Brinkley, with whom 

this report began, started reorganizing 
their lives in their Chicago suburb and 
have survived. They even found that their 
son preferred public school to the private 
institution that had cost them $2,000 a 
year. Rebecca Marsh Lewis, near Dallas, 
finally paid off her last bills in March. She 
and her new husband make “limited use” 
of their credit cards. Jeanne, the Califor- 
nia businesswoman, is still paying but 
looks on her situation as “one of those life 
crises we will have to overcome together.” 
One of the hardest parts, she says, was “the 
attitude that, gee, if I'm working, I de- 
serve $400 suits and expensive dinners. 
No more. Now we plan a night to- 
gether watching television. Or we go 
jogging.” |§ —By Otto Friedrich. Reported by 
Ken Banta/Chicago and Frederick Ungeheuer/ 

New York 
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Wall Street’s Panic That Wasn’t 
A sudden default rattles an already edgy market 

S. Treasury securities are regarded | 

by moneymen as excellent invest- 
ments. After all, those bonds, notes and 
bills are issued by the American Govern- 
ment. But for a brief and unnerving peri- 
od last week, the business of buying and 

| selling them gave Wall Street jitters 
aplenty. The problem was not the credit- 
worthiness of the U.S., but rather the sol- 
vency of a tiny and little-known Wall 

| Street securities firm, Drysdale Govern- 
ment Securities Inc. 

The Federal Reserve controls the U.S 
money supply by buying and selling bonds 

and notes in the securities markets. On a 
normal business day, about $25 billion to 
$35 billion in so-called federal paper 
changes hands. Thirty-six of Wall Street’s 
largest securities dealers, including Gold- 
man, Sachs & Co., First Boston Corp. and 
Salomon Bros., are the dominant traders 

| in the $700 billion market. As interest 
rates have gyrated in this market in re- 

cent years, those dealings have become 
attractive to other firms. Last February, 
for example, Drysdale, a $5 million spin- 
off of the 92-year-old Drysdale Securities 

| Corp. brokerage house, opened its doors 
Through its aggressive dealmaking, 

| the fledgling company, which had only 
about 20 traders operating out of a fifth- 
floor attic above a Wall Street area cloth- 

middlemen, the interest that the U.S. 
Treasury pays regularly on the certificates 
always goes back to the original owner of 
the note or bond. Whenever the Treasury 
sends out interest checks to the holders of 
its securities, that amount is paid by each 
repo buyer back to the preceding seller in 
the chain. 

Drysdale’s repo troubles had been 
quietly brewing for weeks, as credit mar- 
ket conditions began to undermine the 
company’s assumption that interest rates 
were going higher. Instead of the gener- 
ous profits that Arnold had predicted, 
Drysdale had a steady stream of losses 
The real crisis started last Monday, when 
the firm failed to meet $250 million in in- 
terest due to Chase Manhattan Bank, its 
principal repo supplier. 

Chase Manhattan Chairman Willard 
Butcher then called together the heads of 
seven of the brokerage firms from which 
it had obtained the securities. Butcher 
told the moneymen that his bank would 
not be making the interest payments that 
were supposed to be due to them that day 
because Drysdale Government Securities 
had not paid Chase. The banker said that 
Chase could not be considered legally re- 
sponsible for the money owed by Drys- 
dale, but was willing to go ahead anyway 

ing shop, elbowed its way into the thick of | ——_ 
play. Using what they thought to be so- 
phisticated, computer-guided trading 
strategies based on a secret computer pro- 

gram code-named Arnold, Drysdale’s 
two top dealers, Richard Taaffe, presi- 
dent, and David Heuwetter, chief trader, 
managed in littlke more than three 
months’ time to amass an astonishing $4 

billion-plus portfolio of borrowed U.S 
Treasury securities 

The group's main activity was to spec- 
ulate in the volatile and complex world of 

repurchase agreements. In a typical repo, 

a brokerage firm raises cash by selling 

some Treasury notes or bonds to another 
dealer or bank with the understanding 
that it will repurchase them a few weeks 
or months later. The bank thereby, in ef- 
fect, gives a short-term loan to the broker- 
age firm, and the collateral for it is the 
Government securities 

Since the bank legally owns the secu- 
rities during the period covered by the | 

deal, it can use them to cre- 
ate a so-called reverse repo 

with a third party, and that 

party can do the same with 

yet a fourth buyer. The firm 

buying the securities from 
the bank speculates that it 
will be able to sell them for 

more than it paid 

Though repo deals can 

wind up involving dozens of Chairman Butcher and the trading firm that shook bankers and brokers alike 
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| create widespread panic.” 

| the financial community 

and put $90 million into a $250 million 
pool until the situation was cleared up. In- 
cluded among the astonished listeners 
were the heads of some of the bluest chips 
of American finance: Merrill Lynch; 
Goldman, Sachs; and Salomon Bros. 

The executives were furious when they 
heard Butcher argue that Chase had no 
obligation because the bank had been 
merely a transfer agent between the bro- | 
kerage houses and Drysdale. Their | 
arrangement had been with Chase, the 
brokerage houses argued, not with Drys- | 
dale. Chase seemed to be breaking the | 
most fundamental rule of Wall Street: a | 
dealer stands behind his deal. Said one an- 
gry brokerage house executive: “We had 
taken a negative view of Drysdale’s opera- 
tions from the start, and we never had any 
direct dealings with them at all. We did 
not know for whom Chase was acting.” 
Added a colleague: “This is going to hurt 
Chase a lot. I think Butcher panicked.” 

On Tuesday afternoon the New York 
branch of the Federal Reserve called to- | 
gether the chairmen of New York City’s 
ten largest banks to discuss the possible 
repercussions of Chase’s refusal to make 
the interest payment. Officials were very 

fearful that if Chase persisted, some secu- 
rities firms might find themselves in a 
cash squeeze. After the session, the Feder- 
al Reserve issued a statement saying that 
it “stood ready as a lender of last resort” 
to help any commercial banks temporar- 
ily short of cash. It was the first time since 
the mini-financial panic following the 
1970 bankruptcy of the Penn Central 
Railroad that the Federal Reserve had 
put out such a market-soothing statement 

Chase was even more isolated from 

the next day, 
when Manufacturers Hanover Trust, 
which had also been involved in Drysdale 
repo deals, announced that it would make 

good to brokerage houses on some $29 
million in weekend interest payment de- 

faults by Drysdale. Only three hours later, 
a thoroughly chastened Chase reversed it- 
self and said that it would also honor its 
commitments after all 

Though Wall Street executives insist- 
ed that the market's stability had not been 
really shaken last week, in private some 
moneymen were much less sanguine. Said 
one investment banker: “The episode 

showed that the system can work if the 

proper people apply pressure at the right 
time, but the reaction could have been ter- 
rible. Adverse news is one thing, but un- 
certainty at the core of adverse news can 

Even if the 
banks manage to collect 
something from Drysdale, 
the anticipated after-tax 
loss of $135 million that 
Chase expects to suffer from 
the affair will probably wipe 
out the bank's earnings for | 
the second quarter 

— By Christopher Byron. 

Reported by Frederick 

Ungeheuer/New York 
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WOULDN'T IT BE NICE 
IF EVERYTHING WORKED THIS WELL? 

What else in your home is used routinely by every member of the family, 
gets dropped on the floor, chewed on by teething babies, slammed down, ibaa ot 
around and, after all that, still works when you need it? 

Few things in life are as reliable as a genuine Bell phone. So if you're 
looking for a new phone, there's really only one place to go. 

The Bell PhoneCenter. It’s for you. 

Gy 



QUESTION 

Answers to the 

ARE 
PUBLIC 
SMOKING 
LAWS 
NECESSARY? 



most asked questions about cigarettes. 

Ask the people who have to enforce them. 
A police officers’ association in Arlington, Virginia, told the 

town fathers of that community what they thought. They called a 
proposed public smoking law “virtually unenforceable ... well 
intended, but frivolous,’ and a measure that “will only cause 
greater animosity.” 

In New York, James Hargrove, chairman of the National Black 
Police Association, told the state’s Senate that a public smoking 
proposal would be “a waste of law enforcement time.” Mr. Har- 
grove said, “the limited amount of personnel we do have could 
better spend their time in making our neighborhoods safe.” 

Ask yourself. What good is a law that is unenforceable, creates 
expenses, inconveniences, and causes confrontations? That kind 
of law hurts all law. 

Smoking is an adult custom and the decision to smoke should 
be based on mature and informed individual freedom of choice. 

If you'd like more information, write for our 
booklet, “Answers to the most asked questions about ee 
cigarettes.’ Address: The Tobacco Institute, Suite 
871, 1875 Eye Street, Northwest, Washington, D.C. 
20006. 

We offer it in the belief that full and free dis- 
cussion of these important public issues is in the 
public interest. 

WEIGH BOTH SIDES 
BEFORE YOU TAKE SIDES. 

The Tobacco Institute 



—Cinema 

Steve’s 
Summer 
Magic 
E.T. and Poltergeist: 
two from the heart 

nce upon a time there was a little 
boy named Steven, who lived in a 
mythical land called Suburbia 
His house was just like everybody 

else’s house; his family’s car and dog and | 
swimming pool were just like everybody 
else’s too. But little Steven's dreams were | 
different. He dreamed of telling the sto- 
ries of his strange land—wonderful tales 
of his home and his school, his parents 
and especially his friends—and making 
them shine like new. So every night he 
would tiptoe outside his ranch-style house 
and make a wish on the brightest star in 
the suburban sky. Over and over he would 
whisper, “Help me tell the story.” 

One August night, when the sky 
seemed clearer and the starlight stronger, 
Steven felt himself drawn to his family’s 
two-car garage. There, gleaming in a for- | 
gotten corner, was an old piece of machin- 
ery he had never noticed before: an 8-mm 
movie camera. He picked up the camera, 
turned around, and what do you think he 
saw? Yes, it was a beautiful rainbow, rib- 

| boning the night sky: a sign that the little 
boy had found the key to his dreams. And 
Just before the rainbow disappeared—a 
rainbow nooneelse saw that sweetsummer | 
night—Steven aimed the camera heaven- | 
ward and pressed a button. The little boy 
from suburbia had begun to tell his story 

Steven Spielberg did grow up. He be- 
came rich and famous as the director who 
enjoyed playing with sharks, spacemen 
and snakes—and turning these fearsome 
critters into the stuff of blockbusters 
Jaws, which Spielberg and Producer 
Richard Zanuck had feared might prove 
to be “a shark with turkey feathers,” terri- 
fied moviegoers to the tune of $410 mil- 
lion. Close Encounters of the Third Kind | 
built a sense of biblical awe around man’s 
first meeting with beings from outer space 
and put another $250 million into the till 

| Last year Raiders of the Lost Ark sent Sat- 
urday-matinee chills down a_ record- | 
breaking number of spines—another $310 
million. Spielberg won plaudits as well as 
profits for his masterly film-making tech- 
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nique. Still, critics often accused him of 
creating Pavlovian exercises in zap-me 
thrills—movie machines that destroyed, 
with systematic elegance, the viewer's 
emotional defenses 

Now it can be told: inside Spielberg, 
the machine that built the machines, was 
little Steven and his suburban child’s puls- 
ing heart. Look into the mouth of Jaws, 

| and you will find the infant fear of things 
that go chomp in the night. Search the 
skies for a Close Encounter, and you can 
chart a child’s hope that whoever is out 
there will be just like him: small and 
smooth and smart and cuddly. Track the 
Lost Ark’s Raiders, and you will discover 
the thrill of escape that whets the imagi- 
nation of every fifth-grade Indiana Jones 

ll this was prelude. At 34, Spiel- 
berg has tapped directly into the 
power source of youthful fanta- 
sies and produced two remark- 

able works of popular art. Poltergeist, 
which he supervised from original story 
to final cut, is a horror movie about ma- 
levolent spirits that infiltrate the home of 
an ordinary California family. E.7. The 
Extra-Terrestrial, which he devised and 
directed, tells of a creature from outer 
space who is mistakenly abandoned on 
earth and befriended by three school-age 
children. “ Poltergeist is a scream,” Spiel- 

berg says. “E.T. is a whisper.” The first 
film means to thrill, the second to en- 
thrall. Both succeed beyond anyone's ex- 
pectations, perhaps even those of their 
prodigious creator. They re-establish the 

movie screen as a magic lantern, where 
science plays tricks on the eye as an 
artist enters the heart and nervous sys- 

tem with images that bemuse and beguile 

Photograph for TIME by Steve Schapiro 

The director under the gentile scrutiny of his extraterrestrial friend 

Spielberg has formidable competition 
| for the attention of moviegoers this sum- 
mer. The producers of Annie have engi- 
neered a powerful media blitz to herald 
their lavish if lead-souled musical. Tron, a 
futuristic melodrama set inside a video 

game, hopes to lure the addicts of the ar- 
cades back to moviehouses. New versions 
of Rocky, Grease, Star Trek and The 
Thing will tempt old adherents. The Road 
Warrior and Blade Runner will offer 
up eye-catching punk-rock apocalypses 
Robin Williams will attempt to enter The 
World According to Garp. Clint Eastwood 
and Woody Allen have new movies, and 

Burt Reynolds and Dolly Parton will sing 
and dance their way through The Best 
Little Whorehouse in Texas. Even so, 
Poltergeist’s intelligence in confecting 
disaster, its honest laughs and spine- 
snapping chills—from upended kitchen 
chairs to ghostly vapors and a gaping, 
horrid hell mouth—should lead it to the 
head of the class. 

E.T,, though, is ina class all by its beau- 
tiful self. Of course it should make truck- 
loads of money: its sneak previews have 
been the most rapturously received since 
Jaws; industry marketing experts have pre- 
dicted it as a summer smash; and one pro- 
fessional cynic emerged from a Manhattan 

| screening of the film last week and confi- 
dently announced, “$350 million.” But the 
gleam of moisture in his eye said something 
else, something everyone else will soon be 
able to discover: that E. 7 isa miracle mov- 
ie, and one that confirms Spielberg as a 

master storyteller of his medium 
Not since the glory days of the Walt 

Disney Productions—40 years and more 
ago, when Fantasia and Pinocchio and 
Dumbo first worked their seductive magic 
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on moviegoers of every age—has a film so | 
acutely evoked the twin senses of every- 
day wonder and otherworldly awe. With 
astonishing technical finesse and an emo- 
tional directness that lifts the heart, ET. | 
spins its tale of a shy, lonely boy in desper- 
ate need of a friend—when suddenly one 
falls out of the sky. The movie is a perfect- 
ly poised mixture of sweet comedy and 
ten-speed melodrama, of death and resur- 
rection, ofa friendship so pure and power- 

grew up in a series of bedroom communi- 
ties, knows from the sheltered inside 
“I’ve never been robbed or in a fistfight. I 
never saw a dead body. Until I went to 
New York City, I'd never eaten real Ital- 
ian food. Walt Disney was my parental 

| conscience. And my stepparent was the 

ful it seems like an idealized love. None of | 
this can be the result of computerized cal- 

culation; instead it stems from a seamless 
blend of writing, direction, casting and ce- 

lestial good luck. Even its creator seems 
pleased: “I put myself on the line with this 

film, and it wasn't easy. But I'm proud of 

it. It's been a long time since any movie 
gave me an ‘up’ cry.” 

With the exception of /94/, a self- 
destruct farce starring Dan Aykroyd and 

John Belushi, every Spielberg feature has 
been on the mark in jolting the moviegoer 
with intelligent grins and shudders. A 

prototype of the new “computer genera- 
tion” of children, Spielberg uses the cine- 
ma’s infernally complex machinery to 
tunnel into the popular psyche. That is 
why the most personal film of his youth, 
Close Encounters, was among his most 
popular. Poltergeist and especially E.T. 
should prove even more accessible to all 
kinds of moviegoers—for here the charac- 
ters are richer and more human, and the 
encounters are with the hearts of darkness 
and light, in a part of America that prides 
itself on occupying the serene center of 
the national dream. 

Together, the two new films compose 
a marvelously detailed diptych of subur- 
ban life. It is a life that Spielberg, who 

TV set.” Virtually every Spielberg film 
has made room for the camaraderie and 
antagonisms that percolate across the 
Formica kitchen table. But until now, 
none of the films had been told or seen 
from the child’s point of view—where the 
prefab house seems unique and envelop- 
ing, where every utilitarian recess holds 
its own sly secret, where Mom can be the 
Queen Mother or a royal pain, and Dad is 

Santa Claus or the Big Bad Wolf. 

t the center of both E.7: and Pol- 
tergeist is the suburban family, as 
normal and American as Pop- 

Tarts. In Poltergeist, Dad (Craig 
T. Nelson), late 30s, sells tract houses, 
reads biographies of Ronald Reagan and 
furrows his brow to watch his hairline re- 
cede. Mom (Jobeth Williams), early 30s, 

keeps house, sings TV beer jingles and 
tucks in her son under a Star Wars bed- 

spread. If this seems the derisory stuff of 
sitcoms, it is not. “I never mock subur- 

bia,” Spielberg declares. “My life comes 
from there.” He likes these people and 
communicates that affection. Faced with 
balky children or a restless preternatural 
presence, the parents demonstrate their 
go-with-the-flow resilience. And when 
things get climactically hairy, these peo- 
ple can be roused to fear and anger, can 

summon reserves of surprising strength 
They are the movies’ favorite species: or- 
dinary heroes. 
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Spielberg's heroes, whom he sees as 
extraordinary, are children. At the emo- 
tional center of each new film is a trio of 
siblings: a teen-ager, a nine- or ten-year- 
old boy, a fair-haired preschool girl. To 
the awful pull of the forlorn or malevolent 
spirits residing inside the - Poltergeist 
house, each child is differently attuned 
The teen-age girl is too involved with 

growing up to take much notice; the boy, 
Robbie (Oliver Robins), can be reached 
only on the frequency of fear; but the 
five-year-old, Carol Anne (Heather 
O’Rourke), is unaware and unafraid of 
the spirits’ terrible power—and is theirs 
for the taking. It is she who releases the 
poltergeists (literally, noisy ghosts) from 
their long bondage between this world 

and the next. Drawn to the blankly fuzzy, | 
humming screen of the living- 
room TV late one night, Carol 
Anne speaks to them, and is 
heard and seduced and swal- 
lowed by them into the restless 

Aghast: Oliver Robins 

heart of the house. The film’s 
last hour documents a harrow- o 

| ing tug of wills between Carol 4 
| Anne’s parents and the spec- 

tral army surrounding them; 
between the spirits and two 
specialists, a parapsychologist (Beatrice 
Straight) and a child-voiced psychic (Zel- 
da Rubinstein), who exert their powers to 
“cleanse” the house; and ultimately 
among the spirits, fighting to release the 
child or forever claim her for their own 

At first and final glance, Poltergeist is 
simply a riveting demonstration of the 
movies’ power to scare the sophistication 
out of any viewer. It creates honest thrills 
within the confines of a PG. rating and 
reaches for standard shock effects and the 
forced suspension of disbelief only at the 
climax, when we realize that the charac- | 
ters are behaving with such obtuseness 
precisely because they are trapped inside 
a horror movie. On the plot level, Polter- 
geist is a warning against trying to build a 
mobile modern life over the . unquiet 

graves of the past. The picture can also be 

seen as a sly comedy supporting the prop- 
| Osition that violence on TV—or, more 
| precisely, in it—can have a dire influence 
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on children who watch it. (Spielberg calls 
Poltergeist “my revenge on TV.) Which- 

ever, when the demons escape the TV set, 
careering around the room like puffs from 
a deranged steam engine, the little girl 
turns to her parents and blithely an- 

nounces: “They're here!’ Right inside the 
mind of a sensitive child 

In the Spielberg world, there is a rea- 
son for this. Children, creatures of inno- 
cence and intuition, evolve a fantasy 
life—their real life—that personalizes ev- 
erything around them. Machines become 
toys, loys are animated into pets, pets turn 
into near-human friends, and all play cru- 
cial roles as the saints and dragons of a 
child’s deepest dreams. In Poltergeist, 

Carol Anne talks to “the TV people,” and 
they talk back; they even play with her, to 
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Agrim embrace in Poltergeis t: Jobeth Williams recoils from a cadaver 

Tapping directly into the power source of youthful fantasies. 

malefic effect. But Spielberg, as he dem- 
onstrated in Close Encounters, is no kid- 
naper. What he takes from the audi- 
ence—in thrills, anxiety, even children— 
he gives back, better than new. 

n E.T. he goes a step further: he gives 
back a new fairy tale as good as old 
The film opens on a night sky, Disney 
blue and full of twinkling stars. In the 

clearing of a forest that Bambi and 
Thumper might have been pleased to call 
home, a spaceship sits—not a high-tech 
marvel of the NASA future but a bell- 
shaped spinster of a ship, with old-fash- 
ioned street lamps appending and the un- 
mistakable aura of Captain Nemo’'s 
Nautilus from Twenty Thousand Leagues 
Under the Sea. A misty crescent moon 
gives glimpses of child-size figures moving 
about in capes and cowls on a field expe- 
dition for earth flora. One of these figures 
wanders off and encounters the threaten- 
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ing glare of headlights and the honking 
of car horns. Before the errant extra- 
terrestrial can return to his comrades, the 
spaceship abruptly ascends and little E.T. 
is left, alone and friendless, in an alien cli- 
mate, where he can never flourish and 
may not survive. 

E.T., a gentle space elf who at first 
glance seems as homely as a turtle without 

| its shell yet eventually proves as beautiful 
as an enchanted frog, must find a rescuer 

| And the rescuer must be a child, whose 
Galahad strength only E.T. and the mov- 
iegoer can immediately discern. The child 
is Elliott (Henry Thomas), a thin, quiet, 
wise-faced lad of ten who makes initial 
contact in a 
fashion: by playing catch with a softball. 
With the help of his older brother Michael 

(Robert MacNaughton) and 
younger sister Gertie (Drew 
Barrymore), Elliott must bat- 
tle the elements and some pry- 
ing adults in a children’s cru- 

Shouting: Heather O’Rourke 

sade to win E.T. his freedom 
To Elliott, E.T. is every- 

thing a boy could want: a toy, a 
pet, a jolly Space Invader of a 
video game—most of all, a 
friend whose feelings become 

his own. To Gertie, E.T. is a youngest sib- 
ling’s most welcome addition: someone 
even smaller than she, an infant brother 
she can dress up as a bag lady and even 
teach to speak. E.T. is remarkably adapt- 
able and wonderfully funny in his adven- 
ture on earth. Left alone in the house, he 
toddles around like a middle-aged iron- 

time-honored American | 

worker on a weekend without the wife, his | 
potbelly peeking out of a plaid bathrobe 
as he watches TV and gets drunk on 
Coors beer. Later still, he is a holy sage, a 
whiz-kid Yoda, constructing a transmit- 
ter out of spare parts to signal his space- 
ship. And he has an extra gift for chil- 
dren. If the moment is propitious, and 
they truly believe, E.T. can make them fly | 
away from danger and into the harvest- 
moon sky 

To tell more of the plot would be to 
spoil one of the film’s pleasures, its gratifi- 
cation of the child’s delight in wondering 

| “What comes next, Daddy?” It is enough 
J 
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to say that ET stands securely in the 
company of some classic children’s sto- 

ries, from Peter Pan to The Wonderful 
Wizard of Oz. With the crucial help of 
Screenwriter Melissa Mathison, who was 
present every day on the set, Spielberg has 
infused comic and dramatic tension into a 
story in which, one comes to realize, there 
are no villains. Everyone is nice, and the 
conflict comes from a taffy pull between 
good and greater good. That conflict is 
achingly strong, its resolution euphoric 

he working title for E. 7 was A 
Boy's Life. And as surely as any 
work of science fiction can be its 

here is Steven Spielberg. His parents seed- 
ed the mix of science and art that would 
surface in Spielberg's films: his father Ar- 
nold was a computer engineer, his mother 
Leah a former classical pianist. (They 
were divorced when Steven was 17.) In 
many ways, he was a typical boy. He 
loved animals, especially cocker span- 
iels—and parakeets, which he kept in his 
bedroom, flying free. “There would be 
birds flying around and birdseed all over 
the floor,” recalls Leah, now 62 and the 
owner-operator of a kosher delicatessen | 
in West Los Angeles. “I'd just reach in to 
get the dirty clothes.” 

In a house he had to share with three 
mischievous younger sisters, Steven would 
take the standard boy’s revenge: lock | 
them in the closet and then throw in the 
thing they feared most. “He used to scare 
the hell out of them,” Leah says. “When 
they were going to sleep, he would creep 
under their window and whisper, ‘I'm the 
moon!’ * But the fraternal bogeyman was 
also a small festival of phobias. “My 
biggest fear was a clown doll,” he says. 
“Also the tree I could see outside my 
room. Also anything that might be under 
the bed or in the closet. Also Dragnet on 
TV. Also a crack in the bedroom wall—I 
thought ghosts might come from it.” For 
Spielberg, film making has been a profit- 
able form of psychotherapy: those boy- 

| hood fears form the spine of the Polter- 
geist plot. 

He might have hatched that plot in 
the nursery, for by then Steven had dis- 
covered his life’s passion. Leah recalls, 
“One day Arnold bought a movie camera 
and started taking pictures of Steven. He 
was still a baby, but he got up and walked 
straight for the camera.” At twelve, he got 
his own movie camera, an inexpensive 
Kodak, and would spend hours alone 
writing scripts, drawing shots on sheets of 
paper that piled up in his room, making 
movies. He would film head-on crashes of 

| his Lionel trains. He would go on camp- 
ing trips with his family and turn his 
home movies into melodramas. (“I never 
felt life was good enough,” he says now, 
“so I had to embellish it.) At his request, 
Leah boiled cherries jubilee in a pressure 
cooker until it exploded, and Steven 
filmed the messy crimson walls and floor. 
Once Leah asked him to photograph the 
family in their convertible; Steven took 

author's autobiography, the boy | 

a shot of the hubcap. Leah shakes her | 

head: “I should have known that meant 
something!” 

It did indeed. The boy who was last to 
be chosen for any pickup baseball team, 
who was labeled “the retard” by the boys 
in his phys.-ed. class, who was sickened 

| by having to dissect a frog in junior high 
and ran outside to vomit with the oth- 

| ers—“and the others were all girls”— 
| found he could win friends and influence 
| people with his movies. He enrolled in a 

On the telephone in the office he proudly compares with the cantina in Star Wars 

Boy Scout photography program, where | 
his success made him at 13 one of the 
youngest Eagle Scouts ever. (“If I hadn't 
been a Scout,” Spielberg cheerfully ad- 

| mits today, “I'd probably have ended up 
as an ax murderer or a butcher in a Jew- 
ish deli.”’) One high school jock who used 
to taunt Steven was won over when the 
young director cast him in an 8-mm mov- 
ie called Battle Squad. At Phoenix’s 
Arcadia High School, Spielberg found fel- 
low spirits in the theater-arts program 
“my leper colony. That’s when I realized 

there were options besides being a jock or 
a wimp.” 

After a couple of years at California 
State University at Long Beach, he slick- | 
talked his way into an interview with Sid 
Sheinberg, then president of Universal | 
television, and on the strength of his short 
film Amblin’, became the youngest direc- 
tor ever signed to a long-term Hollywood 
studio contract. At 21, he was putting | 
Joan Crawford through the paces of a | 
Night Gallery tale. He directed eleven 
episodes of various Universal series: a 
The Name of the Game here, a Columbo 
or The Psychiatrist there, displaying his 
tyro talent, learning the business. “TV 
taught me to think on my feet,” he says. 
“You have six days to shoot 50 pages of 
script. TV is a well-oiled machine. Either 
you roll with it or it rolls over you.” He 
rolled, all right: within three years he had 
directed his first TV movie, Duel, about 
an evil driverless truck bent on crushing a 

| mild motorist on the endless blacktop of 

Concentrating on what he loves most in the editing room of his Malibu beach house 

“His badness was so original that there werent even books to tell you what to do.” 
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the Southwest. Shot in twelve days for 
$300,000, Duel went on to earn Universal 

$9 million when it was released to the- 
aters in Europe 

ter his debut feature film The Sugarland 
Express, an eccentric car-chase comedy 
starring Goldie Hawn, Spielberg found 
himself off the coast of Martha’s Vine- 
yard directing a huge cast and crew 

and one wayward mechanical shark—in 

Jaws 

looned to 155 days; the $4 million budget 
soared to $8 million. Studio executives 
were threatening to close down the film rv) 
and put “Bruce,” the shark, on exhibit as 
part of the Universal City tour. The crew 

Now the big leagues were calling. Af- 

A 55-day shooting schedule bal- 

was wavering daily between seasickness he 

and shell shock. “It was almost Mutiny on 
the Bounty,” Spielberg recalls, gleefully 
mixing his analogies, 

Moby Dick.” But audiences responded to 
the film with the same question that Ste- 
ven’s mentor, Sid Sheinberg, asked when 
he first saw it: “Isn't there any more?” 

For Universal there was: Jaws set a new 
record for film grosses 

‘with me tied to 

equal acuity 

And Close En- 

Staying Five Moves Ahead 
HK e will not go into an elevator alone because he knows the 

thing will get stuck between floors and his whitened bones 
will be found two weeks later. He is a hypochondriac. He owns 
twelve video games and plays with them for an hour a day. He is 
convinced that his Malibu beach house will be undermined by 
waves, although it does not seem to be in danger, and when 
asleep there he spends arduous eight-hour nights dreaming of 
piling sandbags around the foundation. He will not set foot in 
the ocean because there are sharks out there. He should know. 
“T think we survive on our fears,” he says of Americans. “We're 
a tough race.” 

Such a survivor. Such a complicated mass of neural wiring. 
Such a tangle of contradictions. His upbringing should have 
produced a temperamental brat, He peanut-buttered the 
neighbors’ windows. As his endlessly indulgent mother Leah 
says, “His badness was so original that there weren’t even 
books to tell you what to do.” Steven Spielberg’s precocious suc- 
cess might have created a pampered tyrant. But as Leah says, 
and as everyone who knows him agrees, “He doesn’t have a 
blown-upness about him.” 

Screenwriter Melissa Mathison, 32, who wrote the script 

The director at one year, already riding high 

counters solidified Spielberg's reputation 
for touching minds and pocketbooks with 

It was too much, too fast, too easy 
Few worried when Spielberg spent double 
his Jaws budget and then overextended 
himself by $6.2 million on Close Encoun- 

ters; after all, everybody got rich anyway 
With /94/ there was no such reprieve 
Though the film eventually broke even— | 
and though, frame for frame, it was every 
bit as adroitly assembled as his hits had 
been—/94] tarnished the boy wonder's 
luster. “Until then I thought I was im- 
mune to failure,” he says. “But I couldn’t 
come down from the power high of mak- 
ing big films on large canvases. I threw 
everything in, and it killed the soup 
194] was my encounter with economic 

reality.” 

ortunately for Spielberg, he soon 
had a closer, more crucial encoun- 
ter, when George Lucas, whom 

“26 Spielberg had known since 1967, 
asked him to direct the first film in a new 
adventure series called Raiders of the Lost 

Ark. With the Star Wars films, Lucas had 
demonstrated that energy, invention and 

an appealing ingenuity could somehow 

balance themselves on Hollywood's bot- 
tom line. “George knows how to put the 
most on the screen for the cheapest 
price,” Spielberg says. “He did more than 

for E.T., was struck by the unusual warmth of the production 
family Spielberg has gathered around him, notably Producers 
Frank Marshall, 35, and Kathleen Kennedy, 28. Says Mathi- 
son: “None of us is afraid to tell Steven he is wrong. He’s a 
softy, as big a sap as anyone. But he rarely lets that show in his 
movies. He kept fretting that E.T. was too soft, until finally he 
stopped worrying about pleasing the men in the audience.” 
Spielberg sees his relationship to Mathison as symbiotic: “Me- 
lissa is 80% heart and 20% story logic. It took her sensitivity 
and my know-how to make E.T. Besides, I work better with 
women. I claim no profound understanding of women, but I 
have an agreeable faith in them.” 

There is a tough face to Spielberg. “You have to ride people 
hard,” he says. “You have to say things more than once. About 
the third time you get what you want.” Still, this is hardly the 
portrait of the director as autocratic auteur, in the French mod- 
el. In fact Spielberg is the kind of American, extremely intelli- 
gent and utterly unintellectual, who can baffle Europeans. He 
claims without regret that his mental development stopped at 
19. When he says he is not satirizing the amiable suburban 
householders of Poltergeist, who never turn off their television 
set, he means it. He has no quarrel with subdivisions, polyester, 
freeways, patio living, junk food for belly or mind, or people who 
sometimes seem to be cassette-recorded copies of each other. 

Spielberg with Colleagues Mathison, Marshall, Kennedy Cutting loose with Kathleen Carey on the beach at Malibu 
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anyone to help me make a movie on bud- 
get. While we were preparing Raiders he 
would tell me, “You've got a $50 million 
imagination with a $10 million thought 
behind it.’ * Together, the two young ty- 
coons built plenty of twists into their 
roller coaster of a plot, brought Raiders in 
under its $20 million budget and made it 
one of the top four money-earning films 
in the U.S. The other three: Star Wars, 
The Empire Strikes Back, Jaws. 

The problem, as Spielberg sees it, is 
the ambition for megabucks: “Everybody 
is aiming for the rightfield stands,” But 
hatching a blockbuster may be the only 
way for a film maker to outsmart the deal 
makers running the big studios. Spielberg 
and Director Brian De Palma (Carrie, 
Dressed to Kill) recently haggled with two 
major studios over the rights to Michael 
Crichton’s bestselling novel Congo. “A 
deal is a work of science fiction,” Spiel- 
berg says. “I wasted three months learn- 

| ing how not to make one. Eventually, 
Brian and I walked away. The whole 

| ‘movie game’ is just one more useless ex- 
| perience.” He wishes the studios would 

Steven at six facing the camera 

put some of their profits into development 
of new talent: “If each studio would take 
$1 million profit per big movie and invest 
it in film schools and writing programs, 
we'd have the industry that David O. 
Selznick and Irving Thalberg created.” 
The director has given $500,000 to the 

U.S.C. film program. “We must become | 
like Walter Huston in Treasure of 
Sierra Madre—we must put the moun- 
tain back.” 

Like Lucas, Spielberg has earned the 
right to create and shape his own film | 
projects, whether or not he is the nominal 
director. He had planned only to produce 
Poltergeist, but soon found himself rewrit- 

ing the script (from his original story) 
and, word had it, taking over from Direc- 
tor Tobe Hooper, who had surged to mid- 
night-movie prominence seven years ear- 
lier with The Texas Chain Saw Massacre, | 

| a relentless exercise in terror set, like Pol- 
tergeist, in a darkened house. He might | 
have had a chance if he had banned | 
Spielberg from the set. But Spielberg had 
chosen the cast and locations and “story- 

| boarded” the film—devised sketches that 
approximated virtually every scene the 

director would shoot. “My taking over | 
had less to do with Tobe’s competence,” 
Spielberg says, “and more with the fact 
that I’m bullish about my ideas.” 

With Elliott and his little friend E.T., 

————— 

though, all was smooth sailing—a dream 

His lively mind grew out of such a mulch. 
He, too, seldom turns off the TV set in 

his Coldwater Canyon house in Beverly 
Hills. But TV dramatic shows make him 
wince because their makers are so clearly 
contemptuous of their audience. Actually, 
he says, audiences are very sophisticated 
about film, so that making a movie like 
Raiders is like “some kind of kinetic 
chess—if you don’t stay five moves ahead 
of them, you're dead.” 

& Meibess is a lean, brown-bearded, 
medium-size man whose considerable 

physical presence seems stressed by his 
steadily ticking analytical intelligence. 
He wears a standard director’s outfit, a 
khaki safari jacket and jeans. Otherwise, 
there is very little that is standard about | 
him and almost nothing suggesting Holly- | = 
wood. He is obsessive about self-control 
and, perhaps for that reason, takes no 
drugs, virtually no alcohol and carries 
herbal tea bags to avoid caffeine drinks. 
When he is in Beverly Hills he does the 
food shopping, to the frustration of his 
maid Bertha Kanafil, and cooks often 
(“I’ve ruined a lot of good food,” he admits). He is apt to spend 
four nights a week with his girlfriend Kathleen Carey, 33, a 
slight, pretty blond woman who works in the music business 
signing songwriters for Warner Bros. Music. “She has taught 
me that there’s a life after movies,” he says. 

Maybe. He says he likes to sleep till noon. But we cannot 
go around doing what we like, can we? He gets up at 
6:45 a.m., reads the front page and the entertainment section 
of the Los Angeles Times, and is at work playing video 
games by 9 a.m. He shares an open, interconnected warren of 
offices with his close associates and alter egos Kennedy and 
Marshall. She is bright, quick and Irish, he relaxed and 
soft-spoken. The director trusts them totally. Between the 
two of them, they gently but firmly supply organization to the 
organization. That is not easy in an office atmosphere resem- 
bling, as Spielberg says proudly, the raunchy cantina in Star 

With mother Leah at her kosher deli 

| Wars. When he makes movies, Spielberg 
| explains, “it’s like a Middle Eastern ba- 
zaar. The more chaotic it is, the more I 
find my priorities. If it is calm, it is el 
snoro.” Says Marshall: “He has an idea 
every 13 seconds. I have to figure out how 
serious they are. If he wants to do some- 
thing, I figure out how to make it possible 
financially. Steven doesn’t think in mone- 
tary terms.” 

A day in this life of dazzle and glitter 
ends, typically, with Spielberg, wearing a 
body shirt, hopping into bed at 8:15 witha 
carton of take-out tacos, to read scripts 
and watch TV. He falls asleep watching 
Nightline. Says he: “TV is video Valium 
for me.” 

At week’s end he was in Manhattan 
doing TV interviews for the new movies. 
A frightening wave of publicity is build- 
ing, and at one point, by actual count, 
Spielberg had filmed 36 separate, distinct, 
eight-minute taped question-and-answer 
sessions without pausing for a cup of herb- 
al tea. He finished, holding his jaw and 
blinking, looking like one of the sinners 
near the bottom of the great wall of the 

Sistine Chapel who have just spotted the true horror of hell. 
“Nothing like this has ever happened to me before,” he said 
weakly. But then he was off to the Cannes Film Festival to 
show his movies and to loaf. That done, he will have nothing 
much to accomplish until January, when he begins preparing 
to shoot Raiders IJ. Nothing much, in Spielberg's terms, is a 
fairly impressive level of frenzy in anyone else's; but the rela- 
tive calm felt good. There was only one ritual that could not be 
ignored. After every one of their films, he and George Lucas, 
singly or together, have made a solemn journey to Hawaii and 
there, on the beach, have constructed a large sand castle. Lucas 
is busy editing Revenge of the Jedi, the third chapter of Star 
Wars. So Spielberg will go there and, as writer, producer, di- 
rector and chief sand hog, erect the suitably grand, appro- 
priately perishable shrine to honor their strange and wondrous 
priesthood. —By John Skow. Reported by Martha Smilgis/Los Angeles 
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of a set for a dream movie. The mechani- 
| cal creature performed beautifully as a 
machine and as an actor. And Spielberg 
found the children easy to work with, ex- 
plaining the story in terms of fairy tales 
and board games. For the main roles he 
had interviewed more than 300 children 
“Many of them were remarkable,” he 
says, “but they weren't real. They thought 

before they felt. Then, just a few weeks be- 
fore we were to start shooting, Henry 
Thomas walked in. He gave a dreadful 
reading. I could see he was petrified. But 
when I asked him to improvise a scene 

with our casting director, he transformed 
immediately into Elliott. He can act and 
react. He’s gifted and malleable. He gave 
an incredibly controlled performance.” 
Mature and childlike by turns, utterly un- 

affected yet supremely resourceful as an 
actor, Thomas is largely responsible for 
making scenes between a boy and a pile of 
steel and foam rubber glisten with feeling 

pielberg hopes that with E.7 and 
| Poltergeist he will be taken seri- 
} ously as a director of actors. He 

has every reason to be. In both 
pictures, the children are natural and 
winning, As the mother in Poltergeist, Jo- 

beth Williams, who Spielberg predicts 
could some day be on a par with Jill Clay- 
burgh, creates a surprisingly rounded 
character. She gives the movie audience 
an electrifying shiver the moment her 
character feels Carol Anne’s spirit mov- 
ing through her body. In E.T:, Dee Wal- 
lace has some quietly affecting scenes as 
Elliott’s mother, who cannot quite hide 
from her children the ache of loneliness at 
her husband’s desertion. In Spielberg's 
previous features, only one actor (Melinda 
Dillon, in Close Encounters) was nominat- 
ed for an Academy Award. That figure 
should change next year, and Spielberg 
should emerge from under his portable 

cloud of Mr. Special Effects 
In fact, only one of his future proj- 

ects—the sequel to Raiders—will rely 
heavily on effects. He is developing a mu- 
sical with Composer-Arranger Quincy 
Jones, and wants to remake the 1943 fan- 
tasy film A Guy Named Joe (a scene from 
it appears in Poltergeist). He is shepherd- 
ing a number of film-school graduates 
through their first commercial movies 
And fermenting in the back of his busy 
brain is a plot line for £7: //. If he real- 
izes half of the projects he has planned, he 
could be busy for the next 50 years. And 
when will he stop making films? Says Ste- 

ven the Indefatigable: “When I'm Henry 
Fonda’s age.” Even then, one suspects, 
Spielberg—the Ahab of Jaws, the star 
child of Close Encounters, the Adventure- 
land warrior of Raiders, the scheming 
spirit behind Poltergeist, the bright little 
boy of E.7—will still be infusing familiar 
stories with his craft and his cagey inno- 

cence. For moviegoers, that may be as 
close as they can get to an old-fashioned 
“happily ever after.” By Richard Corliss. 
Reported by Martha Smilgis/Los Angeles 
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Creating a Creature 
A ll extraterrestrial beings are “bug-eyed monsters,” or BEMs, to science-fiction 

buffs. And, sure enough, the eyes of the alien creature in Steven Spielberg's 
ET. are very large and prominent. At first startled glance—and he takes some 
getting used to—you could call him a BEM. 

The fact is that E.T. gazes benignly at his young friend Elliott with eyes con- 
structed in Hollywood by a craftsman who makes glass eyes for the blind. Inno- 
cence was the quality that Spielberg had in mind, but it is hard to blame Little 
Sister Gertie when she takes her first look at E.T. and squawks in revulsion. “I 
wanted a creature that only a mother could love,” says Spielberg. “I didn’t want 
him to be sublime or beatific, or there would be no place to go in the relationship.” 

The E.T. who appears on the screen is a highly evolved creature. One special- 
effects crew tried to make the spaceman and failed, spending a reported $700,000 
in the process. Then Spielberg turned to Carlo Rambaldi, an Italian painter and 
sculptor. Rambaldi first came to the U.S. in 1975 as a consultant on King Kong, 
then in 1978 set up a small shop in Los Angeles. He explained the construction of 

___sen wasn E.T. to TIME’s Joseph Pilcher, be- 
a ginning with sketches and a series 

| of clay models for screen testing 
$ for Spielberg before building the 

creature. Finally, Rambaldi made 
an aluminum and steel skeleton 
and then laboriously built up a 
musculature of fiberglass, polyure- 
thane and foam rubber, layer upon 
layer. Each layer represents a 
muscle responsible for a body 
movement or facial expression, 
and each is connected to a me- 
chanical control or electronic 
servo-mechanism. At his most 
complicated, with Rambaldi and 
up to ten assistants pulling his le- 
vers, E.T. can execute 150 sepa- 
rate motions, including wrinkling 

| his nose, furrowing his brow and 
delicately crooking his long fin- 
gers. It was not feasible to cram all 
the necessary machinery into one 
model, so Rambaldi built three: 
one with mechanical controls, 
mostly for large body movements 
operated with cables from a dis- 

tance of about 20 feet, another with electronic controls, for subtler articulation, 
and a third with a combination of control methods. Although Spielberg's organi- 
zation does not like to speak of such a crudity, there was a fourth E.T.,a midget ina 
costume, for the few scenes in which the creature had to lurch across the floor. 

Rambaldi’s monsterpiece is about the height of a four-year-old child, with a 
large, lumpy, pulsating skull, a neck that extends or retracts according to mood, 
skin that is a very alien gray-green when E.T. is healthy, and long, marvelously 
graceful arms with four-digit hands. He is very strange and complex in his reper- 
tory of emotions, although he is allowed only a ten-word speaking vocabulary (his 
voice is that of an 82-year-old woman with some electronic distortion). He is on- 
screen most of the time, and he takes a firm, sure hold of the viewer’s emotions 
when he is there. This is the clue about how he must be regarded: foam rubber or 
not, it is wrong to call him a good trick. He is a good actor, quite capable of han- 
dling a drunk scene or of splashing about in a bathtub (though Spielberg, to his 
eventual regret, cut the bath scene). His co-star Henry Thomas, 10, now lonesome 
for E.T., says, “He was a person.” 

What is more, at a cost of about $1.5 million, he was cheap. As Spielberg points 
out, Marlon Brando gets about three times as much. And E.T. will earn his keep 
with the usual spin-offs: candy, dolls, T shirts, an alarm clock, a toy game to be 
made by Texas Instruments, whose Speak & Spell game is part of the device E.T. 
makes to re-establish contact with his spaceship. “Phone home,” the little lost 
spaceman learns to say plaintively, and this dictates the single TV commercial 
that Spielberg will allow him to make. Naturally, it will be for the Bell System: 
Reach out and touch someone. 

p — —— ~ 
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Rambaldi holds an early model of E.T.’s skull 
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Wear the digital watch at its most 
complete: Timex. Choose from total 

time services; calendar, alarm, timer _ 
stopwatch, hourly chime. All beautfully 

styled. All built and priced in the Timex tradition. 
From $19.95 to $54.95 (suggested retail prices). 

TIMEX 
We make technology beautiful 



WHILE EVERYONE ELSE WAS REDESIGNING THE CAR, 
FIRESTONE WAS REDESIGNING THE TIRE. 

INTRODUCING THE 721 METRIX. 
You know what Detroit and Japan 
and Europe have done to cars. 

Made them lighter. Smaller. 
Improved their handling, reduced 
their fuel consumption. 

Now there's a tire for this kind of 
car from Firestone. The newest addi- 
tion to the famous line of Firestone 
721 radials: the 721 Metrix 

The 721 Metrix shares our proven 
steel cord construction—seven 

strands over two wrapped by one— 

with the original 721 
From there on out, it’s a totally 

new design 
Precise Metrix Handling 

The 721 Metrix reacts to your 
commands with a decisiveness that’s 
almost uncanny. You don't have to 
coax it—just tell it what to do 

Metrix Fuel Economy. 

An easy-rolling, low-hysteresis 

rubber compound helps the 721 

Metrix go very easy on the gas 

All-Season Metrix Traction. 

Just as front-wheel drive gives 
you impressive traction, so does the 

721 Metrix. On dry roads, wet roads, 

snowy roads. With front-wheel or 
rear-wheel drive. 

Metrix Durability 
You don't have to trade off tread 

wear to get the other benefits of the 
721 Metrix. This tire will last 

Advanced Metrix Styling 
The aggressive European tread 

and broad shoulders look right on 
the most contemporary of cars 

Metrix Fits Almost Every Car. 

721 Metrix comes in sizes to fit 
98% of the cars now on U.S. roads 
—American and import. And depend- 
ing on size, in blackwall, whitewall, 

even with raised white outline letters. 
The new 721 Metrix radial. Come 

see it soon at Firestone 

B Firestone 
721 Metrix. The tire, redesigned 



Hope giving Cooney a touch of his own golden gloves style 

Always ready to tie one of 

his “specials” to a major event 

Bob Hope, 78. took a ringside 
see of the comparative punches 
of Heavyweight Champ Larry 

Holmes, 32. and Challenger 
Gerry Cooney, 25. Holmes and 

Cooney do not face off until 
June 11, but for his NBC show 
this week, Hope laced up a pair 
of oversize Everlasts and trad- 

ed light punches and patter 

with the fighters. He remem- 
bered to keep his guard up 

from youthful days when he 
boxed under the name Packy 
East. Says he: “You don’t think 
I was born with this nose? 

lam troubled somewhat by 

D.M.’s professional posture. | 

The analyst has fallen in love 

with E.M., a lovely young ac- 

tress, and, shades of old Jung. 

she is his patient! D.M. calls on 
me for advice from time to time 

a bit of effrontery I would 
normally rebuff if it were not 

that the whole affair is just for 
a movie called Lovesick due 

out next year. Dudley Moore, 47. 

is the analyst and Elizabeth Mc- 

Govern, 20. is a delightful 

choice as his patient. Sir Alec 

Guinness, 68. is playing me 

Since childhood, I have always 

dreamed of Redford or New- 
man in, the part. but who am 

! to analyze a producer's | 

motives? SF 
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She argued that it was her 
accountant’s fault, but in 1980 
an Italian court nonetheless 

convicted Sophia Loren, of hav- 

ing failed to pay $4,000 in taxes 
She got a $14,200 fine and 30 

days in prison. Loren, 47 

stayed out of the country to 
evade the jail sentence (she 
paid the fine), but last week she 
finally returned to do her 

time—tempered by a measure 
of Italian eleganza. Loren 
was chauffeured by police in 

a white Alfa Romeo to Casa 
Circondariale, a pink-walled 

women’s prison near her native 

Loren with her sister Maria Scicolone and police officer in Rome 

Naples. Carrying a bouquet 

that could have concealed a 
good-size hacksaw. Sophia was 
cheered by fellow inmates as 
she was escorted to a 10-ft.-sq 
cell. Skeptics attributed 
Loren’s homecoming to her 
planned starring role in a film 

that starts shooting in Italy 
next month. But Sophia offered 

a more Mediterranean expla- 

nation: “I want to see my moth- 
er and friends.” Besides 

I need the Italian sun 
said 

she 

The Califor- 

nia’s three-member 

prison terms harsh but 

expected. Sirhan Sirhan, 38. the 

lone killer of Senator Robert 
F. Kennedy in 1968. had earli- 

er been scheduled for parole 
on Sept. |, 1984. But public 

Outrage prompted an appeal 

by the Angeles district 

attorney's office, and after a 

decision by 

was 

Los 

| Guinness striking a Freudian stance in Lovesick 

board of 

rehearing at Soledad Prison, 

the board last week took 
back the parole date. Sirhan 

will come up for a new re- 
view in November 

Considering the cyclopean 
onslaught of photographers 

the royal family must endure, 
it is rather a quaint sight to 

catch them squinting into the 

lens themselves. Like a good 

sportsman’s wife, Queen Eliza- 
beth Il, 56, was front and center 
to watch Prince Philip, 60, in the 

od 
a 

Elizabeth snapping the Prince 

three-day Royal Windsor 

Horse Show's carriage-driving 
contest. The prince. who start- 

ed racing coaches at 50 after 

he gave up polo, has been a 
runner-up four times in the 
past, but this year he reined su- 

preme. Presented the first- 

place trophy by his No. | fan 
Philip smiled and said: “This 
was just about the most satisfy- 

ing win of my driving career 
Yes. but would you mind hold 
ing still for one more snap 

please? 

By E. Graydon Carter 
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Resistance and highlights: Leslie’s A Birthday for Ethel Moore, 1976 

Art 

Lost Among the Figures 
At the Whitney, confused reflections on the body aesthetic 

he aim of “Focus on the Figure,” a 

show of some 50 paintings that 

opened last month at the Whitney Muse- 

um in New York, is to put in perspective 

the developments in American figurative 

art over the past two decades. It begins 

with Pop art, with its images of commer- 

cial representation; it takes in artists like 
Alex Katz and Larry Rivers, makes a bow 

to de Kooning’s women, and then sets up 

some American realist art 

with the per- 

gritty fantasies of Chicago 

like Jim Nutt and Ed 

From there, it goes to the vari- 
Ous neo- and pseudoexpressionist variants 

that fill the galleries today. It is a 

weak anthology with some good art 

in it 

large-scale 

from the ‘70s, contrasted 

verse and 

School 

Paschke 

artists 

in terms of coherent art histo- 

ry. it is a shambles. The curator 

Barbara Haskell. has _ neither 

thought her subject through nor 

wangled enough space to display tt 

properly. Yet the show eerily mir 

rors much of the current confusion 

over what the tradition 

in modern 

figurative 

American art 

and what its relation 

may be 

where it lies 

to abstract art is 

In the 1960s abstraction was all 

and figure painting was out of style 

his- 

as though his- 

the code phrase for this was 

torically impossible 

tory rather th 

curators 

itself— an a group of 

critics and dealers—were 

engaged in majestically dictating 

what should be seen. In the 1980s 
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bored half to death by the austerities of 
minimalism, a now much larger (though 

not necessarily smarter or wiser) group of 
art consumers wants recognizable images 
and fictions of involvement; so we are in- 
undated by painting that makes reference 

to the human figure. This is “historically 

inevitable.” Impossible, inevitable: it only 
goes to show what a flighty tart that old 
muse of history can be 

There is, however, a strand of paint- 

ing that tends to miss out at both ends. It 

employs the human figure neither as a 

cooled-out sign linked to the imagery of 
mass media—like Katz, Tom Wessel- 
mann, Andy Warhol, Robert Longo—nor 

Beal's Prudence, Avarice, Lust, Justice, Anger, 1977-78 

4 

The Smoker, 1978-79, by Rothenberg 

as a generalized hieroglyph for “expres- 

sionist” feeling, as in de Kooning or the 
new German painters. Such painting 
wants to inspect and describe the body as 
a real object in the world, in all its resis- 
tances, its actualities, its peculiar land- 
scapes of pit and pore and hair. It wants to 

move outward from that to see its social 
relations and, perhaps, its allegorical uses, 
but it is invariably tied to some concep- 
tion of realism. This is the painting that 
always gets condescendingly rediscovered 
when people talk about “realist revivals.’ 

The best of it is done in Europe, by art- 
ists like Lucian Freud or Avigdor Arikha 
But it has some formidable practitioners 

in America: Alfred Leslie, Philip Pearl- 

stein, Gregory Gillespie and Jack Beal, 

plus some lesser ones also represented in 

the show—Alice Neel, for instance, who 
draws in a woefully clumsy fashion, but is 

at least interested in painting writ- 
ers, collectors, her fellow artists and 

= drag queens as real creatures in so- 
scial space. Mannerisms abound in 

this company. Some of them are 

= recognizably “modern,” like Pearl- 

= slein’s photographic cropping of the 

figure, done to set up an enhanced 

“tension between the waxy-skinned 

bodies and the edges of the canvas 
- Others have to do with marks of the 
past. One thinks of Gillespie's im- 
maculately tense quattrocento sur- 
face; Beal's stubborn use of Baroque 

allegorical forms, clothed in blue 
“denim; or, most convincing of 

all, Leslie's defiantly magniloquent 

homages to Caravaggio and David 

with pink, corn-fed flesh licked by 
brusque, sweaty highlights. Such 

painters really do “focus on the fig- 
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THE CHRYSLER LEBARON SERIES 

They are like no other cars in 
America, Europe or Japan. 

Standard equipment includes: Mitsubishi-built 2.6 liter silent shaft engine, aut 
headlamps, WSW steel belted radials, digital clock, warning light package, dual horns, 

transmission, power front disc/rear drum brakes, rack and pinion power steering, dual halogen 
me alert system, dual chrome remote mirrors. Buy or lease at your Chrysler-Plymouth dealer 

THE 1982 CHRYSLER TOWN & COUNTRY. 
No other American ea combines its front-wheel-drive, high mileage, room 

ripehivieceu rasa eus@ian ene lne tis teal] 
three way 5 year/50,000 mile protection plan. 

The new Chrysler Town & Country y N x | Chrysler protects your 
combines advanced front-wheel-drive, ui | ji investment with a 5 year, 

\' ys ! 
ale laMmualii-s-le[-Wme- late Me colelui Mame: MELO) Ola] 50,000 mile protection plan.' 
wagon. 

Fully reclining bucket seats, rack YY 
‘ 

| Pa dco) <-ratlolam com elim tale late lale| 
powertrain for 5 years/50,000 miles. 

2.Protection from outer body rust- 
italcoltlelsRiol@e Reve Re Utull 8 

3. FreeScheduled Maintenance for 

and pinion power steering, power 
front disc brakes, automatic transmis- \ 
rTfolame-laremel0l-]Mar-llele(-laar-t-lelt-luslec S16 

all standard, of course. = <= 5 years / 50,000 miles. See dealers for 
And Town & Country's state-of- ee details. No other wagon in the world 

the-art engineering gives you stability offers you front-wheel-drive, high 
and control that belies its spacious inte- s ‘ mileage, room and 
late) al (-): yaa] o} (om c-1-) a colm ole volar] me-[¢0\e) AY * functional luxury. 
with the rear seat folded down). y $9,425*" base sticker 

You'll appreciate the quality of the wa ) price. $9,848 as shown. 
finish and the precision in the way } 
things fit. For every Town & Country § : Hwy ist 
must pass over 2000 inspections. b2773 2 a =z: 6) 23 4 

THE NeW CHRYSLER CORPORATION. QUALITY ENGINEERED TO BE THE BEST. 

tS years or $0,000 miles, whichever comes first. Limited warranties, Deductible may be required Excludes Trucks and Imports.’ Use EPA est. MPG for comparison. Actual mileage may vary due to speed, 
trip length and weather. Highway mileage usually lower, CA. est. hwy. 29, EPA est. MPG 22. “Base sticker price excludes taxes, title, destination charges. Buckle up for safety 



CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, 6:02 PM 
AS SEEN FROM AMTRAK’S TRAIN, 

THE EMPIRE BUILDER. 

WHY NOT SEE AMERICA AT SEE LEVEL? 
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has the right to 
At the aa 

Whether you're travel- 
ing on vacation or an ex- 
pense account, chances are 
you'll find a Best Western 
where you need it most. 

At the price you want 
to pay. 

Because even though every 
one of our hotels, motor inns 
and resorts has its own personality 
and individual charm, every Best Western 
has the pa goal. 

We all try to give you the best possible 
place to stay at the best possible price. 

No other lodging chain can make that 
promise at over 2,800 locations in over 1,900 
cities around the world. 

We not more places to 
hs won find iWin. ion 

Because 
we're the 
world’s largest 
lodging chain, 
we do more 
for you than 
anyone else. 

Take our 
Travel Guide, 
for instance. 

Its loaded 
with detailed roadmaps and information 
about every Best Western along the way. 

A lot of people 
would be lost without our 

free Travel Guide 

Rest assured. 
There's a Best Western for 

every travel budget 

These days, 
where you stayis as important 

where you go. 

So no matter where 
ou're going, you'll always 
= what to expect down 
the road. 

Best of all, our Road 
Adlas and Travel Guide is 
free at any Best Western. 

every Best Wester bela re 
you check in. 

Twice a year— every year—we put 
every Best Western through a ie ee quality 
control inspection. 

Its the toughest in the lodging industry — 
with a thousand-point checklist that leaves no 
bed unturned. 

Maybe we're 
tougher on 
ourselves than 
most places. 

But whats 
ai enough 
or most places 
has never 
been good 
enough for 
Best Western. 

On your next trip, go Best Western. You 
can rest assured that you're in the right place 
at the right price. 

Make reservations 
at any Best Western. 

Or call your travel 
agent or our toll-free 
number: 1-800-528-1215. 

Some of the 
world’s toughest travelers 

work for us 

WORLDWIDE 
LODGING 

Andorra, Aruba, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Great Britain, Guadeloupe, Ireland, Liechtenstein 
Luxembourg, Mexico, New Zealand, Puerto Rico, Sweden, Switzerland, United States, Virgin Islands. West Germany 



ure” instead of generalizing about it. They 
have younger progeny too—but they are 
not in the show. 

Instead, Curator Haskell shies away 
from an extended consideration of real- 
ism and concludes the show with a wob- 
bly, panning shot over the horizons of 
SoHo and 57th Street. This last part is a 
mess. It contains one genuinely interest- 
ing artist, Susan Rothenberg, whose 
stripped, ineloquent drawing and grace- 
lessly outlined shapes convey an anxiety 
about the difficulty of depiction that slips 
from pathos into something verging on 

| fright. Rothenberg is trying to salvage a 
way of presenting the human figure that 
owes nothing to mass media, that comes 
out of painting alone, abstract painting in- 
cluded. Her effort lends images like The 
Smoker, 1978-79, their peculiar intensity 
as unconventionalized, small signs for ex- 
treme states. 

But against Rothenberg’s dogged in- 
volvement with the figure, Haskell has 
seen fit to include the garrulous décor of 
Robert Kushner’s sequin-and-cartoon 
hangings, the stylish Chirican pastiches of 

scenes by Richard Bosman, and a mass of 
other superfluities. The muddle is enough 
to suggest Haskell had only a vague idea 
of where the exhibition was heading, so 
that too many contradictory “directions” 
got pitched in. The show takes on a flatly 
promotional cast in the final room, which 
presents as the climax of American figu- 
ration the work of the two most hyped 
small talents of the moment: Julian 
Schnabel and David Salle. 

alle likes to contrast styles of repre- 
sentation—a nude on one color panel, 

done in a washy, True Romance manner, 
set against quotes from a comic book or 
geometric abstraction on another. It is 
pale, knowing and rather flaccid stuff. To 
call it a cross between late Picabia and 
early Rosenquist makes it sound better 
than it looks, but those are the sources, 
along with a bit of art-school conceptual- 
ism. If Salle is unoxygenated, Schnabel 
huffs and puffs. He does clogged, slimy 
paintings on velvet and thick rhetorical 
ones covered in broken plates—an idea he 
got from the benches of Gaudi’s Giell 
Park in Barcelona. Both kinds are full of 
pseudo intensities, fictions of violence and 
markers for a “profundity” that is not 
there. Schnabel quotes the human figure 
but has no curiosity about it; it is just one 
more conventional sign. 

Haskell, apparently, takes this com- 
placent mime of expressionist anxiety for 
the real thing—*no wonder,” her text ex- 
claims, “that art for art’s sake has come to 
seem irrelevant.” In fact, there was never 
more of it around, and this show is 
drenched in it. This suggests a skein of 
disclosures about our present entropy, but 
uncovering them requires a hardheaded 
attitude to fashion—and above all, a 
properly argued dismissal of modernist 
pieties about abstraction ys. figuration. 
The Whitney offers neither. Back, then, to 
the drawing board. — By Robert Hughes 
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Music 

Jedd Garet, some fatuously inept fight | 

Before History Took Over 
Early Beatles tapes from the BBC will be aired this weekend 

hey are 20 years old, some of them, 
and still sparkle. Most songs—pop 

songs generally, rock specifically—dim 
with age. The present can paralyze the 
past; anything off the charts sounds like 
an antique or a novelty item. Perhaps the 
most extraordinary thing about a group of 
48 previously unreleased Beatles perfor- 
mances, found in the BBC vaults and to be 
broadcast over the Memorial Day week- 
end on 350 stations, is their insistent pres- 
ence. Old songs in the present tense, sim- 
ple, lively and made of magic. 

Performed between March 1962 and 
June 1965, the tunes were searched out by 
Producer Kevin Howlett as he prepared a 

The Beatles in 1963: a sweet surprise and a foundation built on solid rock 

| tune titled J Just Don't Understand, which 

to moonlight/ I'll be on my way”), the song 
shows the Beatles at their most wistful. 

If it was this quality of sassy inno- | 
cence and calculated sentiment that en- 
deared the Beatles to the world, this new 
material is a welcome reminder that the 
foundations of the group were built on sol- 
id rock. Memory, sentiment, tragedy and 
official cultural status make it easy to for- 
get that the Beatles were a scruffy bunch 
of working-class rock brats. It was a great 
part of their strength and some of their 
glory. Although The Beatles at the Beeb 
includes a version of the lamentable ‘7i/ 
There Was You, there is also an esoteric 
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Old songs in the present tense, simple, lively and made of magic. 

program to celebrate the 20th anniversary | 
of the Beatles’ first broadcast for the BBC. 
“The Beeb” had given the lads air time on 
teen variety shows like Saturday Club; 
then, in June 1963, they got their own pro- 
gram, Pop Go the Beatles. When they 
were first heard on the air they did not 
even have a record contract. Within 18 
months they had four hit singles, the show 
and the beginnings of a myth. 

The musical trajectory is‘astonishing. 
The three-hour show, The Beatles at the 
Beeb, begins with Hippie Hippie Shake, a 
good bar-band rave-up. and ends three 
years later with the jet-stream harmonics 
of Ticket to Ride. That’s a little like get- 
ting into outer space before everyone is 
certain you have even left the ground. 

Most of the 48 songs are versions of 
American rockers or renditions of early 
Beatles smashes performed in styles that 
never stray far from the records. There is, 
however, a Beatles version of an obscure 
Billy J. Kramer and the Dakotas single, a 
Lennon-McCartney composition titled /7/ 
Be on My Way. It is the sweetest surprise 
of the package. With a chorus that sounds 
as simple and sentimental as a child’s 
school rhyme (“As the June light/ Turns 
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| der scorchers, Soldier of Love and A Shot | 

turns out to have been introduced in an 
Ann-Margret movie (take that, cultural 
anthropologists) and does not seem com- 
pletely worthy of the obscurity into which 
it has fallen. 

The best stuff here, though, is the flat- 
out rock 'n’ roll: John blow torching his 
way through a couple of Arthur Alexan- | 

of Rhythm and Blues; Paul lighting into | 
That's All Right Mama and striking | 
sparks off Carl Perkins’ Matchbox. | 
George gets to sing at least once on his 
own (a very snug version of Nothin’ | 
Shakin’ but the Leaves on the Trees); and | 
Ringo turns in an exuberant rough-house 
performance of J Want to Be Your Man. 
These songs all have the blind energy, 
nerve and joyful rowdiness of genius be- 
fore history took over. 

A reminder, however: because of 
thorny copyright problems, the material 
on The Beatles at the Beeb will probably 
never make it to record. This may not be 
an insurmountable problem in an age of 
technological marvels. As Bruce Spring- 
steen used to tell listeners at home when 
he did his own radio shows: “Roll them 
tapes!” —By Jay Cocks 
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Gane: Napolitano, 21, is having a 
most unexpected ending to her distin- 

guished undergraduate years at Princeton 
University. A top scholar-athlete at her 
Stamford, Conn., high school, she was as- 
siduously recruited by several colleges, 
but picked the ivy of Princeton. Sidelined 
from the women’s basketball team by a 
knee injury during her freshman year, she 
put in long hours helping to manage both 

the men’s baseball and women’s basket- 
ball teams, while attaining a superb 3.7 

out of 4.0 average as an English major. By 
her senior spring, she was awaiting accep- 
tance by several law schools. But three 

months ago, a student-faculty committee 
at Princeton, after a hearing, found the 
honors student guilty of one of academe’s 
most serious offenses: plagiarism on a 
term paper. The committee voted unani- 
mously to withhold Napolitano’s degree 
for one year and to pass word of its disci- 
plinary action to the law schools where 
she had applied. This week Napolitano 

gets her day in state court in a suit that 
has temporarily blocked the committee’s 
action and raised an important new issue 
about the disciplinary prerogatives of a 
private university 

Napolitano’s paper was an analysis of 
Gabriel Garcia Marquez’s novel One Hun- 
dred Years of Solitude, written for a course 
in the Spanish-American novel. In it she 
cited five quotations, appropriately foot- 
noted, from a scholarly reference work by 

Josefina Ludmer. But after examining the 
paper carefully, Napolitano’s professor, 
Sylvia Molloy, discovered that Ludmer 
was quoted far more often than the foot- 
notes indicated. Molloy charged that Na- 
politano deliberately changed the page 
numbers of quotations cited by Ludmer to 
correspond to those in her own edition of 
the Garcia Marquez novel. “The paper 
Gabrielle Napolitano has turned in,” Mol- 
loy informed Assistant Dean Peter Onck, 
“has been lifted, | am afraid, word for 
word in its near entirety from that book 

I have no doubt that the student wished to 
pass this piece as hers.” 

Appearing before a ten-member fac- 
ulty-student committee on discipline, Na- 
politano did not deny the basic allegation; 
she challenged the conclusion that she 
had deliberately plagiarized. She insisted 
that all she had done was to commil a 
“technical error” while she was also rush- 
ing to complete her senior thesis. Several 
character witnesses spoke in her behalf, 
including the associate director of athlet- 
ics and English Professor Hans Aarsleff, 
her senior thesis adviser. He told the com- 
mittee: “The quality of her work and 
thought has been of the highest caliber, 
her reliability and integrity have been un- 
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Education —__ 

| Questioning Campus Discipline 
Accused of plagiarism, a senior takes Princeton to court 

impeachable, and her willingness to as- 
sume and meet responsibility has been 
noteworthy.” After huddling in closed 
session for about half an hour, the com- 
mittee notified University President Wil- 
liam G. Bowen of its verdict 

Napolitano then petitioned Bowen for 
clemency but was denied. Said Bowen: 

“Given all the circumstances, including 
the seriousness with which we view pla- 

giarism, it [the decision] seems to me the 
only proper outcome.” Bowen added the 
hope that the disciplinary action would 

make the student “a better and stronger” 
person. Napolitano responded by secur- 
ing the services of a New Jersey law firm, 

Gabrielle Napolitano on campus 

A case that may set a troubling precedent 

which filed suit in New Jersey Superior 
Court. “My whole purpose is to avoid hav- 
ing the label of plagiarist attached to me 
for the rest of my life,” Napolitano insist- 
ed in an interview with TIME. “I really 
didn’t feel that I was given a fair hearing.” 
She claims that due process, as well as the 
fact that academic violations tend to be 
prosecuted unevenly, is at issue in her 
case. A judgment by Superior Court Judge 
William A. Dreier may come this week, 

subject to appeals. 
Academic issues have been taken to 

the courts before. Allan Bakke, for in- 
stance, challenged the affirmative-action 
policies of the medical school of the Uni- 
versity of California at Davis, which led to 
the famous 1978 Supreme Court ruling 
limiting the university's discretion to set 

its own admissions ground rules. But this 
appears to be the first time that a case of 
academic plagiarism has been fought in a 
civil court. And while public universities 
like U.C. Davis are governed by general, 
public domain constitutional law, private 
universities like Princeton write and exe- 
cute their own special laws, which have 
traditionally been harder to challenge. As 
Princeton University Counsel Thomas 
Wright put it, “The courts have the right 
of review, but it should be up to the uni- 
versity to determine whether the stan- 
dards applied are academically reason- 
able and not arbitrary or capricious.” 

Lawsuits against universities, in fact, 
are becoming increasingly common 

Twenty years ago, students were likely to 
accept suspension or expulsion with noth- 
ing more than an appeal to the president 
By the ‘70s, students had become more 
aggressive in pressing civil rights claims 
the handicapped sued for proper facilities, 
women charged sexual harassment, mi- 
norities claimed discrimination. Today 

| about 100 colleges and universities face 
charges that their athletic policies dis- 
criminate against women, in violation of 

Title IX of the Civil Rights Act 

n recent years, the trend has been away 

from social issues and toward more per- 
sonal causes. Some students, like dissatis- 
fied consumers, sue their colleges for 
“fraud” when they are unable to get jobs 

| for which they were trained. One Califor- 
nia student sued her university for 
$125,000 for giving her a B+ in a course 
instead of an A—. Says Philip Moots, spe- 
cial counsel to Ohio State University, 
which, like many other institutions, is be- 
coming increasingly familiar with what 
an Ohio State commencement speaker 

described as “litigation mania”: “Today's 
students flunk and sue.” 

The Princeton case follows this trend 
Notes Claire Guthrie, assistant general 
counsel of the American Council on Edu- 
cation: “This woman is not concerned 
with establishing some profound legal 
principle. She knows jobs are tough to get 
out there, and that when you have a mark 
against you, it is all that much tougher 
She’s trying to protect herself.” But if Ga- 
brielle Napolitano succeeds in reversing 
the university’s action, the danger is that 
she may establish a legal precedent, one 
that could erode the right of Princeton 
and other private universities to act as the 
sole judge of misconduct within the prov- 

ince of academic behavior. That prospect 
is viewed with unease on the Princeton 
campus and beyond. Says Princeton Se- 
nior Marshall Merrifield, chairman of the 
Princeton student honor committee: “The 
general feeling here seems to be that we 

have groups set up to deal with these ques- 
tions, and that they should handle them— 

not the courts.” —By Ellie McGrath. Reported 
by Adam Zagorin/New York and Gary Lee/ | 
Washington 
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The macrophage blood cell, which normally defends the body, seems to run amuck in arthritis 

Fighting Arthritis Pain 
Two U.S. firms introduce promising, once-a-day drugs 

he search for relief from arthritis is as 
old as man, going back, in fact, to 

man’s Neanderthal predecessors. Today, 
arthritis inflames the joints of 10% of the 
world’s population, including one out of 
seven Americans. There are dozens of 
helpful drugs on the market, as well as 
countless quack remedies ranging from 
copper bracelets to snake venom. Aspirin, 
however, remains the treatment of choice. 
The trouble is that in order to suppress in- 
flammation as well as pain, aspirin often 
must be taken in megadoses—15 to 20 
tablets a day. At such levels, it can cause 
stomach distress, ulcers and hemorrhag- 
ing. And so, spurred by a market that 
grows by a million persons a year in the 
US. alone, pharmacologists keep search- 
ing for a better drug. Within the past 
month, two companies claim to have 
found it: Oraflex (chemical name: benox- 
aprofen), introduced last week by Eli Lilly 
& Co., and Feldene (piroxicam), unveiled | 
several weeks ago by Pfizer Inc. Both 
drugs have been successfully marketed 
abroad. 

The new drugs are anti-inflammatory 
agents like aspirin but remain in the 
bloodstream six times as long. Thus they 
are effective as once-a-day doses. They are 
also less apt to irritate the digestive tract. 
According to Lilly, Oraflex causes 50% 
fewer gastrointestinal side effects than as- 
pirin. There remains a drawback. In clini- 
cal trials, Oraflex caused sun sensitivity 
leading to an itchy rash in about 20% of 
patients. This can be prevented by apply- 
ing sunscreen lotions or even by getting a 
protective suntan before using the drug. 

Feldene and Orafiex both work like 
aspirin in that they block the release of 

certain prostaglandins, hormone-like sub- 
stances that contribute to pain and swell- 
ing. Perhaps in an effort to distinguish its 
product from Pfizer's, Lilly makes the ad- 
ditional claim that Oraflex may actually 
slow the progression of the disease. The 
claim is based on preliminary research 
showing that Oraflex inhibits the migra- 
tion of macrophages, a type of white blood 
cell, to the inflamed joint. Macrophages 
ordinarily defend the body against foreign 
invaders, but in some forms of arthritis 
they appear to attack the body, destroying 
bone and cartilage. 

To prove that Oraflex does retard this 
destructive process, Lilly has embarked 
upon a three-year, 1,600-patient study. A 
number of researchers doubt, however, 
that Oraflex is unique in its action on 
macrophages. Pfizer Medical Director 
Dr. John Jefferis maintains, “Feldene 
does everything benoxaprofen does.” Says 
Dr. Frederic McDuffie of the Arthritis 
Foundation: “I would predict that what- 
ever effect you could get with benoxapro- 
fen you also could get with aspirin, if you 
gave enough of it.” 

Yet for some patients, the new drugs 
have already succeeded where aspirin 
failed or proved too irritating to tolerate. 
JoAnn Schwartz, 50, of Topsfield, Mass., 
was taking 18 Bufferins daily and still 
finding it too painful to walk upstairs. She 
became a subject in an Oraflex study, and 
“within 30 days, I could start doing things 
again,” she says. She is now back on her 
bicycle and kicking up her heels in the 
pool. But Schwartz was one of the lucky 
ones. About 20% of arthritis sufferers are 
not helped by the new drugs. For them, 
the search continues. a 
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Capsules 
MATH HORMONES? 

Boys do better at math, girls have superior 
language skills, or so the popular wisdom 
has it. For years, scientists and educators 
have been seeking a biological basis for 
these perceived differences between the 
sexes. The latest finding is reported in last 
week's New England Journal of Medicine. 

Neurologist Daniel B. Hier and Internist 
William F. Crowley gave intelligence tests 
to 19 men with a rare disorder that inhibits 
the pubertal surge of male hormones, an- 
drogens. The subjects scored lower than 
normal males on tests of spatial ability, the 
capacity to visualize and mentally manip- 
ulate objects in space. Girls usually score 
lower than boys on tests of this skill, which 
is considered to be important in higher 
mathematics, physics and engineering. 
The study, say the authors, suggests that 
androgens are “essential to the full devel- 
opment of spatial ability.” This conclusion 
is challenged, however, by Harvard Psy- 
chologist Jerome Kagan, who feels the test 
scores are better explained by social fac- 
tors. ‘Women are more likely than men to 
give up or try less hard on spatial tests, be- 
cause they do not believe that spatial tal- 
ent is part of their repertoire,” he argues. 
Similarly, men who do not experience nor- 
mal puberty may “question their ability to 
perform on tests that they believe are 
solved most efficiently by more masculine 
males.” 

ASPIRIN RISK 
Few parents hesitate to administer aspi- 
rin when their child has a fever. Yet, ac- 
cording to the American Academy of Pe- 
diatrics, the practice could be dangerous. 
The academy issued a warning last week 
advising its 24,000 members that aspirin 
should not be given to children suffering 
from influenza or chicken pox. Aspirin 
and related compounds have been statisti- 
cally linked to a deadly ailment that 
strikes 600 to 1,200 American children a | 
year. Reye’s syndrome follows in the 
wake of viral illnesses, causing vomiting 
and high fevers and, in about a quarter of 
the cases, coma and death. The connec- 
tion between aspirin and Reye’s syn- 
drome has been the subject of recent con- 
troversy. The Health Research Group, an 
offshoot of the Ralph Nader organization, 
is seeking a federal court order to require 
warning labels on aspirin bottles. Aspirin 
manufacturers insist that studies linking 
their product to the disease are flawed. 
“We have a lot more to learn about aspi- | 
rin and Reye's,” admits Dr. M. Harry 
Jennison, director of the A.A.P. But, he 
points out, “aspirin is probably overused 
in general. You really don’t have to jump 
on a fever with any drug very quickly.” As 
an alternative, the academy suggests that 
parents use tepid sponge baths to reduce 
fevers. a 
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Computers 

Big Battle over Small Machines 
Like Pac-Man, Japan nibbles away at the U.S. market 

hese days hardly a week goes by with- 

out another entrant into the burgeon- 
ing field of personal computers. During 
the past month, Burroughs and Digital 
Equipment Corp. announced that they 
were entering the hot market of micro- 

computers that generally sell for less than 

$5,000. Last week Sony, the masterly Jap- 
anese manufacturer of color television 
sels, videotape recorders, audio equipment 

and other consumer electronics, an- 
nounced that it is also introducing a new 
desk-top computer. The Sony SMC-70, 
which will sell for about $3,750 with stan- 
dard accessories, is slightly more expen- 
sive than some of its competitors but pro- 
duces excellent color graphics 

By itself the Sony machine should not 
cause serious concern to established firms 
such as Tandy Corp.'s Radio Shack, Apple 
Computer and Internationa! Business Ma- 
chines Corp. The SMC-70 is aimed at the 
office-equipment market, where Sony 

faces stiff competition, and it will initially 

be sold only through Sony's 450 video- and 
office-machine outlets 

Sony’s new product, though, high- 

lights the Japanese interest in this esti- 
mated $2.4 billion market, which until 
now has been almost the private property 

of American firms. After the success of 
Japanese onslaughts into watches, cam- 
eras, calculators and copiers, many com- 
puter industry experts are worried. Says 

Ulric Weil, an industry watcher for 

the investment bankers Morgan Stanley 
‘American companies must take the 
Japanese seriously. Not to do so would 
be fatal.” 

As they have so often in the past, Japa- 
nese companies have proceeded slowly 
and cautiously into the personal computer 

market. As late as 1979, Japan accounted 

for almost none of the $447 million worth 

of personal computers sold worldwide. As 
the industry exploded, however, Japan’s 

presence began to be felt. Last year Japa- 
nese manufacturers rang up sales of $210 
million. The companies include a number 

of well-established firms with recogniz- 

able brand names in digital watches, ste- 

reo equipment and calculators: Canon 

Hitachi, Toshiba, Seiko, Sharp and Casio 

Nippon Electric Co., the giant electronics 
firm, is now selling $100 million worth of 

personal computer equipment in the U.S 

and last week it introduced three versions 
of its latest model 

The Japanese have already won plau- 
dits for the design and manufacturing 
quality of their machines. Says Marian 

Murphy, a vice president of Computer- 
Land, the largest retail computer chain 
which has 210 stores in the U.S.: “Their 

hardware is as good as the American hard- 
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The new machines carry famous brand names 

A formidable marketing track record 

ware.” Experts are particularly impressed 

by the small handheld and portable com- 
puters that Japanese firms are producing 

U.S. manufacturers have usually been 

considered superior in two areas that are 

regarded as crucial to success in selling the 
small machines: distribution and software, 

the instructions that tell the computer how 

to perform specific tasks. The Japanese 
however, have shrewdly avoided language 
and cultural problems by designing their 

computers to use American-made soft- 
ware. Moreover, some Japanese compa- 

nies now expect to use their considerable 
experience in selling electronic equipment 
to both businesses and consumers to offset 
the current American advantage in 
marketing 

Japanese firms, with their knack for 
producing well-made electronics products 

at a low price, are already overtaking U.S 

manufacturers in some segments of the 
computer market. Japanese-made semi- 
conductors are installed at the heart of 
many U.S. machines. IBM, Xerox and 
Hewlett-Packard all distribute Japanese- 
made Epson printers under their own la- 
bels to go with their personal computers 
Experts estimate that up to 90% of Ameri- 
can-built computers are now sold with ei- 
ther Japanese printers or monitors 

Japan is also quickly moving to pio- | 
neer its own technological advances. | 
Sharp has developed a flat computer dis- 
play screen that takes much less space 

than conventional ones. It is being used by 
Grid Systems of Mountain View, Calif., in 
its new Compass computer, which sells for 

$8,150. Sony has introduced a device that 

can store nearly twice as much computer 
information in about half the space that is 
now required. Japan is also reputed to 
havea lead in the development of more fu- 
turistic improvements like videodisc stor- 
age, which will vastly enlarge the capacity 
of personal computers 

Dos Japan’s formidable track rec- 
ord in marketing to the U.S. consum- 

er, American computer executives are 
downplaying the Japanese challenge 
Says Radio Shack Vice President Jon 
Shirley: “They don’t understand office | 
automation, small business computing or 
have a clear grasp of the applications 
these machines are used for.’ Adds an- | 

other top industry official: “I don't think 

the Japanese have ever faced this kind | 
of competition in a particular market 
We've gol a very, very strong industry | 
with extensive distribution, software sup- | 

port and computer experience.” 
U.S. computer firms, though, should | 

not forget how they lost their dominant | 
position in the Japanese market. As re- | 
cently as 1979, U.S. companies controlled | 
some 90% of personal computer sales in 
Japan. Their market share is now about 

20%. Says David Crockett of Dataquest, a 

California-based firm that monitors the 
industry: “The U.S. companies don't 

seem to be doing their homework the way 

the Japanese are. The Americans feel 

they know the answers. It’s an extremely 

serious situation.” A little more thana de- | 

cade ago, many US. executives in the 

automobile and consumer electronics in- 

dustries dismissed the Japanese competi- 
tion—and then saw their markets begin | 

to slip away By Alexander L. Taylor ill. 
Reported by Michael Moritz/San Francisco and 

Bruce van Voorst/New York 
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taste 
Marvel! 
Latest research confirms MERIT delivers the 
taste of cigarettes having up to twice the tar. 

Many low tar cigarettes 
make taste promises. But 
only ‘Enriched Flavor‘. 
MERIT offers proof, not 
promises. Proof through 
extensive smoker taste 
tests. 

MERIT Taste Does It. 
In impartial tests 

where brand identity was 
concealed, the over- 
whelming majority of 
smokers reported MERIT 
taste equal to—or better 

than —leading higher tar 
brands. Even brands with 
up to twice the tar. 

Moreover, when tar 
levels were revealed, 2 out 
of 3 chose the MERIT 

combination of low tar 
and good taste. 

Year after year, in study 
after study, MERIT 
remains unbeaten. The 
proven taste alternative 
to higher tar smoking — 
is MERIT. 

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 

© Philip Morris Inc. 1982 

Kings: 7 mg “‘tar,’ 0.5 mg nicotine—100's Reg: 10 mg *’tar’’ 0.7 mg nicotine— 
100's Men: 9 mg ‘‘tar;’ 0.7 mg nicotine av. per cigarette, FIC Report Dec:81 

a — “~— MERIT 
MERIT 
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A “Marred” Day 
More death at Indianapolis ~~? 

Intermec 

“Mi arred™ is the handy word regular- 
ly inserted in the second sentence 

— of news reports after the race driver wins 
his race or loses it or qualifies for it in 
record time. “The day was marred 

anes Not ruined completely. just slightly 

Smiley's March/Cosworth veers into the wall during a practice lap at the Speedway marred, as our small pleasures are forever 
being slightly marred. Gordon Smiley was 
slightly marred at Indianapolis two week- 

* ends ago, just as Gilles Villeneuve had 
been in Belgium the week before that 
They are dead, of course 

Who has died is always news, but 

death in auto racing never is; it is an ex- 
pected part of the game. At Indianapolis, 
49 drivers have won the 500-mile race, 
and 62 people have died there. One-quar- 
ter of all the racers who have competed at 
Indy since 1911 have been killed some- 
where or other in a race car. Sportswriter 

Jim Murray’s bitter line years ago hangs 

on still, like the last note of taps: “Gentle- 
men, start your coffins.” 

For some reason, people can be horri- 

fied enough by a boxer’s detached retina 
to implore him to quit fighting before it is 
too late, and yet be strangely unmoved by 

photographs of a man on fire in a disinte- 
grating race car. Hockey fights are a 
sports fan's idea of an outrage, and a de- 
fensive back’s how-to book on spear tack- 
ling is considered obscene. Auto racing Is 

just auto racing 
All I think Gordon wanted was a 

piece of the action,” said Driver Bill Alsup 
at Smiley’s funeral. “Gordon didn't know 

anything but ‘fast, said Derek Mower, 
Smiley’s crew chief. “If you hit wrong, I 
don’t care if you're in a Sherman tank,” 

said A.J. Foyt. “It’s all over.” Then Den- 
nis Firestone, Smiley's close friend, dried 
his tears and went out and qualified 
for this Sunday's race. “I know Gordon 
would have wanted me to,” he said 

Probably so. That these men know 

something the rest of us do not is undeni 

able. Merle Bettenhausen. a man with 
stretched, shiny pink skin and a hook for 
a right arm, said one time in Indy’s Gaso 

A track safety official and medic reach the remains of car and driver 

More upset by hockey fights than by men on fire in disintegrating race cars 
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EXPRESS MAIL INTRODUCES 
MORE FOR LESS. 
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Serece Anutyss and Prot: of Detvory 
EXPRESS MAIL SERVICE 

The 2:Pound Pak. 
*9.35 overnight. 

Express Mail Next Day Service® from the 
Post Office has a new flat rate that lets you 
send up to 2 pounds overnight, anywhere we 
go, for only $9.35. 

It’s called the 2-Pound Pak, and it actu- 
ally costs less than some carriers charge to 
send a few ounces. And a lot less than the 
$20.00 or so they charge to send 2 pounds. So 
you save on everything from the lightest let- 
ter to a big 2-pound report. 

But saving is just one reason people use 
Express Mail Next Day Service. Reliability is 

another. We now deliver 70,000 overnight 
packages and letters on time, every day. 

And Express Mail Service is easy to 
use, too. We have convenient drop off boxes 
in dozens of locations around town. You 
can also find us in over 3,000 Post Offices in 
1,200 cities. 

So for important overnight 
letters and packages, try the new 
Express Mail 2-Pound Pak. It lets 
you send a lot more overnight. i 
For less. 



line Alley, “I know why you feel sorry for 
me, but you don’t know why I feel sorry 

for you.” The name Bettenhausen is en- 
graved at Indianapolis everywhere but on 
the trophy. The father, Tony, died in a 
practice run in 1961. Two of his sons, 
Gary and Tony Jr., both drive at Indy 
Merle would too, but his arm happens to 

have been sliced off ten years ago in the 
Michigan 200. “We are discoverers,” 
Merle said. “You may be alive, and you 
may have two arms. But you have never 
felt it 

Last month, in a remarkable come- 
back from a 2%-year layoff, two-time 
world Formula One Champion Niki 

Lauda won the Long Beach Grand Prix 
The layoff had been voluntary. The little 
Austrian simply stepped out of the cock- 
pit one day and announced, “I have lost 
the desire.” Lauda could no longer bring 
himself to take the car “to the limit, as I 
am supposed to do.” So he quit 

Nobody would say Lauda lost his 

nerve. “Desire” is the right word. In a 

fearful and fiery 1976 crash in Germany, 
Lauda’s helmet had been ripped off, his 

| left ear burned off, his lungs seared; he 
| was given the last rites. Six weeks later he 
drove again, and one year later he was 

champion again. Then Lauda walked 
away. Why did he come back? “The chal- 
lenge,” he said 

Mark Donohue, the 1972 Indy win- 
ner, quit for a time because of an ex- 
pressed feeling of dread. He got over it and 
died in the Austrian Grand Prix at Graz 
Dashing Peter Revson gave “Miss World’ 

a playful squeeze and 

asked, “Is there a better 
life?” His ended in the 
South African Grand Prix 
at Johannesburg 

Aficionados of the 
sport seem much less up- 

set by bleeding men than 
by bleeding hearts who al- 
ways point to the slaugh- 
ter. Some 450,000 people 
will perch or picnic at the 

Speedway on Sunday, No- 
body knows how many of 

them are ghouls spreading their blankets 

| beside a bad intersection 
In the dispatches on Smiley's death, it 

was quickly pointed out that nobody had 

died at the old “brickyard” since 1973, 
when Art Pollard was killed in qualifica- 

tions, Swede Savage was fatally injured in 
| the race, and Armando Teran was run 
over by a fire truck speeding the wrong 

way toward Savage's crash. (That was also 
the year Salt Walther was maimed, if 

maiming counts.) 
Teran was a pil crewman, just 22. To 

someone standing a few feet away, the 
sound of the thud was enough. Teran was 
dead. But the reflex thought was the irony 
of betrayal. not the horror of racing. Who 
would think to look both ways before step- 

ping out into the alltime one-way street? 

George Bignotti. the famed engine build- 

| er, picked up Armando Teran’s shoes. Af- 
ter the rest of the debris was picked up, the 
race resumed By Tom Callahan 
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Theater 

Blood Bath 
MEDEA 

Adapted from Euripides 
by Robinson Jeffers 

Fe Caldwell has received a Tony 

nomination for her performance in 
Medea, and in this paltry season, no one 
would begrudge her that. Yet the accolade 
outshines the achievement. Caldwell’s in- 
terpretation of the role is singular and pe- 
culiarly self-indulgent 

With all the formidable artistry of her 

craft, the actress fashions a character of 
insatiable sensuality. If this production 
had a subtitle, it could be By Lust Pos- 

Caldwell and Anderson in Medea 

A scorned woman's hate buries all love 

sessed. Caldwell’s gestures are endlessly 

provocative. Her hands urgently stroke 
her upper thighs; when she slips to the 
floor, she writhes orgiastically. True, she 
has been driven half mad since her royal 
lover Jason (Mitchell Ryan) cast her off in 
favor of King Creon’s daughter. But she 
seems to miss past days of glory less than 
past nights in Jason’s bed 

Caldwell’s most moving and Euripi- 
dean moments come when she cradles 
and fondles the two young sons she has 
borne Jason, then steels herself to kill 
them in a monstrous act of revenge 
against their father. From moment to mo- 
ment she is wretchedly torn between ma- 

ternal love and a scorned woman's hate 
Magnificently true to the spirit of Eu- 

ripides is Judith Anderson—as well she 

should be. She acted the title role in the 
adaptation’s memorable 1947 premiere 
At 84, Anderson plays Medea’s redoubt- 

able old nurse and reaches a peak with 
the oncoming slaughter of the innocents, 
vainly attempting to thwart the horror 

with chilling words of prophecy 
Director Robert Whitehead, who pro- | 

duced Medea in 1947, has not fired up oth- 
er key actors. Paul Sparer’s Creon is more 
like a pompous chairman of the board 
than a Corinthian king, and Ryan's Jason 
is a callow marital climber rather than 
the hero who brought home the Golden 
Fleece. The Grecian temple designed by 
Ben Edwards has a brooding, darksome 
majesty. A pity so much of this production 
lacks it By T.E. Kalem 

Culture Clash 
LIVINGSTONE AND SECHELE 

by David Pownall 

r. David Livingstone did not go to 
Africa in 1841 to explore the Dark 

Continent but to save souls in darkness 
The conversion of native tribes was his 
task, specifically the Bakwena. Their 
chief, Sechele, became Livingstone’s one 
and only convert, a pivotal event and, to 
Livingstone’s missionary spirit, a crush- 
ing rebuke, around which British Play- 
wright David Pownall’s tragicomic drama 
revolves 

While the skilled four-character cast 
at Manhattan’s Quaigh Theater becomes 

a trifle overwrought, Livingstone and Se- 

chele is a fascinating study of culture 
clash. The opening scene is like a child's 
Garden of Eden. Sechele (Afemo) and his 
fifth wife Mokokon (Esther Ryvlin) are 
singing the alphabet under the tutelage of 
Livingstone (Mike Champagne) and his 
wife Mary (Prudence Wright Holmes) 

Moko is a nubile, ca/fé-au-/ait disciple 

of Eros, bare to the waist; Mary, a Whis- 
tleresque composition in white, is but- 
toned to the neck. Sechele looks like a 
prototype of the Noble Savages; Living- 
stone shuffles about, bowed by duty 

Moko speaks as a tribal skeptic. If 
Livingstone’s God is potent, why do the 
rains not come? Barred from Sechele’s 
bed, she slithers back into it like a serpent 
of old Nile. When he reads from the 
Scriptures, Sechele’s eyes are radiant. But 
is he a convert, or a con man more anx- 
ious for British guns than for God's grace? 
As for Livingstone, is not a single believer 
a joy to heaven? Or is he trying to amass a 

head count of natives for personal glory? 
Pownall raises these questions without 
really answering them. But he raises them 
with a Shavian exuberance 

The final scene is one of stinging pa- 

thos. Prostrated by his failure, Living- 
stone lies on his bed, near mental! collapse 
With self-imposed fortitude, Sechele 

shout-sings the hymnal verses, “Give me 
joy in my heart, keep me praising’ Give 
me joy in my heart, I pray,” as if he were 
the trumpet of perdurable faith. —TE.K. 
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| A Rousing Oui 
For Married Men 
How wedlock affects careers 

henever French Sociologist Fran- 
gois de Singly stopped in his wife’s 

office in the early evening, the pattern 
was almost always the same: the married 
men and single women were working 
overtime, and nearly all of the single men 
and married women had gone home. “It 
was striking,” says the sociologist, who 
has specialized in family studies and 
taught for twelve years at the University 
of Nantes. “It was married men and sin- 
gle women working the longer hours.” 

De Singly decided to do a study on the 
matter. The result, a 14-page report that 
has triggered substantial interest in the 
French press, helps confirm one of the as- 
sertions of American feminism: marriage 
helps men in their careers and hinders 
women. 

Basing his study on surveys going 
back to 1970 that covered 37,843 French 
workers from all income levels and all 
kinds of jobs, De Singly analyzed data for 
executive achievement in the 35-to-52 
age bracket. Married men far outscored 
single men, and single women far exceed- 
ed married women. Among all men and 
women with at least two years of profes- 
sional or university training, 43% of mar- 
ried men reach the executive level, com- 
pared with about 29% for single men, 
21% for single women and a feeble 6% for 

Male Orders 
B° reputation, Arizona State Uni- 

versity is a Sunbelt country club, 
devoted to avid partying by wealthy 
youngsters who are so good-looking 
that modeling agents regularly prowl 
the campus. Among the first exploiters 
of those attractive student bodies was 
Pi Kappa Alpha. For 25 years the fra- 
ternity has put out an annual girlie cal- 
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married women. De Singly’s conclusion: 
married men do best, and married wom- 
en worst, because in traditional marriage 
the wife lives to support her husband’s ca- 
reer and takes her own less seriously. Says 
the sociologist: “The family provides a 
kind of support system for the husband, 
pushing him up the job-advancement lad- 
der. That doesn’t happen for a single man 
or woman, and certainly not for a mar- 
ried woman, who is charged with per- 
forming domestic tasks.” 

But why should the single male score 
so poorly? Despite all the job prejudices 

MAINS YeYa 

endar that features campus women. Perhaps the most successful of the campus 
entrepreneurs, however, is Todd Headlee, 23, a marketing major with a Doones- 
bury name, who is growing rich by publishing a pinup calendar—for women. 

In 1980 Headlee and five friends each chipped in $1,000 and produced their 
1981 black-and-white calendar of chastely attired campus men looking cute and 
blank. All 5,000 copies sold in three weeks. Headlee (Mr. Aprilof 1981) bought out 
his partners, borrowed money and took out a $5,200ad in Playgirl magazine for a 
1982 edition. That ad drew some 10,000 orders from around the world. After grad- 
uating last December, Headlee loaded a stack of calendars into his van and began 
hawking them at colleges in 19 states. He sold his entire stock—27,000 copies at 
$4.95 each. 

This year Headlee tried a sister calendar, The Women of Arizona State, but it 
flopped. Next year’s version will be sexier. He also plans a third annual calendar, 
Campus Men U.S.A., and will push all three nationally. His slogan, somewhat less 
imaginative than his marketing: “The weather isn’t the only thing that’s hot.” 
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that favor males, he barely outperforms 
the single woman. De Singly’s answer 
echoes that of the American writer 
George Gilder in his book Naked No- 
mads: the single male is a kind of social 
misfit who earns half as much as married 
men and less than single women. In the 
USS. he is more likely than a married man 
to commit suicide, become a criminal, be 
institutionalized. 

“On the truly high educated level,” 
De Singly says, “statistics show that it is 
almost normal for a woman to be single, 
while the case is not the same for men.” 
For a male, he says unkindly, being single 
“may already represent a kind of malad- 
justment.” In fact, what De Singly calls 
the one surprise in the study is that 
among single people with three or more 
years at a university, single women have a 
better chance of reaching the executive 
level than single men. His explanation: 
French women who have overcome the 
obstacles of three years at traditionally 
male-dominated French universities are 
tougher than single males. 

Some of De Singly’s assertions sound 
odd to American sociologists. His finding 
that educated single women do better 
than their male counterparts “really puz- | 
zles me,” says Harvard Sociologist Lee 
Rainwater. “It sounds very improbable.” 
According to Viviana Zelizer, a Barnard 
sociologist, De Singly’s study “does fit the 
general finding that marriage is good for | 
men, not so good for women,” but the de- 
piction of the single man as a misfit is 
“nonsense,” though she concedes that 
“single men will have a harder time in a 
society that is so marriage-oriented.” 
Still, in France at least, De Singly has 
shifted the focus of debate on gender and 
economic success, just by directing his at- 
tention to marital status. The institution 
of marriage, he declares, is “an important 
variable.” all 
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Simon & Schuster; 399 pages; $15.95 

oO: Dec. 5, 1831, a steamboat got 
caught in Ohio River ice. The 26- 

year-old passenger from Paris, Alexis de 
Tocqueville, dispassionately wrote in his 
notebook, “Just now the vessel is cracking 

do but go ashore, and once there, no way 
except by walking to reach Louisville, 25 
miles away Over a snow-covered trail. But 
Tocqueville had limitless energy and curi- 
osity. As Political Columnist Richard 
Reeves observes in this book retracing the 
French aristocrat’s nine-month journey 

| through the U.S., even after the freezing 
| forced march Tocqueville was still rest- 

Alexis de Tocqueville 

lessly observing and asking questions. 
A wealthy merchant of Louisville, 

then a river settlement of 13,000 people, 
spoke to him in evangelical tones of 
growth already seen and vaster growth 

still to come. Preachers of religion, on the 
other hand, sounded like hawkers, “busi- 
nessmen of religion.” And although 
Tocqueville found religious observance to 
be widespread, he judged faith to be shal- 
low, like the belief of his ancestors in 

| spring tonics. He and his companion, 
| Gustave de Beaumont, were supposed to 

be studying the penal system in the US., 
but in fact they did their best to see 
everything and talk to everyone. They 
were friendly observers who very much 
liked the 24-state nation they saw, despite 
the rawness of its manners and the crass- 

ness of its mercantilism. (“More money— 

there in two words you have the Ameri- 
can character,” Beaumont wrote home.) 
Tocqueville instinctively feared demo- 
cratic excesses, but he had a rare gift for 
standing aside from his prejudices. When 
the two volumes of his Democracy in 
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from poop to prow.” There was nothing to | 

| businessmen 

Books 

The New World at Middle Age 
AMERICAN JOURNEY by Richard Reeves 

were bestsellers in France, then roiled by 
its own democratic currents, and the work 
is still the clearest view of the U.S. ever 
written by a foreigner 

It was Richard Reeves’ brave notion 
to accomplish a rough duplicate 
Tocqueville's tour, seeking out the same 
sorts of Americans—the mayor of New 

York City, the president of Harvard, 
and editors in quantity, 

and an embittered ex-President (John 
Quincy Adams for Tocqueville, Nixon for 

Reeves). The result is a spacious and 
thoughtful introduction to a classic. The 
author’s theme is Tocqueville's: the na- 

Excerpt 

a Tocqueville wrote, ‘I do 
not think that the white 

| and black races will ever be 
brought anywhere to live on a 
footing of equality. But I think 
that the matter will be still harder 
in the United States than any- 
where else. It can happen that a 
man will rise above prejudices . 
but it is not possible for a whole 
people to rise, as it were, above 
itself.’ 

I was not so sure about that . 
The golden time for black Ameri- 

| cans—the 1970s—-was not only the | 
result of violence. It was also partly 
a result of the ability of black lead- 

of 

ers—particularly Martin Luther 
King, Jr.—to force America’s 
white majority to face up to and 
prove there was some truth ¥ ¥ 

in the American rhetoric 

America appeared in 1835 and 1840, they | | 

| tional character formed in a state of frag- 
ile liberty by government, commerce, the 
press and the huge continent itself. 
Tocqueville found an exuberant nation, at 
times irritating in its self-satisfaction and 
its brassy patriotism. Reeves found resig- 
nation, inward-turning and irritability, 
although the social system he saw was in 

fact working far more efficiently than 
Tocqueville would have predicted 

Was the modern reporter right to con- 
fine his travels to a retracing of Tocque 
ville’s journey in the older and possibly 

more fatigued half of the U.S.? Louisville, 
for instance, seemed to Reeves drained of 
all local character (and, ignominiously, of 
its local Falls City beer, now produced 
elsewhere). Louisville was “just a place 
where a few hundred thousand Ameri- 
cans happen to live at the moment.” 
Could he have said that about Dallas or 

vOvuiS3 Giudis 

Seattle? And would even the worn and 
scuffed Eastern cities have seemed fresh 
and strong if Reeves, like Tocqueville, 
had been a foreign observer? 

What Reeves does very well is throw 
important ideas, his own and Tocque- 
ville’s, into the air. Are American politi- 
cal leaders generally second-raters? So 
both Tocqueville and Reeves were as- 
sured, and so their eyes and ears told 
them. The French visitor worried about a 
tyranny of the majority, and the Ameri- 
can sees crude sloganized opinions perco- 

lating up by means of incessant poll tak- 
ing to control the nation’s political 
discourse. Tocqueville brooded about the 
place of blacks in the society. Reeves, in 
his gloomiest moments, thinks that if vio- 

lent repression ever does come to the US., | 
it will be through hysterical efforts to con- 
trol street crime. A general feeling among 
whites, he reports, is that “We've done 
enough for the bastards.” A widespread 
belief among Detroit blacks, he learns, is 
that whites flooded the city’s black slums 
with “skag”’—cheap, low-grade heroin 
as a deliberate pacificalion measure, 
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‘Channel 11 
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DRAMA. 
Brideshead Revisited 

PERSONALITIES. 
John Callaway Interviews 

The Best of SoundStage 
Ella Fitzgerald 

DANCE. 
Hubbard Street Dance 
Company 

CHILDREN'S FARE. SPORTS. 
Sesame Street AView from the Bleachers 

with Bill Veeck 

NEWS ANALYSIS. 
The MacNeil/Lehrer 
Report 

SITUATION COMEDY. ADVENTURE. 
Up and Coming National Geographic 

Specials 
OPERA. 
Summer and Smoke 

Over four million viewers a week Help Channel 11 continue to give 

enjoy the great variety of fine programs Chicago your kind of quality television. 

that have made Channel 11 in Chicago Your subscription of $25 or more also 

the most watched viewer-supported 
TV station in the nation. And over WTTW’'s lively monthly magazine and 
150,000 Chicagoans have demonstrated complete program guide. Send check 
their appreciation by subscribing to or money order to: WTTW/Channel 11 

Channel 11. Join them—pledge PO. Box 1100 
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North Star's 
Advantage 

over 
IBM and Apple 
is easy to see. 
The North Star ADVANTAGE desktop computer has 

higher precision graphics, better software, and greater 
disk capacity than the IBM Personal Computer or the 
Apple II|. Plus, nationwide on-site service and free 
business graphics software. See it for yourself. Then 
check the price. You'll see how easy it is to own the 

North Star ADVANTAGE. For the name of the North Star 
dealer nearest you, call today 

CALL TOLL FREE 

1:800:447-4700 
(ILLINOIS 1800:322°4400) 

NorthStar” 
14440 Catalina Street. San Leandro, California 94577 
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cheaper and easier than giving machine 
guns to the police 

At times Tocqueville was so eerily 
prescient that he seemed to have had a 
private view of the future. His comment 
about critics of the Federal Govern- 
ment—“‘It was by promising to weaken it 
that one won the right to control it” 
might have been written about the 1980 
election. Reeves’ observations have a co- 

gency of their own. Discussing what he 
perceives as the modern tendency to 

appeal to government to solve all ills 
including governmental ones, he writes 
that “government, trusted and feared 

obeyed and avoided, revered and dis- 

dained, had become very much like a reli- 

gion. Its role was to confront evil for the 
rest of us.” Reeves’ reporting and analysis 

compare well with Tocqueville’s own, 
which is to say they are first-rate. His 
journey through a middle-aged nation 
that Tocqueville saw in its youth took him 

through uneven terrain somewhere be- 
tween smugness and despair, among a 
population going fairly steadily about its 

business. By John Skow 

Conceits 
SABBATICAL: A ROMANCE 

by John Barth 
Putnam; 366 pages; $14.95 

teacher named Susan Rachel Al- 
lan Seckler Turner is planning a 

scholarly study of “Twins, Doubles and 
Schizophrenia in the American Literary 
Imagination.” She is a twin. So is her hus- 
band, Fenwick Scott Key Turner. And so 

is their creator, Author John Barth, whose 
fiction (including this novel) fits admira- 

bly into Susan's thesis. Could it be that | 
characters create their authors and art 
generates life? What if everyone is really 
living in someone else’s dream? 

Such shopworn conceits abound in 
Sabbatical, plus stories within stories, ob- 
jets trouvés (newspaper clippings) and 
many, many footnotes. In other words, 
Barth is up to a lot of his old tricks. His 
performance this time begins with the end 
of a nine-month Caribbean sea journey by 
Susan and Fenwick. They have steered 

their cruising sailboat back to its starting 

point in Chesapeake Bay, thus describing 
“the closing of the circle.” Now what? 
They have failed to make certain deci- 
sions while at sea. Should Susan have a 
baby or accept a tenured position at 
Swarthmore? Fenwick has a similar prob- 

lem. A former employee of the CIA, he has 
published a book exposing some of the 

agency's skulduggeries. Now he must 
choose between capitalizing on his notori- 
ety via the lecture circuit or accepting an 

adjunct professorship at the University of 
Delaware. As if these problems were not 
taxing enough, they are jointly writing a 
novel. They are in fact writing this novel 

The task makes them a trifle self-ab- 

sorbed. “The world fs a seamless web, 
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HERE'S TO GUT FEELINGS AND 
THOSE WHQ)STILL FOLLOW THEM. 

Ted Turner does lots of 
things people advise him not 
to do. And he succeeds at them. 
He turned Atlanta’s WTBS-TV 
into a “Superstation” using 4 
communications satellite 
and recently founded Cable 
News Network, the world’s 
first 24-hour TV news network. 
He bought the Atlanta Braves 
and moved them out of last place; 
won the 1977, America’s Cup 
after being fired in the '74 races; 
and was named “Yachtsman 
of the Year” four times. 

Ted/Turner puts his feelings 
where his mouth is. He also 
puts a great scotch there: 
Cutty Sark. And while he’s 
been called Captain Outrageous 
by some, one thing’s sure: 
Ted Turner's enjoying himself. 

CAN 

Ted “Captain Outrageous 



Aworld 
in one country. 
Expect the un- 
expected. Abundant 
varieties of fauna, 
flora and peoples 
Arich land, 
unspoiled and 
beautiful. 
For an unforgettable 
vacation experience, 
consult your travel 
agent or ask for your 
free color brochure, 
‘South Africa — 
Gateway to a 
Continent 

South African 
Tourist Corporation, 
610 Fifth Avenue, 
New York, 
N.Y. 10020. 
Tel. (212) 245-3720. 
Telex 649535. 
Nane——__; 

Address——_ 

Where summeris 
four seasons long. 
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John Barth =e 

A performance ai journey’s end. 

Susan declares at one point, which means 
that telling the story of how they met 
forces them to start all the way back at the 
Big Bang. A corollary of this notion trou- 
bles Susan: “We don’t believe that Harry 
Truman created the Central Intelligence 
Agency for the sake of this story, do we?” 
Fenwick does not answer. 

As the cosmos revolves around them, 
other characters occasionally appear in 
person or memory. There is Fenwick’s 
twin brother Manfred, a more sinister CIA 
agent, recently drowned under suspicious 
circumstances. Manfred’s son (by Susan's 
mother) is either in a Chilean prison or 
dead. Susan’s twin sister Miriam pops up 
when the story needs her; she is still 
scarred from being raped by a motorcycle 
gang and tortured by the Shah's secret po- 
lice in Iran. She and her current lover, a 
Vietnamese refugee, have an infant son 
named Edgar Allan Ho. 

A long, terrible war is reduced to a 
lame pun; death, rape and torture become 
narrative incidents, useful for advancing 
the plot. Meanwhile, Susan and Fenwick 
congratulate themselves on how well they 

are living and writing their novel. “My 
hat is off to us,” Susan says. “Well done, 
us.” She leads cheers for her husband's 
sensitivity: “That's some intuition you 
had there on that rampart.” Fenwick re- 

SMIUYN N3T3M 

| apprehend the griefs and atrocities of bat- 

turns the compliment: “What a teacher | 
you are, Suse. No wonder your students 
fall in love with you.” 

he possibility that these people are 
monomaniacal monsters is never 

raised. Readers steeped in Barth’s work— 
five earlier novels, including The Sot- 
Weed Factor (1960), and two collections 
of shorter fiction—may be able to deny or 
evade this issue. Art is pattern and design, 
after all, not morality. Or, on another 
front: a writer must use material, however 
unpleasant, not weep over or try to correct 
it. Fine. But those who feel claustrophobic 
in the presence of smug, self-deluded so- 
lipsism may also decide to skip the whole 
experience. Barth has often been a pleas- 
ant guide through the states of his mind; 

| Susan and Fenwick, his alter egos, are 
not. —By Paul Gray 

Brevities 
SHORT SHORTS 

Edited by Irving Howe 
and Ilana Wiener Howe 
Godine; 262 pages; $12.95 

4é hort story” is the most elastic cate- 
gory in modern literature. “Story” 

may mean a series of events, a monologue, 
even a simple description with no charac- 
ters at all. As for “short,” it may sig- 
nify a narrative of 10,000 words or a terse | 
moral fable. In Short Shorts, Editor Irving 
Howe (World of Our Fathers) and his wife 
Ilana have decided to explore the far end 
of the genre. None of their selections re- 
quires more than eleven pages (D.H. 
Lawrence’s A Sick Collier); some need 
four (Grace Paley’s Wants). But the works 
are small only in measure. All contain so- 
cial and psychological resonances that 
sound long after this remarkable book is 
closed. A few are comic, like James Thur- 
ber’s [fGrant Had Been Drinking at Appo- 
mattox, a portrait of the crocked general 
handing over his sword to an astonished 
Lee. In two cases, stories provide a mirror 
effect. Isaac Babel’s The Death of Dolgu- 
shov concerns the inability of men fully to 

tle; Doris Lessing’s Homage for Isaac Ba- 
bel is about the inability of children to 
comprehend the depths and subtleties of 
Babel’s deceptively plain fictions. But 
most of the tales are discrete, ironic para- 
bles, works, as Irving Howe describes 
them, “brought to a stark conclusion— 
abrupt, bleeding, exhausting.” 

There is not a false note in Short 
Shorts. The contents—38 fictions—range 
back to Leo Tolstoy’s The Three Hermits, 
whose pious innocents forget a prayer and 
run on top of the ocean to find their con- 
descending teacher. The most recent are 
powerful condensations of modern life by 
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The soul and whole of wit. 
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“If your portable video recorder doesn’t have 
all this technology, don’t blame Panasonic.’ 

BP, 
Se em f\, |\s hae 

\4 fon cP ON 
= J 

TSU This new Panasonic VHS™system with new 
ae $5JK .f microprocessor technology can do just about 
= everything. Outdoors, it's the world's lightest, 

smallest VHS video recorder. At home, you can 
- 4 record 8 hours of TV on anew Panasonic cassette. 

7 And that’s just the 
beginning for the 
new Omnivision® 

PV-5500 and 
PK-956 video - 
camera. 

The world’s lightest 
VHS video recorder. 

It'S 37% lighter than any other 
Panasonic portable VHS. That's 

light and small enough to take to 
picnics, little league games, vacations. 

And its rechargeable battery lets you record 
for up to 100 minutes on one charge. 

The camera focuses automatically 
with infrared technology. 
You can focus the PK-956 with your eyes closed. Using 
an infrared beam and microprocessor technology, 

.. it focuses in a split second. But that's not all. 
It adjusts the exposure and sound automatically. 
Has instant replay. There's even a character 
fi generator, so you can title your favorite scenes. 

The camera works in low light. 
An ordinary video 
camera can't hold 
a candle to this 
Panasonic. Because 
it has a light-sensitive 
tube. Plus circuitry 
that electronically 

») : brightens the picture. 
hige*iowy And a fast f 1.4 
nr macro/zoom lens. 

8 hours of recording. 
With a new Panasonic cassette you can 

record 8 hours of TV. And when you're not 
home it can be programmed to auto- 

matically record 4 different shows over 2 
weeks. It even has slow motion, high 
speed, freeze frame and Omnisearch. 

WARNING: One federal court has held that = 
recording copyrighted TV programs is infringement Pp 
Such po dec should not be recorded > i anasonic. 

Simulated TV picture. TV picture courtesy of NASA just slightly ahead of our time. 



It’s crystal-clear. 
It’s a bit more expensive, but for a crisp Gin & Tonic, 

the world comes to Gordon's: 

Books 
Heinrich B&ll, who describes a profession- | 
al laugher producing merriment on cue 
for everyone but himself, and Paula Fox, 
whose News from the World describes a 
woman and her contaminated seaside vil- 
lage withering for lack of love. Between 
these terminals, Chekhov, Kafka, Mi- 
shima, Hemingway, Borges and a score of 
other master miniaturists show that brevi- 
ty can be not merely the soul of wit, but 
the whole of it, and that almost all writing 
can benefit with pruning, from the short 
story to the rave review. —By Stefan Kanfer 

Editors’ Choice 
FICTION: The Collected Stories, /saac 

Bashevis Singer @ Dinner at the 

Homesick Restaurant, Anne Tyler 

The Mosquito Coast, Paul Theroux 

Nobody's Angel, Thomas McGuane 

Prizzi’s Honor, Richard Condon 

To See You Again, Alice Adams 

NONFICTION: Hannah Arendt: For 
Love of the World, Elisabeth Young- 

Bruehi @ Late Innings: A Baseball 

Companion, Roger Angell e The 

Politician: The Life and Times of 
Lyndon Johnson, Ronnie Dugger 

Stuff of Sleep and Dreams: 
Experiments in Literary Psychology, 
Leon Edel @ This Was Harlem: 
1900-1950, Jervis Anderson Why 
We Were in Viet Nam, Norman 

Podhoretz 

Best Sellers 

FICTION 
. The Parsifal Mosaic, Ludlum 

(1 last week) 

The One Tree, Donaldson (2) 

The Man from St. Petersburg, 

Follett (4) 

Celebrity, Thompson (3) 

Thy Brother's Wife, Greeley 6) 

North and South, Jakes (5) 

Happy to Be Here, Keillor 

For Special Services, Gardner 

Twice Shy, Francis (8) 

Friday, Heinlein (7) 

NONFICTION 
. Living, Loving, and Learning, 

Buscaglia 2) 
Jane Fonda’s Workout Book, 

Fonda (1) 

The Fate of the Earth, Schell G) 

4. No Bad Dogs—The Woodhouse 

Way, Woodhouse (3) 

A Few Minutes with Andy Rooney, 

Rooney (6) 

6. When Bad Things Happen to Good 

People, Kushner (8) 

An Uncommon Freedom, Conn 

Weight Watchers 365-Day Menu 

Cookbook, Weight Watchers 

International 

Late Innings: A Baseball 

Companion, Angell 

10. A Light in the Attic, Silverstein (10) 
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INTERESTED IN 
A DIESEL THAT CAN 

DELIVER THIS 
KIND OF MILEAGE? 

Traditionally, diesel engines 
have been known to last a long 
time. (Their high internal pres- 
sures require rugged con- 
struction.) 

Traditionally, Volvos have 
been known to last a long time. 
(Our high internal standards 
require rugged construction, as 
well.) 

It only makes sense then that 
a diesel-equipped Volvo is 
designed to deliver more than a 
good EPA number.* It should 
deliver a good number of years. 

ZS ESt: SV iw act neaceens sel sedan and wagon 

will probably be low 

We can’t guarantee you'll rack 
up a hundred thousand miles on 
your Volvo. But chances are you 
won't end up having to trade it 
in just about the time you're 
done paying for it, either. 

Of course, owning a car that 
will be around for many miles 
doesn’t mean much unless driv- 
ing them is an absolute pleasure. 
So Volvo provides its GL Diesel 
Sedan with amenities such as an 
electrically heated driver’ seat. 
To get you comfortably through 
all those long winters 
with manual transmis 

er than EPA highway € 
ns. Actual mpy may differ depending on speed. trip 

A twelve vent air conditioner. 
‘To get you comfortably through 
all those sticky summers to 
come. 

Even a sun roof. Just to get 
you comfortably through all the 
temperatures in between. 

The choice is simple. If all you 
want is better mileage, you can 
buy any diesel. 

And get quantity. 
Or you can buy a Volvo. And 

get something substantially more 
impressive. VOLVO 

Quality. A car you can believe in. 

length and weather 



Northwestern Mutual Life 
just made things a little hotter 
for the competition. 
Last year The Northwestern's “Get More Out of 
Life” program provided an astounding three 
billion dollars in extra coverage to our policy- 

owners without an increase in premiums! 
And after the dust had settled, the life 

insurance industry breathed a collective 
sigh of relief. Surely, Northwestern Mutual 
would wait a while before initiating any more 
precedent-breaking innovations. 

But they were wrong. 
This year we are introducing seven new 

plans specifically designed to provide you 
with superior value in life insurance. From 
great new whole life plans, to an Extra 
Ordinary Term policy that builds cash value 

And we are now offering the most coverage 
for the lowest premiums in our history! 

But this is nothing new. For the past 125 
years Northwestern Mutual Life has constantly 
improved the products we offer you 

© The Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 1962 

Why should this year be any different? 
Our newest plans are just another example 

why other life insurance companies have 
come to realize that we're a tough act 
to follow 

Bra a In Chicago, Al Fellinger 

rp © is turning up the heat! 
Call him at (312) 781-2710, 

The Fellinger Corporation, 

150 S. Wacker Drive, 

Suite 800, Chicago, IL 

60606. Call to find out 
about our interesting 

career opportunites too. 

Miitual fie 
The Quiet Company 

A tough act to follow 



Show Business 

Static over Theater Sound 
Intimacy is fading, but shows are hooked on mikes and speakers 

4é peak the speech, I pray you, trip- 
pingly from the tongue,” Hamlet 

advised actors. But that was in the days 
before body mikes, when a performer 
would be hooted off the stage if the 
groundlings could not hear what he was 
saying. Now, thanks to what is euphemis- 
tically known as “sound reinforcement,” 
a whisper can carry as far as a shout, and 
a clear, powerful voice, once mandatory 
equipment for a stage actor, is almost 
superfluous. Sound technicians receive 

Otts Munderioh at his Dreamgirls console 

A whisper can carry as far asa shout... 

prominent billing in Broadway shows, 
right next to set and costume designers, 
and the theater, which got along quite 
well for 2,500 years without electronics, 
thank you, is all but hooked on micro- 
phones and speakers. 

Though a few musical shows were 
amplified in the '50s, the practice did not 
become established until the 60s, gaining 
momentum with the success of two elec- 
tronically hyped rock musicals, Hair and 
Jesus Christ Superstar. Today no musical 
would open without a soundman ringing 

the Roof used a sound system that cost 
| $5,800. Dreamgirls’ tweeters, woofers and 

OHYMOH Na» 

the decibels. The Pirates of Penzance | 
has 42 microphones scattered around the 
stage in Manhattan’s huge Minskoff The- 
ater. The sound system of Dreamgirls is so 
complicated that when Soundman Otts 
Munderloh sits down at his control con- 
sole, he looks as if he could be managing 
the landing of a space shuttle from the 
Houston Space Center. Costs have gone 
up with the voltage. In 1964, Fiddler on | 

— 4 

assorted other paraphernalia could not be 
purchased for less than $250,000. 

Most plays without music still depend 
on the unaided human voice. But even 
they are sometimes amplified. Such re- 
cent shows as Agnes of God and The Little 
Foxes have used mikes, as have Neil Si- 
mon comedies. “Conventional sound no 
longer satisfies people,” says Producer Al- 
exander Cohen. “They want to go to the 
theater and see and hear everything. At 
40 bucks a shot, they deserve it.” 

Unfortunately, there are many rea- 
sons for the switch to electronics onstage. 
Many of the new houses are so big and 
poorly designed that an actor would have 

to bellow to be heard in the balcony. | » - 
Some, like the Uris, where Annie is now 
playing, have such bad acoustics that, 
without a little help, even a foghorn would 
sound like a wheeze to someone sitting in 
the back row. There seems in fact to be a 
conspiracy to drown out the voice. Some 
composers have turned from strings and 
woodwinds to ever louder brasses and 
electronic instruments. Even Ethel Mer- 
man, who has the strongest pipes in the 
business, might find it impossible to make 
herself heard over the electronic thunder 
of a musical like Evita. 

po claim that audiences have 
changed too. “TV has spoiled a great 

number of us,” says Producer Zev Buf- 
man. “If we don’t hear perfectly, we've 
just got to reach over and turn it up.” Says 
Producer Hal Prince: “When I first came 
into the theater, I remember seeing the 
Lunts, who had wonderful projection and 
spoke with crystal clarity. But it still took 
about five minutes before you made the 
adjustment to hear them properly. Today 
the public won't do that. People walk 
around with those Walkman sets on their 
ears. We've all become very lazy.” 

There probably would be less com- 
plaint if amplification were not so appar- 
ent—and so annoying. But it usually is 
both. The sound system of the 1978 | 

| Eartha Kitt musical Timbuktu! sounded 
like a tinny radio with failing batteries. 
The Pirates of Penzance, which has a 
better system, is nonetheless obviously 
miked. Then there are the mistakes 
that give soundmen high-volume night- 
mares. When Dreamgirls opened, an ac- 
tor’s body microphone jammed another, 
set on the same frequency, in a neighbor- 
ing theater, where The Best Little Whore- 
house in Texas was playing. (A wireless 
body mike, hidden on a performer’s cos- 
tume, is in effect a tiny radio, broadcasting 
to a receiver offstage.) And everyone in 
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| those people in the back row,” adds James 

| production of Othello. “You can project 

the business remembers the time one ac- 
tress forgot to turn off her mike when she 
went backstage. The audience was treated 
to a few obscenities and the electronically 
enhanced sound of a toilet flushing 

Even when a sound system is good, it 
destroys the intimacy between actors and 
audience, which is, after all, the essence 
of theater. Cyril Harris, an acoustical 
consultant for the Metropolitan Opera 
House, Avery Fisher Hall and Washing- 
ton’s Kennedy Center, maintains that de- 
spite what many producers claim, audi- 
ences really prefer their sound straight 
and unaided. “If you give audiences a 
choice between a large amplified house 
and a smaller unamplified house, they'll 
take the latter every time,” he says. “Peo- 

... and a clear voice is almost superfluous. 

ple know that what they are hearing in a 
large house isn’t realistic. An amplified 
voice is different not only in terms of level 
but in terms of quality. There’s no way 
you can fool the public.” 

Microphones probably are necessary 
in some of the new barns that pass for the- 
aters, and doubtless are needed in some 
rock musicals. But many producers and 
actors have enough love for the theater to 
resist their use in straight plays. “Vocal 
training is part of the craft, and it is up to 
the actor, not the soundman, to reach 

Earl Jones, who is doing just that as the 
jealous Moor in the current Broadway | 

not just with volume, but with clarity and 
unexpected variations in rhythm. It all 
boils down to this: If you're going to am- 
plify sound, why not have people stay at 
home and watch TV?” —®Sy Gerald Clarke. 

Reported by Elaine Dutka/New York 
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Essay 

Is the Going Still Good? 

The sole cause of man’s unhappiness is that he does not know 
how to stay quietly in his room. 

—Pascal 

de Havilland Canada Twin Otter set down on the ice at the 
North Pole a few days ago. The ice cracked and the plane 

began to sink slowly into the slush of the Arctic Ocean. Everyone 
clambered out onto safer ice: two crewmen and seven tourists. 

Their package tour had popped in upon a waste of once 
mystical inaccessibility, the place that Peary’s dog sled strug- 
gled to in 1909. The tourists landed on an abstraction and al- 
most fell through the top of the world. They sat for a few 
hours like a family stuck on a freeway with engine trouble, 
and then another plane came and drove them back. 

A tip to the North Pole may put the question most 
purely: Why all of that expensive motion? Why do we travel? 
To penetrate mysteries? The 
earth does not withhold 
many secrets any more. Ev- 
eryone who did not, for one 
reason or another, travel to 
China last year is sure to go 
this year. A tour bus runs 
down nearly every street in 
the global village. When 
does travel degenerate into 
snobbism or a stunt? Lars- 
Eric Lindblad, impresario of 
the edifyingly exotic, takes 
the vacationing bartender 
where Darwin most remote- 
ly went. 

The metaphysics of trav- 
el has changed. Television 
turns us all into what the au- 
thor Paul Fussell calls “‘sta- 
tionary tourists,” electronic 
cosmopolites. The webbing 
of satellites around the plan- 

almost anywhere, give us the 
illusion that we are world 
travelers, or at least that we are all caught in the planetary 
claustrum and interconnection. National Geographic specials 
take us farther, more vividly, than we would have the.courage or 
knowledge to go if we were traveling in body, not just in mind. 
The television anchorman Dan Rather turns up in rag-top na- 
tive drag in Afghanistan, the surrogate of our culture with 
his camera crew, intrepid as Sir Richard Burton sneaking 
into Mecca. 

We sometimes sense that we have reached a moment of 
critical mass when travel is somehow no longer necessary. 
The terrestrial explorations have been done. Do we really 
need to wander through one another's cultures, smelling the 
cooking? Could we just hook up to each other by videophone, 
perhaps with a sensory attachment, and simply dial Bali or 
Maui or Angkor Wat? Must the body go there when the mind 
can almost make it by other means? 

If we do bestir ourselves, we ride out to big airports and 
climb onto big planes that are as amiably de-cultured as Muzak, 
as white sound. The jumbo jet is the airborne equivalent of the 
interstate highway—fast and convenient, but a sort of whisper- 
ing vacuum. One might as well be stuffed into a cartridge and 
shot through a pneumatic tube, like interoffice mail. 

We travel to be in some sense transformed. Travel is pro- 
| cess, a transit, a sheer going there as much as an arriving. 
| Travel equals transformation over time. It is everything expe- 
rienced from start to finish. What happens to travel when it 
consists of getting onto a big plane and eating a tray dinner 
and having a drink and watching a movie? And then getting 
off the plane at an airport much like the one we left and 
riding to a big hotel and finding a room where the toilet 
seat wears a preposterous paper sash FOR YOUR SANITARY 
PROTECTION? Our amazement at the world simply curdles 
into irony 

The standard threnody for grand travel always sounds like 
that. In his book Abroad, Fussell argues that “travel is hardly 
possible any more.” Once, the traveler embarked upon 
the world with a sense of spaciousness and mystery. The 
modern world’s adventuring began with the great explorers sail- 

ing west from the Renais- 
sance. Next came the age 
of grand Continental travel, 
and then a highly literary 
travel culminating in the 
wanderings of men like Eve- 
lyn Waugh and D.H. Law- 
rence and Robert Byron 
in the years after the first 
World War. Travel had a 
certain Noel Coward élan. 
Robert Benchley is said to 
have cabled home from Ven- 
ice: STREETS FULL OF WA- 
TER. ADVISE. 

The upper-class English 
had a genius for travel; they 
took their imperial self-confi- 
dence with them into the 
world. Some of them, like 
T.E. Lawrence, wanted to be 
someone else; like all intelli- 
gent travelers, he knew that 
landscape is an articulate 
moral category. He found a 
hard, almost fanatical clarity 

| in Arabia, a purity that transformed the unhappy Englishman 
into a mystic desert hero. Other Englishmen and Americans, 
aloof, invulnerable, their servants laboring under steamer 
trunks and their gazes trained on cathedrals and Pyramids, 
traveled almost as a means of confirming their own moral supe- 
riority. They took their baksheesh back in the form of a deeper 
smugness. In such cases, travel did not broaden, but rather nar- 
rowed the mind. 

It is a narcissistic fallacy of travel to imagine that one’s 
mere passing through sets up a charmed understanding be- 
tween traveler and native, or even a bare comprehension. A 
kind of Heisenberg Principle usually goes to work: the obser- 
vation of visitors alters the behavior of the observed, some- 
times in ugly ways. Theodore Roosevelt, age 11, recorded a 
story in his diary of the family’s grand tour in 1869. The Roo- 
sevelts tossed small pieces of cake to a crowd of Italian beg- 
gars: “We made them open their mouths and tossed cake into 

it.” Like chickens, like pigeons in the park. 
In any case, says Fussell, the great age of travel is gone. 

“The explorer seeks the undiscovered, the traveler that which 
has been discovered by the mind working in history, the tour- 
ist what has been discovered by entrepreneurship and 
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prepared for him by the arts of mass J Me 
publicity.” => 

It is an old argument—true up to a : 
point, but contaminated by a certain 
elitism and inattention to the present a ee) ae 
Tour groups have changed the nature and “=; 
freedom and spontaneity of travel. But ~~ | a os 
the backpacking young travel with as 
much energy and expertise as Waugh did, 
and with much less money. They prowl 
the world a little outside the law, at great 
risk—dope smugglers sometimes, or else the dreamy, subur- | 
banite Leave-It-to-Beaver youth between ashrams. on the 
road to Katmandu. The trouble is that these wanderers rarely 
can write very well, or bother to. 

The depressing truth is that travelers tend to be bores. 
They tend to be waterbugs skittering across the surface of 
other cultures without learning anything important that they 
can express. They learn fugitive skills—how to avoid being 
cheated, how to cross borders. They come back in a daze of 
wonder, But even today’s writers who travel are remarkably 
good: Paul Theroux (The Great Railway Bazaar), Edward 
Hoagland (African Calliope), Jonathan Raban (Old Glory: An 
American Voyage) and the splendidly mordant V.S. Naipaul. 

hy do people travel? Judge it first, dispassionately, 
by its trophies. The tourists at the North Pole had 

cameras. Their slides from the adventure will be more 
exciting than millions of others to be assembled this season 
from the Grand Canyon and Peking and Machu Picchu 
and Nice 

One hears already the night sounds of autumn: slide pro- 
jectors clicking in the dark to punctuate a drone of travelogue. 
The oppressed audience writhes and dozes and works its eyes 
open and shut like jalousies. Etna will be seen in a bleeding, 
theatrical sunset. The Acropolis will be out of focus, Dorothy 
sharp in the foreground. Here is Carl squirting himself with 
a wineskin at Pamplona. Retired professors (triumphs of 
evolution). will stand over Galapagos turtles, grinning like 
Teddy Roosevelt after a kill. In some former slave-driving 
colony of the Caribbean, Dwayne will lounge by the pool 
wearing his Club Med drinking beads and a sun-dazed, 
dreamy smile. 

Restlessness is a human impulse, something in the genes. 
We need to find out what is in the next valley. The hominid 

fo 
| . Milestones 

— TY hunter began it, and people over millen- 
niums traveled for conquest and trade. to 

= find new homes 

"i America was built by unthinkable sa- 
\ gas of travel, men and women letting go 

\y/ and leaping west into a primitive, danger- 
ous promise. Now one of the more spe- 

\ cialized motives for travel is the roots 
3 tour, the journey back to Ireland or Italy 
me" or Africa to find ancestors and ties. A 

travel agency in Atlanta is doing good 
business taking American blacks to Africa to try the old ge- 
netic recessional: Americans in their retrospective dream. Re- 
ligion has always driven travelers, from the wild Deus volt of 
the First Crusade to more peaceful pilgrimages to Jerusalem, 
Mecca, Lourdes and Rome. 

Freud suggested that men travel to escape the oppressions 
of their families and their fathers. Maybe that is why people 
left Vienna. But they travel with more energy to get a tan. 

People travel because it teaches them things they could 
learn no other way. Herodotus got his real education by trav- 

eling. Like Odysseus, he saw “many cities of men.” Travel 
showed him the world and how it worked. Travel is an impe- 
rialism of the imagination, a process of acquisition: the mind 
collects cultures and experiences and souvenirs. The children 
of the industrial age poured south to dream upon the ruins. 
Motives are always rich and varied: travel means forms of 
freedom. Japanese men flock to sex tours in Seoul, Bangkok 
and Manila (a woman waiting in the lobby of the hotel when 
you get off the bus from the airport). 

Travel, especially if one travels alone, can make the mind 
peculiarly alive. Meanings and dangers flow by like colors, 
like smells, the fluid nuances of place. Real travel is work 
and may profit from an edge of danger. It is not for nothing 
that we travel in groups—remembering, though, the ultimate 
bad travel experience that involved that group at the Donner 
Pass. 

The final point of travel is always individual and indefin- 
able: it makes the neurons glow in a new way. It excites pos- 
sibilities. People and scenery mean worlds that they cannot 
mean except when we come to them for the first time as 
strangers, It is always oneself that one encounters in traveling: 
other people, of course, other parts of the world, other times 
carved into stone now overgrown by jungle—but still, always 
oneself. —By Lance Morrow 

SEEKING DIVORCE. Gilda Radner, 35, one- 
| time Roseanne Roseannadanna and Ba- 
ba Wawa of Saturday Night Live; from 
G.E. Smith, 30, rock guitarist; after two 
years of marriage; in Hollywood. Radner 
and her husband split a month ago, after 
she and Actor-Comedian Gene Wilder 
teamed up both on and off the set of the 
film Hanky Panky, due out next month. 

DIED. Fred (“Dixie”) Walker, 71, hard-hit- 
ting Brooklyn Dodger outfielder whose 
nickname came from his Alabama child- 
hood, but whose moniker with cheering 

| Ebbets Field fans was “the Peepul’s 
Cherce”; of cancer; in Birmingham. After 
stumbling around the majors for eight 
years, Walker caught fire with the Dodg- 
ers in 1939, helping “da bums” to win 
pennants in 1941 and 1947. He hit .357 to 
take the National League batting crown 
in 1944, led the league with 124 RBI's a 
year later and had a lifetime .306 average 

| over 18 seasons. His Dodger playing years 

ended on a bitter note in 1947, however, 
after he expressed his reluctance to play 
with his new teammate, Jackie Robinson, 
the first black major leaguer. 

DIED. Hugh Beaumont, 73, journeyman Hol- 
lywood actor whose name was etched into 
the public consciousness through the lon- 
gevity of a TV hit series, when for 234 
half-hour performances in the 1950s and 
60s he was Ward Cleaver, the All-Ameri- 
can suburban father on the still repeated 
Leave It to Beaver; of an apparent heart 
attack; during a visit to Munich, West 
Germany. 

DIED. Merle Tuve, 80, physicist whose dis- | 
coveries opened the way to radar and nu- 
clear energy; in Bethesda, Md. More than 
50 years ago, Tuve noted that short-pulse 
radio waves reflected off the ionosphere, 
which provided the theoretical underpin- 
ning for radar. In 1933 he confirmed the 
existence of the neutron and was also able 

84 

to measure the bonding forces in atomic 
nuclei. During World War II, he organ- 
ized development of the proximity fuse for 
antiaircraft shells, enabling defenders to 
increase greatly their accuracy in combat- 
ing German V-1 buzz bombs and Japa- 
nese kamikaze plane attacks. 

DIED. Max Stern, 83, founder and board 
chairman of Hartz Mountain Corp., 
which he made into the world’s largest 
manufacturer of pet foods and supplies; 
in New York City. Stern, a German im- 
migrant, arrived in the US. in 1926 
with 2,100 singing canaries. He quickly 
sold the birds, but decided that greater 
profits lay in marketing birdseed. The 
company. founded in 1932, grew under 
his leadership until it had annual sales 
of $150 million and offered more than 
1,200 pet-related products. A deeply re- 
ligious man, Stern gave away millions in 
philanthropy to Jewish American edu- 

cation projects. 
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